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THESE desultory amusements^ not ori^

ginally designed for the Press, are now com-

mitted to it, at the particular instance of the

Author's private and political Friends, most

anxiously interested in the national dignity and

security ; indebted for their present fanciful

arrangement to the ingeiiuity of the skilful

Typographer,
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TO THE RIGHr HONOURABLE

THE EARL OF DONOUGHMORE,

MY DEAR FRIEND,

r HAVE long intended myself the pleasure of

thanking you for the printed copy of your Speech

in the House of Lords, on the question of Catholic

Emancipation ; but, really, I have not found that

time at my disposal which the importance of the

subject required. Since the prorogation of Parlia-

ment, I have been engaged in various pursuits; but

more especially in examining the numerous reports

of our several Committees of the last, in order to be

prepared for the discussion of their various matters in

the approaching sessions. These form a task of no

ordinary undertaking, multiplied too, as it has been,

in order clearly to comprehend them, by the necessity

of again adverting to many previous reports intimately

connected with them.

It had been said to me, by my late friend Mr. Fox,

on the very important subject of India, *' You really

" terrify us with the very appearance of each separate

B '* document.



" document. Every voucher is a volume of no ordi-

" nary size; and the intellect is blunted with dismay

" before we can advance beyond the title-page." If

this was the feeling of that comprehensive mind ia

ordinary occurrences, great allowance must be made

for the present most extraordinary accumulation of

three years* growth, under a cautious, slow, delibe-

rating, and managing Committee (involved in vast

created difficulties) constantly sitting; whose duty it

has been to prepare such a clear and intelligible state-

ment on the affairs of India for the long period of

seventeen years, since the last renewal of the Com-

pany's charter, as shall enable the House and the

Nation to form a comprehensive judgment of the

value and resources of British India ; how far the past

trust of this extensive and important empire to the

East India Company has been cultivated with honour,

fidelity, and advantage becoming the national cha-

racter and national expectations ; and whether it can

be considered politic and wise to continue the exclu-

sive rights of this invaluable jurisdiction to the same

system of management, thereby positively precluding

all intercourse with the whole subjects of the empire

(and especially Ireland, so richly endowed by nature

for commercial advantage) ultimately interested in the

nation's rights, locking up its resources, suffocating

commercial enterprise, divesting the subject of all

human discretion peculiar to his situation in life, be-

numbing the faculties which both countries produce,

destroying experience, and virtually incapacitating the

masculine activity of either under a close monopoly

—

and



and this, too, at a period when we are blindly explor-

ing every region of the earth for new sources inviting

traffic and commercial adventure. This subject, I

fear, little understood, and less attended to, in point

of national value and national strength, second to none

which concerns the vitality and stability of the British

empire but Ireland, forms of itself many folio volumes.

Add to these the whole of the Finance Reports and

Accounts, and especially those of 1797 and 1798, so

accurately and so judiciously arranged by our present

able Speaker, and for which, as I stated in the House,

" no honours in the gift of the crown, no reward

*^ which the nation itself could bestow, could be too

** great;" from whence I date the real and truly in-

teresting value of parliamentary records as implicating

the national resources, inasmuch as they produced the

first annual accounts of the public income and expen-

diture, which have eyer since been continued. When
I tell you, that the deliberate examination of all these,

and other reports, perhaps more interesting to others

better acquainted with the subjects of them, have

been amongst my daily amusements during the recess;

even you, my dear friend, though in the habit of great

application to national objects, will not be of opinion

that my time has been passed idly, however unprofit-

ably to myself, and apparently negligent of the expec-

tation which, on your leaving town, I led you to

entertain of your soon hearing from me on the subject

of the national and constitutional incorporation of

Ireland with England.

B 2 I have
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I have read your printed Speech with lively interest.

Ireland must ever be grateful for what is there to be

directly read, n\uch more so for what is there to be

further and far better understood. These claims of

Ireland (I won't say, of the Catholics, as if the Catho-

lics, who virtually form the whole nation, were only a

small and insignificant portion of the people injured

and seeking redress) are stated and maintained with

that energy and competency becoming your Lordship's

enlarged understanding and liberal mind, and cannot

fail to command the highest approbation of your

country, of your fellow-subjects, and of posterity.

Still, my dear Lord, I think that this printed report

falls very far short of the wisdom, policy, and talents,

which you, confessedly by all parties, displayed in

your delivery of it ; and that it loses considerably in

the energy, supported as it was by the eloquence and

address with which it was displayed. '

This just tribute paid to your exertions in behalf of

your country, which no one, in my opinion, has ever

exceeded, I shall now proceed to state the reasons fop

the opinion which I have offered—That this mo-

mentous question remains yet to be considered on

other grounds, which are peculiarly and exclusively

its own.

Adverting to the earliest periods of parliamentary

discussion, and concluding with the last debates in

both houses during the last sessions, the question has

been debated as a question of religion, pretendedly

and



and craftily surrounded with spiritual difficulty, the

necessity of a denial of " perfect freedom" in the

worship of God, and inflicting and imposing general

disqualifications without pretending to exact parti-

cular penalties, although men are collectively con-

demned without being heard, and persecuted without

being known. On the contrary, I contend, that it is

not, ought not, and cannot be, a question of religion

:

and that the subject is any thing, and may be any

thing, but a subject of religion; a question to which

religion is most foreign, and by which her dignity,

her purity, and her sanctity, are most grossly and

impiously insulted, violated, and degraded; inasmuch

as religion is not, and cannot be, what the passions

and vices of impious designing men would make it,

but what God, in his infinite beneficence to mankind,

his power, his wisdom, and his glory, did make it,

from the very beginning of time; and inasmuch as

this divine spirit, denominated Religion, ought to have

regulated all mankind, whereas mankind, from the

earliest ages, have been impiously battling to prosti-

tute, and surreptitiously combining to regulate reli-

gion, and to shape religion to their own worldly pur-

poses; and, in these their profane attempts, have gone

far to destroy the purity, if not to lose sight of religion

altogether.

I collect the sentiments of the accurate, learned,

and pious Jortin, and other equally revered divines,

to be this—That the sedate spirit of religious tyranny,

arising from the lust of dominion, sordid self-interest,

and
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and worldly politics, taking its measures with sys-

tematic adherence to state-policy, and pursuing its

ends deliberately, void of all regard to every tender

sentiment of pity and humanity, is infinitely worse,

and a far greater outrage to the feelings of mankind,

inasmuch as it is built on deception, than any species

of fanatical fervour denominated Popery. Aware how

forcibly this truth bears on the present condition of

Ireland,' and how strictly applicable to the present im-

portant crisis of the affairs of the world, 1 now commit

my remarks on this subject to your superior judgment

and ultimate disposal : first adverting to the grounds

on which this momentous question of Emancipation

has been considered ; and, secondly, pointing out the

grounds on which I feel it ought only to be consi-

dered, and will, in all human probability, be ultimately

decided.

Thus, my dear friend, I present to you some por-

tion of my amusements during a month's residence,

within sight of the pier of Ramsgate, and, on an ex-

tended scale, the sentiments which I meant to hav^

delivered in my place in the House of Commons on a

very contracted one. I sincerely wish they may assist

your patriotic endeavours, and prove as useful to the

success of the Catholics, in obtaining their full rights

in and under the constitution, as it has been gratify-

ing to my mind thus occasionally to be employed, in

attempting to give the question its own proper character

and station^ and to bring into direct view the promi-

nent causes of English prejudice against our Catholic

brethren

;
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brethren ; contending, generally, that, whatever were

the vices peculiar to times of barbarism and ignorance,

the exceptions taken to the church of Italy, under her

usurpation and mis-use of civil power, were counte*

jjanced and supported by the kings, lords, and com-

mons of England, when all Christendom was Catholic;

and that, in spirit and in truth, they still obtain in the

«xercise of the civil power under the Protestant as-

cendancy.

If the laws of the empire now in force are not suffi-

ciently powerful to protect property, and to dissipate

idle apprehensions, founded in prejudice, as growing

out of ignorance, it is very easy to render them so;

and sure I am, the spirit of exclusion and persecution,

with which the Catholics have so long been pursued,

does not manifest either a want of disposition or in-

clination in their powerful opponents.

Yours ever affectionately.

Great George Street, > p MQORE,
Westminster, *





CATHOLIC

EMANCIPATION

LETTER I,

The subject wholly political, not a stibject of reli-

gion; a question of national strength and national

securitu^

TPHE subject has been considered on the

ground of humble petition, of submissive

claim, of equitable and honourable compromise,

of positive and implied agreement, of policy

(only as it relates to ministerial strength in of-

fice), under the positive capitulation of Lime-

rick, and under the implied but indispensable

compact of the Union, v^^ithout which compact

it is by all parties unequivocally confessed that

this most important measure could not have

been carried.

Now, to prove the reasonableness of these va-

rious grounds separately, and the force of the

whole combined, for the admission of the Ca-

tholics to the entire enjoyment of their natural

rights as subjects under the constitution, w^hich

they have never forfeited, but which, for no

pretended fault of theirs, have been thus long

c unjustly
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unjustly and unwisely withheld, endeavours have

been exerted (most erroneously treating the

question as a question of religion) to evince that

the councils and canons of Constance, Basil,

Lateran, &c. enjoined no doctrines ininiical to

the security of the Protestant church ; and more

particularly to prove—what I was more than

astonished to hear, in the nineteenth century,

and this the more forcibly in the House of

Commons, where a whole code of inhibitions,

protections, and securities against all possible

defalcation, lay on the table— *' That the king-

kiUing doctrine, or murder of princes excom-

municated for heresy, was universally held by

the Catholic church (as expressly declared in

the council of Constance) to be impious and

execrable, being contrary to the known laws of

God and Nature; and that it is a fundamental

truth in the Catholic religion, that no power
on earth can license to lie, to forswear, or

perjure themselves, to massacre their neigh-

bours, or destroy their native country, on

pretence of promoting the Catholic cause or

religion." But what astonished me still

B[iore, was to hear my worthy friend Sir John
Cox HiPPESLEY compliment the right honour-

able and learned political Goliath, tjie prejudiced

and inveterate opponent of the Catholic rights,

Dr.DuiGENAN, for a liberal admission of the truth

before quoted. My worthy friend, for whom I

have a very great respect, must have made these

instant acknowledgments to the learned doctor

from
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from the warititli of his own good heart, for any

fortuitous aid rendered, however slender, to the

support of the cause of pubhc justice, which-

he himself so zealously advocates, and not for

any supposed vahie attaching to them ; inso-

mucli, as I contend, that every such admission

could not be deliberately felt otherwise than

as a direct stealth from the established laws of

the land, deserving only public reprobation, if

granted in the spirit of concession, ex abundant

tid of any real or solid objections which the

learned doctor could have to offer, supported by

common sense or common honesty.

Manifold as these orrounds of consideration

are, ably as they have been supported, extensive

and convincing as ought to have been their in-

fluence, and decisive as they ought to have been

on the question,' and as all, except one, I am
satisfied, will be on the mind of every good

Christian, desirous of promoting his own hap-

piness in this world, and consolation in the

next, and of all good subjects, who pride them-

selves on the integrity of our common empire,

and glory in the constitution of our ancestors,

which secures all the valuable privileges of state

and church, of religion and morality, provided

the empire itself be secure :—with all these

powerful influences on my mind, and none

other, wholly unbiassed by party feeling, and

entirely uninfluenced by connexion, I venture,

most submissively, to offer at the shrine of pub-

lic faculty, public virtue, and national security,

c 2 other
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other and more forcible reasons for the consi-

deration of this most important question, om

the untoward decision of which, possibly, the

very existence of the empire, as an independent

nation, may be involved. Feeling these to be the

true grounds on which the subject ought to be

weighed, and must finally be decided, and

which are the only grounds of consideration

peculiarly belonging to it, and exclusively its

own, I contend that the subject is wholly poli^

tical, and not a subject of religion ; that it id,

therefore, endrelif a question of national strength^

and national security^ and, consequently, impli-

cates no tenets or doctrine of the gospel what-

ever : whence, I shall strive concisely to prove,

that the Christian system can no more be even-

tually involved by the complete emancipatiort,

than the Mahometan or Braminical^ since, under

the advanced state of society, the improvement

of morals, and the irresistible influence of our

acquired code of jurisprudence, neither the one

more than the other can possibly affect the se-

curity and stability of the empire, under the pre-

sent political consolidation of what were all the

whole civil powers of the state, and what were

all the ^pretended powers of the church, so long

as the public trustees, the political guardians of

the empire (by whom I mean the public mi-

nisters of the country), regulate their conduct by
the laws laid down, conformably to the oaths

'which they take, and perform \\\€\x puhlic duties

with as scrupulous veneration for fidelity, ho-

nour,
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nonr, and integrity, as they dare not otherwise

than implicithf observe in the discharge of /?/•/-

vate trusts—That, during the last ^50 years, no

disturbance has happened to the empire, nor any

incident occurred oppressive to the people, and

thereby exciting discontent and resistance, but

what has grown out of ministerial folly, corrup-

tion, and perfidy—And that, at no period of

time, whether under the infallibility of religious

popery (as the Roman system of domination

has been called), or under the infallibility of

political popery (as it ought to have been called),

has pure religion, of which no man can be di-

vested, whether that religion be Christian, Ma-
hometan, or Braminical (I make use of these de-

nominations as most familiar to British ears),

been in the remotest degree implicated. The

miseries heaped on mankind, by the studied per-

version of that gospel which Christians revere,

whether by tlie means of fire and faggot under

the more refined impositions peculiar to the

usurpation of the popes possessing and exer-

cising all the admitted powers of the civil

state, or under the coarser and more summary
impositions enforced by means of fire and

sword under the usurpations of Mahomet, thus

exercising " power imdejined^^^ proved satisfac-

torily, that mankind revered their Creator, and

were sincerely devoted to pious adoration ; and,

therefore, that religion was that passion which
these politicians could most effectually influence,

and that instrument which they could most suc-

cessfully
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cessfully wield to promote their ambitious views,

which were exclusively calculated to obtain

power, dominion, and acquisition, measured

only by the passions and vices of the unprin-

cipled political leaders, and exercised by their

base and needy dependents, with warlike suc-

cess, under the ignorance, wants, and craving-

appetites of mankind. That, while in tlie West,

the fire-and-faggot politicians were outrageously

denouncing the fire-and-sword politicians of the

East as heretics and apostates from the true

spirit of the gospel, the fire-and-sword poli-

ticians of the East were equally outrageous in

their denunciations against the fire-and-faggot

politicians of the West, with the same views,

and for the same ends ; and, in like manner, each

had to contend with and to discipline various

turbulent divisions and subdivisions of sects

and schismatics, their pretended conceptions,

their creeds, their tests, and, more than all, their

ungovernable dispositions, undefined pursuits,

and insatiable thirst of plunder. Both in the

East and in the West, the perversion was pre-

meditatedly systematic : for violence was alike

the cannon which both parties used, as the only

means of success ; the ends in view, as in these

days ofpurely political warfare (though the official

fanatics of these times continue the attempt to

disturb the nicer feelings of religion), being

power, dominion, and acquisition, to which reli-

gion was most profanely made subservient. In

short, the objects sought, the means pursued,

and
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and the end to be accomplished, have uniformly

been the same, in all countries, whether the

established church lias been Christian, Maho-
metan, or Braminical. With every such con-

test religion has uniformly been sacrilegiously

interwoven, profaned, violated, and degraded,

and her pious votaries as often insulted, perse-

cuted, and divested of their property. Violence

is violence, whether committed by the bearer of

the crosier, or the bearer of the sword ; whether

the administering fanatic wear a white or a

green uniform. The designed breach of an

oath, whether administered on the Bible, under

the Koran, or in the consecrated water of the

Ganges, is equally perjury, and therefore the

infraction of an established maxim ; violence

and perjury, equally crimes in all countries ;

and contests for dominion, power, and property,

equally the objects of ambition in every region

of the world, are the same. It is not the reli-

gionist, the Christian priest, the Mufti, or the

Brahmin, who commits the crime, it is the law-

less miscreant man. It is not the ,true faith of

the church, or her humble votaries, who have at

any time involved the world in war, but design-

ing ambitious men^ the politicians who seized

and abused the powers they possessed*. It has

almost unremittingly continued the same, under

* Pope Gregory VII. wrote to the Emperor Henry IV.,

" If I die not, I will take your life and empire;" and instructed

his legates in Spain to declare, '* That he should prefer Spain

" occupied by the Saracens, rather than by Christians who re-

" fused to do him homage.'^

the
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the degenerate condition of the Protestant as*

cendancy, though in different colours, as when

the whole Christian world was Catholic. And
it is a question, at tliis time, in the 19tli cen*

tury, truly worthy, and becoiuing the serious

attention of the ablest heads, and the most pious

minds, whether the effects of war, and contests,

now denominated political^ have not spread de-*

solation wider, and heaped infinitely more mi-

series on mankind, than all former wars and

contests, denominated religious^ In otlier

Words, whether, for the same objects, confla-

gration has not been more infinitely destructive

under political popet-y since the Reformation

»

than under religious popery before the Reforma-

tion ? It is universally conceded, that the/?^r-

manent terror of lay force has wholly displaced

the occasioizal terror of church craft; and an ela-

borate system ofjurisprudence, founded on fixed

principles, and approved maxims of morality,

has happily superseded the profligate influence

of the designing Jewish monk, whose vicious

misinterpretation unsuspectingly passed for gos-

pel truth, in the absence of all tabled system, and

under the suffocation of all principle, which

could only obtain credence amongst mankind,

because, in the general darkness of the age, the

monk alone was thus enabled to propagate his

crafty and profitable conjurations by a super-

ficial knowledge of alphabetical letters, and
thereon to erect that fabric of scholastic bar-

barity, which so long overshadowed the world
in clouds gnd darkness,

LETTER



LETTER 11.

The End of Church-Establishment is, " not to provide

**for the true faith, butfor civil utility.^*

Whatever may be the opinions which I have

derived from historical reading, and the results

which I have drawn from historical authority,

let me not, for one moment, be supposed to

undervalue the zeal, sincerity, and great pains

taken by my friend Sir John Cox Hippesley,

in bringing forward all the various valuable dor

cuments, which his speech in the House of

Commons has set forth on this question. I

know my friend to be perfectly sincere, his ob-

ject the most laudable, and his industry unceas-

ing and indefatigable for the accomplishment of

the great national acquisition of strength, which,

like myself, he has most anxiously in view. But
with respect to his documents, the one part, I

consider, to be wholly inapplicable, and the

other, to be wholly worn out and obsolete. The
first comprehends all that relates to the expec-

tations and disappointments foi'med and ex-«

perienced under the accredited agency of Dr.

MiLNER, which I feel ought to have no more
bearing on the ultimate decision, than an agree-

ment between candidates at an election ought to

abrogate the laws of election before an election

D tribunal.
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tribunal. The second comprehends the useles5»

results of the general councils of Constance^ La-

teran, &c. when all Christendom was Catholic^

which I feel, enthusiastically contemplating the

proud standard ofconsolidation of all the powers

and faculties of the state and church under which

I have the happiness and security to live, to be

completely worn out, superseded, and abrogated,

as much as if those councils had never been held,

and the states in which they were held had

never existed. I hold all these jurisdictions,

the temporal popedom, and all the subordinate

departments under ambitious politicians^ to have

been usurpations of the civil ordinances ; and

that, as they have, in the common course of re-

volutions, and the ordinary lapse of time, been

in turn subverted and annihilated, therefore the

rules and maxims, conceits and assumptions,

by which they were attempted to be defended

and maintained, whatever they may have been,

do no longer exist—That all these councils were

exclusively the subordinate and instrumental ju-

risdictions of the general hierarchy, erected on

the constructive authority and law of the ten

commandments, and the systematic perversion

of the scriptures in the early gradations of im-

perfect revelation, and entire absence of letters

and more competent knowledge—That during

this period, generally speaking, until the begin-

ning of the l6th century, which commenced the

Reformation, the ten commandments, or the

Jaws of Moses, with the only, but unappreciable

vuit^ addition
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addition made by onr great Redeemer, virtually

formed the only existing civil code, instilling

the duties and inculcating the advantages and

the necessity of morality (by which is meant

the regulation of both spiritual and temporal

conduct) throughout most of the Christian states,

subject to the influence of the interested, vi-

cious, and corrupt misinterpretations of various

classes of pretended religious orders, or lay so-

cieties, assuming the habits of sanctified devo-

tion for the attainment of political ends and

objects—That this system, under the darkness

of ages, however flagrant and prominent its im-

perfections and impositions, had very extensively

grown under a succession of manifold specu-

lative opinions, digested Jnto creeds and rubrics,

under the management of various societies and

fraternities ; till at length it arrived at a con-

dition of regular domineering hierarchy, under

the non-existence of all other regular civil go-

vernment, arrogating to itself supreme power,

and arbitrary authority, co-extensive with its

population and dependencies, or rather contri-

butory connexions, however remote ; and exer-

cised jurisdiction by its pretended religious

denunciations, under the influence of cotem-

porary restraints and severities, supported by

combinations of individuals, planning schemes

of profitable traflic and useful interests, always

productive of superiority to themselves—That

this hierarchy, and all its ordinances, are com-
pletely worn out, or have lost all their powers

D 2 and



and authorities ; and that the whole of these pri-

mitive institutions of form, rather than regular

establishment, with all their principles, maxims,

and rules of administration, have been wholly

swallowed up by their own overgrowth into

political governments, forming larger combina-

tions, and exercising more extensive jurisdic-

tions, promising better securities to mankind in

the maintenance of society and social order,

rights and privileges, and general good-will and

safety against violence and depredation—That,

under long contests between the usurped domi-

nion of church government, and civil or political

government, as in all other contests, while the one

has increased in strength, the other has invari-

ably diminished: thus we find, that as the power

of the usurpation of the church increased, under

a successive adoption of creeds, the occasional

institution of canons, and appropriate ceremo-

nies, terrors, and spiritual denunciations and pu-

nishments ; so the political government, and the

British constitution, has grown into strength and

maturity by a succession of charters, laws, and

civil institutions, fixed maxims of government,

and acquired rights, under a well-digested re-

gular code of jurisprudence, in so far that,

whereas the civil government in its infancy was
the instrumental dependent under the control

of the church government, while the design of

the interested monk was, in fact, the law most
obeyed, if not the only law ; but, in the lapse

of time, by established system, gradually ac-

quired.
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quired, of enlarged jurisprudence, the ancient

church dominion has been reduced to the con-

dition of an instrument of the state ^ now wholly

dependent on its protection, as an useful ally^

commanding influence only by the dignity of

its conduct, and the sacred order of its func-

tions—And, that the civil state, by the sup-

pression of church usurpation over civil affairs,

under the Reformation, now possesses, exclu-

sively, the consolidated powers of both, in her

more efficient, commensurate, and political ca-

pacity. In this abstract position, tlie state had

become the subordinate ally of the church, by

usurpation, under an unlimited jurisdiction of

undefined power ; the church is become the sub-

ordinate ally of the state, under a limited juris-

diction and defined ^ovi^r. It was " Church and

" State;'' it is " State and Church."

It is, therefore, to be considered, what sub-

ordinate alterations and improvements this ge-

neral consolidation of state-faculties authorizes;

what alterations have taken place ; and of what

improvement each cornponent part of the gene-

ral empire is susceptible, and what would be

wise and necessary ^ov permanent security^ united

strength^ and confident durability. With this view,

let us summarily examine the object, end, and

duties of state and church separately, and of the

condition of reciprocity in which they stand

towards each other, by original institution, for

mutual support, mutual protection, and general

utility.

Now,
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Now, the state, or the aggregate end for

which civil society was formed, is defined by

the most approved authors to be " security to

" the temporal liberty and property of manJ^

The church, or rather 7'eligion, which has given

rise to tlie institution of church-establishment,

the genuine end of which is " the salvation of
" the soul^ or the security of man's future hap"
^^ piness i^^ the means of which, contends the

pious Warburton, are doctrine and morals, fo-

reign to the jurisdiction of the civil magistrate,

unless where it may manifestly affect society,

—

his peculiar province, always having the most

sacred and watchful regard to the three fun-

damental principles of natural religion ; viz.

1st, the being of a God ; 2dly, his providence

over human affairs; 3dly, the natural essential

difference between moral good and evil ; which

it is the magistrate's duty to preserve and to

protect, not as they promote ouv future happi-

ness, but our present, as they form the founda^-

tion and bond of civil policy.

The ends of religion are to procure the favour

of God, and to advance and improve our intel-

lectual nature. But no man can procure these

for another, nor hinder another from obtaininor

them. Integrity of heart is what alone recom-
mends us to the favour of God, which every one
has in his own power, and therefore any hin-

drance can proceed only from himself. '' My
" faith for myself, and your faith for yourself,"

said the liberal Persian ;
" we are both nothing

'' but
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" but humble supplicants prostrate at the

" gate/'

The end for which the church, unanimously

defined by all pious writers " the consent of the

*' body of the Christian people^^^ is established,

** is^ 7iot to provide for the true faith ^ but for
*' civii iitiiiti/,'' Hence, the union and alliance

of state and church ; seeing, that the care of

civil society extends only to the bodt/ and its

concerns, and the care of religious society to the

soui: this union forming a political league and

alliance for mutual support and defence; for

the state, not having the care of souls, cannot

itself enforce the influence of religion, arid, to

supply this defect, seeks the aid of the church
;

and the church, having no coercive power, its

cares not extending to the body, as naturally

flies for protection to the state. Hence the

security of the church from all external violence,

and the foundation of the church as established

by law : hence, also, the alliance or union of

state and church, or general compact, " that

the state shall give the church its full protec-

tion ; and the church, in return, shall give the

state its utrhost influence to render the people

submissive and obedient to the civil magistrate,

as the condition of the church obtaining the

magistrate's protection.

The exte?zt of civil utility^ then, is the great

directing principle to an alliance ; and out of

the many religious societies existing, at this time

branched out into at least fifty divisions, the

state
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state fo^ms its alliance with the largest societyj

that is, with the most numerous^ as having the

greatest number of proselytes under its own pe-

culiar influence. Hence the reason why the

Episcopal is the established church in England^

and the Presbyterian the established church in

Scotland. Then, continues the same able and

pious divine (whose principles and reasonings,

thus laid down, have been sanctioned by public

approbation, and even public institution founded

thereon, the honourable guardianship of which

is now committed to two of his majesty's mi-

nisters, the Right Honourable Spencer Per-

civAL, and the Right Honourable Richard
Ryder), as to duration, this alliance is ^^/pe-

tunl^ but not irrevocable ; that is, it subsists

just so long as the church thereby established

maintains its superiority of extent, which when it

loses to any considerable degree^ the alliance be--

comes Void; for the united church being then no

longer able to perform its part of the convention,

the state becomes disengaged, and a new alliance

is, of course, contracted with the now prevailing

church, for the same reasons which made the

old : and thus, formerly, the alliance between

the Pagan church and the empire of Rome was
dissolved, and the Christian established in its

place ; and, of late, the alliance between the

Papal church and the kingdom of England was
broken, and another made with the Protestant

in its stead.

Having brought these important axiomatical

points
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^binis conspicuously into view, it is only sub-

mitted here for future consideration—First, How
it has happened, in a state so wei/ regulated as the

British empire, that the same principle has not been

observed in forming a church compact with the

larger rehgious society in Ireland^ as in England^

and in Scotland? Secondly, Whether the minor

society in Ireland, with which, in violation of the

universally approved principles and axioms be-

fore laid down, an implied compact has been made

**^whether this minor society has fulfilled any part

ofthe conditional cowDention^ in having, at all times,

by its superiority of extent and influence over the

minds of the greatest number of subjects^ rendered

the great body of thepeople submissive and obedient

to the civil magistrate^ the whole end and object

of church'establishment^ and the only condition

of the church obtaining the civil magistrate's

protection ?

LETTER



LETTER III,

Religion falsely made o plea for persecution^ the real

object of which has always been the acquisition of
PROPERTY.

I SEND this as a continuation of my second

Letter, in order to elucidate and to strengthen the

axioms therein submitted ; and with the further

design, to assist in obtaining for them that just

reverence to which they are allowed to be entitled,

and that sincere adoption which the pious author

himself subscribed to their indisputable validity,

from that most perfect conviction on his own ca-

pacious and highly enlightened mind. Bishop

Warburton was distinguished for his piety, his

wisdom, his studies, and his works; and, next

to the gratification of his own internal satis-

faction, the most valuable recompence for which

he ever sought, as the best reward of his inces-

sant labours, was the spontaneous approbation

of mankind, for his humble efforts in the faithful

and conscientious performance of his ministerial

duties, striving to help them to the truest un-

derstanding of the Scriptures, as the best guide

in civil life. This, therefore, cannot be unap-

propriately attached as a summary account of the

progress of religion into a regular society, as

before stated, and thence into the establishment

of
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of a national church, as this pious divine has

supported, and in which he is ably maintained

by other writers on the same subject. In the

preceding Letter it has been endeavoured to be

shown, what *' are the genuine ends of state, of

religion, and of church-estabhshment ; and the

object of alliance between state and church/^

Praying you always to preserve the wide dis-

tinction between religion and church, as therein

laid down, I shall resort again to my venerable

authority, and under this countenance state-

That man, uniting two natures, soul and body,

his religion is composed of internal meditations

and outward acts and offices. Hence, meditations

on the Divine nature are drawn into articles of

faith, as the accorded result of various, long, deep,

and repeated contemplation ; and the meditations

on our several relations to Him into suitable and

correspondent acts of religious worship, both to

be professed and performed in common : whence

the necessity of a society to establish^ regulate,

and preserve these several objects.

Opinions concerning the nature of a Deity

should entirely influence all religious practice,

and become more or less perfect as they approach

the truth, on which account the greatest care is

taken to preserve such opinions pure and un-

tainted. This evidently cannot be done without

a society. 1. To reduce men^s belief into one

common formulary; and, 2. By making the pro-

fession of that formulary the common term of

communion. By this means there is a summary

E 2 of
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of belief in aid of the ignorant, and a common
repository to have recourse to for information.

Thus, the divine wisdom of the author and

finisher of our Christian faith, revealing the will of

his Heayenly Father to mankind, actually formed

our holy religion into a society, on a common
policy, with public rrtes ; and hence religion

composes a society by nature, and gives foun-

dation to the equity of an established religion at

large, and founded on the law of nature, sover

reign and independent of the civil, but hath not

in and of itself^ any coercive power of the civil

kind, its inherent jurisdiction being, in its nature

and use, entirely different from that of the state :

the one exclusively concerning the soul ; the

Other as exclusively appertaining to the body :

united, both form a general alliance of state and

church, for civil utility, as before stated, arising

out of the condition of reciprocity in which they

naturally stood towards each other by original

institution, mutual support and protection, and

general utility. Thus, religion and civil policy

administer mutual aid to each other, as useful

allies, acting in conjunction for general good,

under the co-activity of civil laws and religion :

and while this alliance has by co-operation con-

tributed, most essentially indeed, to secure the

well-being and happiness of civil society, it has

maturely grown into that consolidation of civil,

ecclesiastical, and political power, which now
forms the strength of the British Constitution •

while the common rights of man, civil and reIi-»

giousj
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gioiis, so far from being impeached, proudly

form its component parts, and are so inseparably

interwoven with the constitution itself, as to be

coeval with it, which I hope and pray may be

eternal.

With this proud exultation glowing in my
mind, on contemplating this happy and magni-

ficent result of extensive domestic combinations,

so grandly calculated for common security, and

general benefit, it is in the direct order of com-

mon sense to ask—-How it happens, that Ireland^

possessing the same congenial means^ panting for
the sqme common security and general bene^t^ alike

desirable for the happiness of every nation, al!

classes of subjects, Catholic, Protestant, and

Dissenters, interested in the issue, alike pro-

fessing to thirst and to pray for the same per-

manent protection, and eternal annihilation of

controversy, should be so far behind England

m

civilization, in jurisprudence, and in political

combination, and, consequently, in general con-

fidence, general harmony, and domestic security,

and withal, occasionally subject to all the most

dreadful cjanflicts, such las could only be the re-

sult of a premeditated system of discordance,

little short of open and declared war ? The

government of Ireland, like England, and all

other governments with which we are ac-

quainted, comprises state and church, on the

same general principles, and for the same ap-

proved ends. For the sake of argument, admit,

that the state and church of Ireland is now in

the
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the same discordant condition, and under the

same rage of the same jarring elements, as

England was^ before the change called the Re-

formation. It is necessary, for the national con-

siderations at which I am pointing, and will save

much ch'cuity, if I here, once for all, dispose of

this constructive denomination for the events and

changes of the early part of the 16th century,

in the state of political Christendom ; and I

humbly contend, herein, that it ought, at least

BOW, to be called revolution^ not reformation^ in-

asmuch as the separation of England from the

jurisdiction of the political government of the

king or emperor of Rome, though called high

pontiff, was no more than the separation of the

Netherlands from the emperor of Germany ^ much
about the same time, under the very same plea

of religious persecution : that religion was only

the disguise for the persecution, and that the

real cause for these separations, like various other

separations which could easily be stated, was
founded in doz^nright sordid, guilty oppression, the

whole and exclusive end of which yjdiS property

:

that these contests wholly originated in the pro-

fessed object of persecution for property, and
not for religion, with which, in fact, however
otherwise pretended, religion had nothing to do,

the vexy plea of which suddenly ceased the mo-
ment property was surrendered. We find the

same features and results in the issue of this con-
test as in the issue of all other wars for power
and acquisition, and even in all domestic pro-

cesses,
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cesses, legal or political : that property^ the real

cause of persecution, changed hands, and under-

went various fluctuations ; but that religion^ the

disguise for the persecution, has not been changed,

and remains unshaken and unaltered (to say no
more) in the two great fundamental cardinals and
essentials peculiar to Christianityy without which

Christianity becomes impiously abrogated, viz,

baptism and faith, in which Christian societies

are unanimous,—all other forms, ceremonies, and

minute observances, falling under the denomina-

tion of occasional regulations, which the church,

like all other societies, is at full liberty to make,

provided they do not interfere xmth the Scriptures^

which are a standard for doctrine and practice.

And thus, also, it has been uniformly decided,

by the most pious and ap])roved divines, and by
the best, ablest, and wisest statesmen, venerating

religion, and mahing religion the most dignified

and useful instrument of state-government, be-

cause venerated.

Now, to the question, as to the condition of
Ireland^ and, especially, as to the cause of those

discordances which impede political combina-

tion.. If any one ask me, upon the reverence

which I bear, most unfeignedly, for our Re-
deemer, whether I think religion the cause of the

discordances in Ireland, and of the backward state

of general confidence, and domestic tranquil-

lity, I should promptly answer, Most decidedly

not; and that religion has now the same influence

on mankind, and no more, than it had in the

sixteenth
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sixteenth century, when these contests fir^t

commenced, the foundation of which was pro-

peril/ y to which the people of Ireland, from

the exigencies of life, must be as laudably at*

tached as any other human beings; and that

the only contests in this age, as in all other

ages, are for power, acquisition, property, and

Influence^ under some denomination oi* otlier;

that these discqrdances, more or less, grow

out of uncertainty of laws, and variations of

political trusts of power; and that the most

effectual mode of developing a remedy for finally

Annihilating their existence, or at least of arrest-

ing their progress, is, to place the whole empire

under the same system ofjurisprudence^ and to

open all the honours and trusts of the state to the

honourable attainment ofevery itidividual Christian^

in the management of which he has a legitimate

right to partake, in common with all other sub-

jects, so long as he contributes to its support,

and is interested in its welfare. On these

grounds, then, pursuing the course which I

fancy will develope a remedy (without going

into the whole discussion), and lead naturally

to that justy sincere^ and manly feeling in the

public mind^ zMch ought to place Ireland on the

€ame proud pre-eminence of constitution as Eng"
land boasts ; I would simply ask-—First, (Under
the pure system of morality for the regulation of

human conduct and human concerns, contained

in our code of jurisprudence, the result of the

united wisdom of ages, now so perfect, and so

competent
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competent to deter the commission of crime,

and, if committed, to afford little hope to the

criminal of escape from the penalties of the in-

sulted law ; or, to make use of the authority of

the learned Judge Kenyon, now no more, who
long filled the office of chief-justice with unsus-

pected integrity, great honour to himself, and

great advantage to society, " Only state to me
" the trespass, and I will point out the means of
" redress bij the laws of the land: no trespass

" can occur for which the laws do not pro-

'* vide ample and instant redress")—whether a

Catholic can commit any crime, or be guilty of

any trespass, either against the state, or against

any individual, for which the laws have not pro-

vided a remedy and punishment, any more than

a Protestant subject ?

Secondly, Whether property is the ivorse in

absolute valuefor being in the hands of Catholic

subjects, or the better for being in the hands of

Protestant subjects P

Thirdly, Whether the contributions of Catho"

lie property to the state are less acceptable thaix

the contributions o^ Protestant subjects P

If there be no distinction in property, that

vital concern of human existence, then the com-
pact with the church society, as laid down by
the pious Warburton, '' That the church shall

" give the state its utmost influence to render
^' the people submissive and obedient to the
** civil magistrate^ as the condition of the
*' church obtaining the full protection of the

F *' civil
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" civil magistrate,'^ has been amply realized to

the state, as testified by our Comprehensive civil

code for the government of mankind, to an in-

finitely greater extent than human intellect could

possibly have calculated or hoped. Hence, it

may fairly be asked, what now becomes of the

compact ? and, whence any public or state

necessity for any exclusive compact with any

one particular religious society in preference to

another ?

I propose, in my next, shortly to address you

on the state of Ireland^ in order to the applica-

tion of the preceding principles.

LETTER



LETTER IV.

IRELAND.

It has often been said, and with much good

sense, that every man should first endeavour to

make himself well acquainted with the history

of his own, before he attempts to acquire a

knowledge of other countries. We have many

voluminous histories of England, not written by

Englishmen ; but I never yet saw any print

which could justly be called an impartial, satis-

factory, and commensurate national history of Ire-

land ; and the fugitive accounts of it are only by

transient visitors, and occasional travellers. The

knowledge of the Irish government, state, and

politics of the sixteenth century, therefore, can

only be gleaned by bits and scraps, as her con-

nexion with other states may offer, from some

particular occasion. Not that this is necessary

to the summary view I want for my present pur-

pose ; but I have often wondered, that, so fruit-

ful of events as Ireland has been, no efficient

historian has prepared a well-digested and regu-

lar narrative for public information. For a man
to be unknown in society, may be mortifying

;

but for a kingdom like Ireland^ to which Provi-

dence^ in her endowments, has been indeed very

hauntiful^ to be unknown by a history of her own,
either manifests the indifference of her sons, or,

F 2 what
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what is far worse, an incessant and unvarying

state of confusion, or an abject state of depen-

dency.

For want of other materials, I must use those

I possess here : they are scanty indeed, being

wholly confined to short manuscript remarks,

which I have occasionally been in the habit of

committing to paper, as I have found conveni-

ent, from the book in my hand. As far as my
present object directs, these conduct my atten-

tion to explore the political condition of Ireland

as connected with England, the value and nature

of that connexion, and the fostering care and

protection bestowed by the government of Eng*

land, for general strength and general utility,

so far as is now especially applicable to the

question of Catholic Emancipation, and an en-

tire union in, and participation of, all the advan-

tages, privileges, and reciprocities, of the British

constitution.

My memoranda inform me, that Ireland pos-

sessed her Magna Charta under a grant from

King John, eight years before England ; and the

institution of parliament no less than eleven

years earlier. That John surrendered Ireland

to the Pope in 1215, and received the possession

back as his vassal, when all Christendom was

Catholic. That, in June 1215, he granted his

Magna Charta as Lord of Ireland, That Henry
the Third granted his charter, in November 1216,

also as Lord of Ireland : from which period to

the political contests about the Reformation,

Ireland
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Ireland was of such immense weicrht in the scale

of British considerations^ that we hear nothing

of her ; and the people are suffered to run wild

their own way, to say their prayers their own
way, or to neglect them altogether. Though a.

Catholic country with the rest of all Christen-

dom, it does not appear that the people of Ire-

land were even allowed to share in the glorious

campaigns of the sixteenth century, for the

shedding of blood in the cause of religion, under

the delightful influence of fire and faggot'; nor

once to assist in unfurling the merciful standard

of the high pontiff, the humane Charles the

Fifth, or the most delicate and compassionate

of all religious chiefs, the Duke of Alva, under

the divine influence of whose tears, on his worn-^

out knees, fell fifty thousand good and industrious

subjects. I have always heard that the Irish loved

fighting; I really beUeve it: but finding Ireland

wholly and entirely cut out from all the admi-

rable fightings of those days, in which so much
realy useful, and essential service, was rendered to

God and to man, 1 can only account for it by
concluding that the Irish acted on the principle

of a good contradiction—that this was a good
cause, and they never fight but in a bad one.

The contest is over, and I see nothing of Ireland.

The next place to look for her is in the treaty of

peace, expecting to find Ireland amongst the

allies, a subscribing party : but no, 1 don't

even find Ireland at all a party to the prelimi-

naries. As you may possibly fancy otherwise^

at
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tit this distance of time, it will save further refe-

rence if I transcribe the very deed itself: thus—
*1534. 26 Henry VIII. chap. 1. explicitly de-

clares—** The king, his heirs and successors,

*' shall be taken and reputed the only supreme
** head in earth of the church of Eyigland; and
*' shall, from time to time, visit, reform, correct,

" &c. all such things, &c/^ Thus, I do not

find you in these preliminaries ; but in 1543, at

the distance of ten years, on the 26th January,

1 find that Ireland however exists ; and that the

king of England, who had heretofore only the

title of Lord of Ireland^ as in the charters of

John and Henry before stated, now passes an

'act to change his title from Lord of Ireland to

'King of Ireland^ but without (as I can find)

supporting it by any one act of royal protection^

municipal law, or even encouraging regulation,

still leaving the island to her own fate, under

the undisturbed influence of her own barbarous

customs. Thus Henry silently consigned Ire-

land to his successors.

The whole reign of Edward the Sixth, literally

exhausted in establishing the new learning of

Protestantism in England, never once glances at

Ireland : and it might fairly be concluded that

Ireland did not belong to us, and that you were
then of no more estimation in the political con-

sideration of the world than one of the Anda-
mans at this time.

Next follows Mary, with the bloody act in her

band, to dash down the new learning, in order

: to
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to re-instate the old^ with all its whole parapher-

nalia of fire and faggot, which is let loose, and

in no time, like the serpent of Aaron, swallows

up all the other serpents. This achievement

accomplished, Mary flies to the Pope, to make
her divine report of these religious votaries, and

to restore to him the supremacy (yttr' £ngland^

with all the appurtenances of state and church,

i?endering them, as in the worst of all former

times, wholly subject to the avaricious bulls of

POLITICAL Rome. Mary not only compels both

houses of parliament to submit to this national

degradation, but to fall, collectively, in their

legislative assembly, down prostrate, to praj*"

absolution from the Pope^s legate, for that their

predecessors and forefathers had dared to conta-

minate, by their imcard thoughts, the rights of

this heavenly vicegerency : and this Mary does

because, as she then declared, " her soul was of

" more value than ten such crowns as England ;^^

which the historian of a future age attempts to

excuse, by alleging that her mother, Catharine

of Arragon, was a Spanish bigot, and had

brought her up in the horror of heresy. But, irt-

this general confiscation of every thing valuable,

in the surrender of the empire, not one word of

Ireland, Mary's English slaves now go to

work ; no zeal too elate, no industry too rapid,

for the destruction of her own subjects : and these

slaves of power more than readily strengthen their

activity by ferocity, knowing that it ims the

paramount merit for preferment: and, under

this
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this servile conscription, every act of the two

last reigns, respecting the Pope's usurpation of

jurisdiction over England, is repealed, and in

reprobation. But even this is not enough to

satisfy the splendour of the avidity of the haughty

vicar of the meek and humble Jesus. The thun-

der of this vicar of humility arrives in a bull,

charging this contemptible devotee. Queen Mary,

with sacrilege. In the midst of her devotions,

Mary was declared guilty of this crime, inas-

much as in her submissive surrender, in fulfil-

ment of her pious obedience to this political

impostor, she had wickedly omitted the title of
Queen of Ireland; and he imperiously demands

instant atonement, but not more contemptuously

than she, and her whole pious trustees of the

nation, servilely make it. Mary, and her astute

board of council, made the surrender in the

instant, and in time received Ireland in vas-

salage^ with this indorsement—*' That it he^

" longed to the Pope alone, as he sate proper ^ to

" erect new kingdoms^ or to abolish the old,'^

This is all the mention I find, in this reign, of

Ireland,

Next arrives the great and magnanimous Eli-

zabeth, whose frown shook the universe, and one

of whose eye-lashes, by an ordinary twinkling,

first eclipsed, and, beipg so benighted, instantly

annihilated, this Hongogterrijicthemagnibimus of

the sixteenth century, this long-whiskered proge-

nitor of MM^A-m-Fm/rm, who alike terrified the

women and children of the eighteenth century,

and
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and disturbed the national tranquillity ! What
great. acts are achieved by this heroic queen,

and her able board of council, the Cecils, the

Blounts, Howards, Hattons, Walsinghams,
&c. ! They pass an act rendering any corres-

pondence with the see of Rome high-treason
;

but this is confined to England, and does not

extend to Ireland : and then they find, per

chance^ that Ireland does somehow or other

belong to us, but don't for their lives know
what to do about Ireland. They therefore re-

solve to farm it out^^tofarm out the government

and all its poicers—to private adventurers, for

their own profit : and these adventurers go the

easiest way to work, like all other adventurers,

lo realize that profit—they adopt a system of

devastation, and execute by military force, and

seize the property, wives, and children of the

Irish, as lawful plunder. The country, under

this system of rapine and devastation^ became,

as might be expected, one uniform scene of deso-

lation and miseri/ ; and because human nature

is now roused, by desperation, to resist this

deluge of infamy, under the courageous princes

of the country, the only legitimate proprietors

of the soil, the people of Ireland are, /or* the first

time, called rebels; an opprobrious appellation,

which the corrupt and designing political fanatics

in authority, both in England, and under them
in Ireland, have endeavoured to support ever

since, as the best cover for oppression, intrigue,

and mal-administration. Had the people of

G Ireland
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Ireland done less, they must have been less than

human. At this period, it seems that Ireland

was under the influence of three customs, called

the breho7i, gavel-kynd, and^ tanistry laws*,

which, as is somewhere said, might fairly be

denominated barbarism, confusion, and disorder.

If, then, the state of Ireland was not as civilized

and calm as England, it is not difficult to ac-

count for it. But, looking to the plea of refor-

mation in religion, when the Irish people prayed

the benefit of the English laws, as sincere friends,

and equally loyal subjects, (though about the

same time the full benefit was given to Wales,)

these were insolently refused to them, as sworn

enemies. What is to be said for the reformers

of those days?—what is to be said for the wise

statesmen of these days, who positively reject all

that submission and obedience to the civil magis-

trate which, for public utility, and the benefit of

society, is the end of all our institutions in state

and church ? What conduct ought to surprise

in any race of people, who are systejuatically

insulted, despised, and neglected ? It is in the

spirit ofman—it is human nature—to resist such

treatment; yet they are called rebels! and, on

the same ground, diff'erence of opinion amongst

imposing church-politicians is called heresy.

*'Brehon: no crime, however flagitious, otherwise punish-

able than by mulct. Gavelkynd : Lambarde, in his Peram-

bulation of Kent, says, tlmt gavel-kynd is an old Saxon corrup-

tion from the words gie all kyn descent. Perhaps we may

define it, " general distributive inheritance." Tanistry: to

follow their leaders.

We
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We must reclaim even ivild animals before we

can set up a right ofproperty. In this unsettled

condition Ireland is left to take care of itself.

It seems that Ireland had a careless, unfeeling,

and sleeping parliament, which had not as-

sembled for twenty-seven years ; and the country

was under an incessant scene of tumult and de-

struction. At length, in the reign of James the

First, a parliament is convened, and proclama-

tion made, requiring the subjects to state their

grievances. The tale of injury, like the tale of

calamity, is short ; so was the petition of the

oppressed people of Ireland. " We pray a

** repeal of the penal laws ; which will settle

*' our minds in firm and faithful subjection
.^^

But, when this appeal was submitted to the king

for decision, what was the insulting answer?
'* Not an article of your complaints has been

" established ; nothing has been faulty in the

" government of Ireland, unless you would have

" the kingdom of Ireland like the kingdom of

" Heaven :'^ and this henign denial of relief was

instantly supported by an augmentation of mili-

tary force. These insults, repeated and accu-

mulated, drove the Catholics of Ireland into their

bogs and fastnesses, irremediably to pursue their

own ordinary habits, under their own barbarous

customs of brehon^ gavel-kynd, and tanistry^ in

patient and silent retirement.

Under an accumulation of difficulties and per-

plexities, the government devolves on the unfor-

tunate Charles the First, at a period when Ire--

G 2 land
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land was most unhappy and wretched—when
greediness, inhumanity, and bad pohcy, com-

bined to keep the people in a state of barbarism,

their onl^ altertiative^ under a peremptory denial

of the benefit ofEnglish laics. Their brave chiefs

had manifested every disposition to submit on

honourable and secure terms of protection, under

a cloud of insult. MoraHty was neglected and

discouraged ; and rehgion impiously made the

cover for every violence and iniquity. Still the

island preserved comparative tranquillity, though

the English chiefs accumulated riches by the

devastation of the provinces. This reign, God
knows! had too much employment, on the score

of political religion, furnished by the Puritans

and Presbyterians of England, to attend to the

good government of Ireland; though we shall

see that the king was driven to condition with

the Catholics, as a society on tchose integrity

andfidelity he could depend, whom from party-

prejudices he had been obliged to neglect and to

abandon, like his predecessors, to their own ma-
" nagement. Papist had indeed, under these pre-

judices, become a pass-word for bad designs

;

and under this interpretation, however sottish,

the Catholics were repudiated as malignants

hostile to common safety, though all they prayed

was the free exercise of the religion of their fore-

fathers, in which they had been born, nurtured,

and educated. No attention was, however, paid

to the Catholics, who withdrew among them-

selves, in hopeful expectation of relief at some

indefinite
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indefinite time. But great painS were taken,

ali;nost incessantly, to satisfy and conciliate the

Puritans and Presbyterians, who excited resist-

ance to prerogative by cant and hypocrisy, first

by promoting tumult, then in direct war against

king, church, peers, and royalty, in which they

succeeded, and overthrew all. This contest it

was which produced attention and conciliation

to the Catholics of Ireland. The distresses to

which the Puritans and Presbyterians had re-

duced the unhappy king, necessitated him to

apply to the Catholics for aid against his sub-

jects of England. The olFers which he made
were magnificent and alluring: but the Catholics

would not subscribe to take up arms against the

Protestants ; they were their fellow-creatures and

fellow-subjects, and although they differed in the

forms of religious worship, they did not differ

with them in the general concerns of human af-

/airs. Lord Glamorgan's negotiation failed. As
the parliament, which was wholly in the hands of

these Puritans, excited and promoted rebellion

in Ejigland, we cannot be surprised that, by

their persecutions, they confirmed rebellion in

Ireland, and drove every man of property to

desperation, by disposing of it under the deno-

mination o^ Irish forfeitures y at a time when the

Romish clergy had an unbounded influence over

the first families and opulent gentry, and the

uninformed only consulted their will. But, to

show the impotency and wickedness of these

measures, and how totally inapplicable they were

to
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to the public good, while they thus infuriated tlic

Catholics, no measure of support was adopted

for the Protestants, and, in fact, no means what-

soever pursued, to obtain a legitimate ascen-

dancy, to establish principle, or to eradicate pre-

judice; so that the king^s troops mutiny for

distress, and the royal garrisons are abandoned

from want. To finish all that materially connects

itself with Ireland during this reign, with two

very extraordinary events—The Presbyterians

get possession of the king on pledge o^faith and

protection: they sell him, deliver him over to

his enemies, who—destroy him. The Catholics

get possession of the heir-apparent, by chance,

when a large offer is made by proclamation for

his- person, alive or dead: they protect him;

they secrete him in the sacred repositories where

they were accustomed, in the bitterest times of

persecution, to secrete their most venerated

priests, and with no less religious phrensy ; and

this is done at the imminent hazard and peril of

their lives, and while the proclamation is read

in their hearing amongst surrounding numbers.

They convey him into safety, completely be-

yond the reach of his enemies ; and he lives to

become their sovereign. This was not the merit

of any individual among the Catholics; it was

known, in fact, to a whole fraternity

,

Having now taken a rapid survey of the rela-

tive situation of Ireland, before and since what

is strangely denominated the Reformation of

Religion; and brought forward such leading

points
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points as bear on the question ; it is reasonable

to ask, What has England at any time done,

to create in Ireland a strong government, founded

in the affections and real interests of the people^

and to render her as strong and powerful an

ally of England as she is competent to be, would

be, ought to be, and will be, if dealt with

justly ? The great difficulty alleged by design-

ing politicians is on the score of religion: that,

whereas the great body, the great physical

strength of Ireland, is Catholic, these politicians

idly and corruptly insist on its being wholly

Protestant. But, let it be asked, what concili-

ating means have government ever taken to in-

duce the people to become Protestant ? or what,

to gain those inappretiable affections of her sub-

jects, which are always to be obtained by imse

rulers, but never to be purchased by money,

much less to be obtained by force ? The whole

annals respecting the Reformation are entirely

silent; and we have no public act or document

whatever to induce us to believe that it ever

was in public contemplation to reform what was,

and what is, the church of Ireland, as they did

the church of England. On the other hand, the

act of the 26th of Henry VIII. is conclusive to

the contrary, afflictive as the thought may be.

It is only a local act, the lex loci of England,

and England only (as is also the act of Eliza-

beth, rendering it high-treason to correspond

with the see of Rome), neither extending to our

nearest vicinage, Sc<?tland, nor to our remoter

vicinage
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vicinage and connexion, Ireland ; and the situ-

ation of both these churches, which have been

unaltered for upwards of two centuries, is the

undeniable evidence. I am aware, that much
will be said about the Protestant establishments

in Ireland; that there are nearly 1200 benefices,

primates, archbishops, bishops, and whole con-

gregations of clergy. I see all this in a vast volu-

minous return to parliament : but I am sorry to

say that I see nothing more ; not one page, out

of 373 folio pages, which can give any individual

satisfaction on the score either of religious wor-

ship, or common justice to the religious subjects

of the empire. In this large folio, I find a great

portion of clergymen without churches ; others,

if they have churches, without houses or glebe ;

churches without the probability of a congrega-

tion ; and congregations without churches. If

the reader pass his eye over this folio, he will be

forcibly struck by columns on columns with the

uniform and continued return of " No Church,'

'

" No Glebe-House," and the' like, in parishes far

more extensive than the generality of parishes in

England ; so that, according to the axioms laid

down by the pious Warburton, it may justly be

said, that the state may have supported the Pro-

testant establishment in Ireland, but not the

Protestant church, which has never acquired

either strength or influence to perform its com-
pact ; and which, in fact and truth, with all the

predilection of the state, and all its exclusive

protection for advancement and superiority, no

more
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more exists there than the Moravian, Unitarian,

or any other church-society of Dissenters in Eng-

land. In Ireland, comparatively speaking, the

Protestant church may fairly be said to be tole-

rated, under Xht protection of the state, which has

yielded its fullest support, as far as power and

provision could be extended : but, as to its real

influence, as the minor society, it has wholly

failed to render any aid, to the civil magistrate,

thereby (mark the important and mischievous

consequence !) subjecting the state to call in mili"

tary force, which, we have seen, it has resorted

to against church -societies of Ireland not Catho-

lic. A provision for a church-establishment is

no more the support of a national church, with-

out congregations, than the appointment of mili-

tary s^a^-officers creates an effective national

army, without rank and file. As before stated,

some of the ecclesiastical benefices in Ireland are

without churches ; and where there are churches,

there are neither houses or glebe, and vice versa

:

and further, that where there are churches, and
where there are none, they are almost invariably

without resident parishioners, and consequently

without congregations ; and this, too, in the

midst of populous countries entirely out of the

Catholic persuasion.

This seems to be the full extent of the English

reformation in Ireland, under the statutes of

Henry YIII. and the whole house of Tudor;

since which no further alteration has been at-

tertipted. Yet the people of England are en-

H eouraged
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couraged to propagate every possible prejudice

against their fellotv-subjects of Ireland, because

they are of the Catholic persuasion; and are

taught to dread them, merely and only because

they are not Protestants, or, in other words, be-

cause they will not abandon the religion of their

forefathers, in which they were born, and have

beeti educated, and, by a forfeiture of conscience,

obtain a contemptible recommendation to secular

office and trust. It was the maxim of a most

pious, and one of the most disinterested Pro-

testants that ever lived, and whose life was sacri-

ficed to his opinions, " that all persons born
" within the jurisdiction of a church ought to

*' submit to it ; and that men most attached to

** that religion made the best subjects.
^^

In my next, I will endeavour briefly to call

your attention to what the law was> and to what
the law is.

LETTER



LETTER V.

Incompetence of the Decalogue,

Religion, and the character of its ministers,

must ever have great weight on the manners and

conduct of the people, in all countries, and in

all ages : and experience has instructed us, that,

under the utmost respect for the Decalogue, and

infinitely greater for the more extensive influence

built on the sacred mysteries of the then con-

cealed Gospel, the state of morals, regulated as

they were by the pretended ministers of the

church, themselves setting the example of irre-

gularity and vice, was wretched and profligate

in the extreme ; and that nothing could be more

corrupt and hostile to principle than the system

of Christianity as prevaricatingly administered

under the Decalogue only, in the absence, as it

may truly be said, of all civil jurisdiction. PW-
vileged sanctijication was only a cover for vice,

imposition, and fi'aud; the priesthood, a fra-

ternity of what we should now call impostors :

and the only powers of the law exclusively vested

in them, which they industriously exercised, so

far from being competent to restrain crime,

planned nothing but crime, acquisition, and op-

pression. Petrarch, who was himself a priest,

H 2 and
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an(i put down for a magician^ because he could

read Virgil, describes the Papal court thus :

' In this city (Avignon) there is no piety, no
' reverence or fear of God ; no faith or charity;

' nothing that is holy, just, equitable, or hu-

' mane: the houses, palaces, courts, churches,

' and the thrones of popes and cardinals, nay,

' the very earth and air, seem to teem with lies.

' A future- state, heaven, hell, and judgment,
' are openly ridiculed, as childish fables ; and
' good men have been reviled with so much
' contempt and scorn, that there is not one left

' among them to be an object of their laughter/*

And, about the same time. Dr. Nicholas Orem,
a celebrated preacher, in a sermon before the

pope and cardinals, openly and authoritatively

told them, " That the Christian church, under
" their ministration, was infinitely more corrupt
" and abominable than that of the Jews in the

" days of Christ/^ At the period in question,

nothing could be more intolerable than the ty-

ranny of the church, nothing more abominably

vicious than the conduct of churchmen, inso-

lently presuming on its irresistible authority,

founded on a most criminal concealment of the

Scriptures. They set the example to mankind :

they viciously made their ^xo^igzcy fashionable^

and their assumed superiority profitable. This

could not fail to reach the laity in multiplied

order : ignorant and idle, they thought they

could not possibly do better, or act more wisely,

than by proudly imitating their doctrinal supe-

riors.
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riors. We ought not, therefore, to be surprised

at being told by the able historian of those times,

'* That England was so overwhelmed with de-

** vastation, plunderings, robberies, thefts, sa-

* crileges, perjuries, treacheries, and treason,

•' that the nation had lost all sense of distinction

*' between right and wrong, vice and virtue/^

Such were the ordinary consequences to society

in the early ages, when the best tabled laws

were nothing more than the feeble inhibitions

of the ten commandments (which Moses, with

God in his hand, had introduced purposely to

separate the Israelites from Pagan worship, so

long before as 1491 years before Christ), when
even they were subject to the basest interpreta^

tion of corrupt fraternities, in common league,

interestedly combined against the rights and

possessions of mankind, sanctioned and ap-

plauded by monarchs^ whose characters were

made up of a mixture of monk and sovereign,

and whose hirelings exercised all the powers of

the political state wholly unrestrained, to which

even the divine power was systematically made
subservient, severely persecuting all vyho dared

to suggest human institutions in opposition to

the ten commandments, as explained by them.

Neither must we be surprised, as most of these

infallible sovereigns were fitter to be monks than

kings, that they practically absorbed the last

character in the first, and fought stoutly to abo-

lish all municipal law, and to preserve the eccle-

siastical policy, exclusively confined to their own
craft
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craft and emolument. This was openly and pub-

licly attempted by a bull of Innocent IV.

strictly commanding under this *' irrefragable

*' constitution,'^ " That no clergyman should
" attend lectures on secular laws ; and, to put a
'* stop to such an intolerable evil, that any such
*' knowledge should debar himfrom ecclesiastical

" preferment ; and that as all causes must be
" better determined by the canons of the most
" holy fathers, he issues his bull to prohibit

*' secular laws and customs being studied, used,

" or practised in England, France, Scotland,

" Wales, Spain, and Hungary, as a mixture
*' of these laws and customs with their canons

" did much hurt, and, therefore, are no longer

*' to be taught or used.^^ When this liberal

design of the conclave was manifested, all the

great places of power and emolument in the king-

dom, the offices of chancellor, judges, treasurer,

privy-seal, barons of the exchequer, comptroller,

governors, &c. were filled by the pope^s bene-

ficed clergy ; and the clergy were sent out to

preach in different parts of the nation, as the

judges now go their circuits : hence the obe^

dience expected in the British dominions to

this " irrefragable constitution,^' for abolishing

the use and practice of secular laws. On the

other hand, the House of Commons, who now
held none of the offices of state, supported

by all the temporal lords, petition the king,

*' That the kingdom had, for a long time,

" been managed by men of the church, whereby
" many
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*'. many mischiefs, &c. had happened, to the

" disherison of the crown, and to the great

" prejudice of the kingdom," and praying the

king, " That laymen, and no others, should be

" employed ;" which prayer, by the advice of

his clerical council, this king (better fitted for the

monkery, whose doctrines were short and easier

understood) deliberately, but evasively, refused.

Though unsuccessful, this was a most honour-

able attempt for the reformation of abuses, and

the regulation of power, on the part of the

commons of England. It would seem that the

people had formed amongst themselves some

better protection and securities of life, liberty,

and property, than the misinterpreters of the

Decalogue were disposed to tolerate, and were

now threatened with the loss of them, under the

formidable influence of a tyrannical pontiff, a

•servile council of state, composed of his obedi-

ent dependents, under church influence, and a

conforming kiTig. The attempt, naturally dic-

tated by principle and common safety, was
highly laudable ; and while it was a full condem-
nation of the principles, designs, and conduct of

church-politicians, it manifested an abhorrence

pf their tyranny and vices, and the necessity of

a far superior constitution for the empire, than

what the abused laws of Moses afforded to civil

concerns, under the right of dispensation, and
even the prerogative of delegating this dispens-

ing power to others at pleasure, the invariable

tyranny, and vacillating fancies of a succession

of
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of popes, presuming on the belief of an invisible

support, and expecting only prostrate obedience

from the secular orders of the people. The

asfitation of a secular code shook the whole in-

ordinate conclave. To this fraternity, the very

idea of a fixed maxim, in the shape of a national

institute, was tantamount to subversion ; and the

creation of any established code, promising to

become a regular system, was the positive de-

struction of this all-powerful brotherhood. We
cannot be surprised, therefore, that, thus pos-

sessing all the powers of the state, as they did,

they were unwilling to relinquish them, and

earnestly prompted the king to give any answer

to the petition of his subjects but that which

should indicate the least possible diminution of

their authority. These politicians, like others

in modern times, availed themselves of the ad-

vantages of office and power for themselves, their

families, and supporters ; and were as much at-

tached to their acquired distinctions, honours,

riches, and pleasures ; and the more so, possibly,

as (without hazard or responsibility, provided

they kept the secrets of the brotherhood) , these

were easily acquired by speculative doctrines

only, which, however vicious and abominable,

passed in those ages for the unparalleled zenith

of wisdom, the result of deej) thought and pure

contemplation, the effect of unerring inspiration,

if not of direct communication with the Divinity,

as the wondrin^: unlettered multitude had been

taught to believe. These mischievous practices,

which
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which time has detected, as impositions and

crimes, were the source of all their riches, their

honours and celebrity, at a period wherein the

people were taught to place all hope of divine

favour on the fallacious and pretended pardon of

a venal priest, fasting, and flagellation ; when
the most prominent feature of religion was cru-

elty and intolerance, prompting the powerful

priest to consume his fellow-christians to ashes,

because they dared to think for themselves ; when
religion had so little influence on morals, that

purchased perjurij was a profession in the lower

orders of society, and a fraudulent oath^ the

rallying point of strength and confidence among
the highest, in which kings and sovereigns were

amongst the first to set the example, extending

to a period so near to us as the close of the

fifteenth century, on the eve of what is gene-

rally denominated religious^ but which would be

more appropriately denominated political re-

formation.

These were some of the consequences of as-

sumed power, undefined, and exercised under

an unlimited jurisdiction, by a combination of

church-politicians, self-exempted from all other

jurisdiction, and from all other power; sup-

ported by pride, ambition, avarice, and cruelty

;

countenanced and abetted, nevertheless^ by all

the sovereigns of Christendom ; and upheld by
all the civil, ecclesiastical, and political powers,

and official ordinances of our state. When,
I there-
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therefore, the House of Commons petitioned the

king for the exclusion of the clergy from power
and place, as before stated, it was hardly to be

expected, that the clergy, possessed of this per-

manent influence in the state, the petitioned

king their co-partner^ would readily subscribe

to secular laws, which, providing security and

happiness to the people, was fraught with de-

struction and death to these crafty impostors,

positively reducing them from every thing om-
nipotent and exempt, under the limited Deca-

logue, to nothing more than other humble and

amenable subjects of the realm, under our en-

larged code of secular jurisprudence, under

which, without losing one particle of its origi-

nal spirit and influence, the whole Decalogue

itself has since merged for perpetual protection.

Neither must we wonder, that the all-powerful

church-politicians of those times, less advanced

in philosophy, could not be more easily per-

suaded to abandon their lucrative stations, from^

motives of Christian charity and forbearance, than

in the nineteenth century we find lay-politi-

cians relinquishing the advantages of place and
office, repudiating riches, and delighting in po-

verty, in the observance of a rigid system of

self-denial, after the example of Nehemiah,
the pious Jew (governor of Jerusalem under the

heathen king Artaxerxes), who checked and
controlled the corruptions of the nobles and
rulers, and diligently, faithfully, and righteously

served
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seryed the state for twelve years, gratuitously,

*.' in order to spare an overburthened people^ and
** an embarrassed country,^*

Be this as it may, ail I have here to contend

for is concisely this—That all the amusing, non-

sensical farrago of excommunication and abso-

lution, heresy and recantation, amongst the

rulers of the world, are now become as obsolete

and contemptible as they were wicked in impo-

sition, and flagitious in practice heretofore ; and

that the Christian system, stripped of all the

worldly terrors imposed by corrupt and design-

ing men, under their studied concealment and

fanciful interpretations of the Scriptures, is re-

stored to its original beautiful standard of

humility, simplicity, and purity of adoration

—

That the worse the titles, conduct, and designs

of kings and rulers, in the stormy ages to which

I allude, the baser and more nefarious their means,

and the measures pursued, and the more exten-

sive their difficulties, the greater the influence of

the clerical politicians, and the oftener their appeal

to the pretended infallibility of the high pontiff

—

That all these vagaries and uncertainties are, most
happily as completely done away, all to the re-

cord, as much as if such impious transactions

bad never happened—-That these records, and the

events of time, manifest the code of the Deca-
logue to have been too weak, too limited, and
wholly incompetent to regulate the morality of

human conduct, even in those periods of Chris-

I 2 tianity»
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tianity, so long after their presentation to the

Israelites : and that it has now been completely,

and for society advantageously, superseded by
an elaborate system of general jurisprudence,

the pride of Britons, and the envy of the world,

wisel}^ founded on fixed and immutable principles,

and approved maxims of morality, liberally cal-

culated to excite honourable ambition, to main-

tain truth, to protect right, and to deter and to

punish crime, whether committed by Christian

or Heathen, Protestant or Catholic subject;

and so extensively and forcibly regulating mo-
ralitij (a system distinct from pure religion), ex-

clusively applicable to human conduct and hu-'

man affairs, as fully to authorize the legislature

implicitly to disclaim all right to institute an in-

quisition into men's thoughts, and to conform

to the intention of God, in the creation of man,
*' to bring rational beings to a state of happiness
" by the exercise of their own freedom,'^ by
leaving every subject living under British pro-

tection at perfect liberty to exercise the right

of private judgment in matters of faith, and to

feel and enjoy the purest solace of the divine

influence of religion, the genuine end of which

is " the salvation of the soul, or the security of
" man^sfuture happiiiess," that every man may
venerate religion for religion's eake, and love her

for his own, which, in this " service of perfect

freedom," he cannot and will not fail to do, both

in public and in private, if wholly left to the

natural
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natural operation of her spiritual influence on

his own heart and mind, seeing that, by the di-

vine interposition in the person of a Redeemer
opening to his creatures the books of fate by re-

velation, a system of fixed laws has, miracu-

lously, as it were, been erected, out of the

heavenly influence, and under the divine pro-

tection of religion, which has rescued the human
species out of the grasp of the arbitrary will of

turbulent, passionate, infatuated man, and placed

the creature in a free condition, by his gratitude,

submission, and resignation to the divine will

alone, by the purity of his faith, and the bene-

ficent splendour of good works, to obtain the

reward everlasting of God his Creator, in fulfil-

ment of the promises of his Son the Redeemer of

pankind !

Such is the happy result of the conflict of ages

;

not directly growing out of the Decalogue, l3ut,

as it may truly be said, out of its abuses, which,

by proving to the world the weakness of its^

power over the actions of men (whatever weight

its e5^cellence might have upon the mind), natu-

rally led to the exposition of vice, and the con-

sequent abhorrence of corruption, in various ages,

jn a long series of time, by contests between

emperors and popes, kings and nobles^ kings

and subjects, subjects and subjects, sovereigns

and people by their parliaments ; in all which
several contests, it is the peculiar pride of Eng-

land, by triumphing, in each successive instance,

over
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over factious turbulence, to have augmented her

stores of wisdom, and, by the constitutional

establishment of charters, bills of rights, and

every. similar palladium of British liberty, to have

permanently benefited her people by the lessons

so wisely though so dearly derived, and thus to

have abrogated the yenom of past struggles and

recollections for the advantage of fixed laws and

establishments, which have proved so essentially

|jeneficial to an admiring posterity.

LETTER



LETTER VI.

The constitutions of the Israelites atid the JiomanSj foolishly

looking only to national strength, invite aliens to share in

all their sacred rights: the English^ more wise, infinitely

more wise, perversely withhold theirs from natural-bork

"SUBJECTS.

If the Decalogue, the direct gift of God, as a

divine constitution for the government of the

Israelites, failed, three thousand years ago, to

divert *' this chosen people of God'^ from the

coarse profligacy of Pagan worship ; how can

we, in the nineteenth century, wonder, that,

when the divine legislator had been so long

superseded by human legislators, and the influ-

ence of all his traditions, history, experience,

and example, had been contemned, and had

previously proved abortive, these should have

converted Moses* narrow and inefficient tables,

of comparatively downright simplicity and im-

potence, in point of restraint, for bridling the

extended strength and subtile ferocity of man-
kind, in the fifteenth century, into an active

instrument of productive corruption, as better

suited to the necessitous habits of life, and the

barbarous pursuits of the people, peculiar to the

times in which they lived ? Wonder must, how-
ever, cease, when we recognise the results of

these
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these opposite systems not to be at extreme va*

riance, in point of worldly pursuit, in their

respective operations : knowing, as history in-

structSi that the Israelites, nevertheless, per*

versely persisted in their sensual gratifications,

and personal acquirements, in obstinate passive

opposition to the plain spiritual doctrine of

Moses ; and that a combination of individuals

of the clerical order of Christianity, down to the

close of the fifteenth century, politically con-

verted the same doctrines, under the same pro-

fessed spiritual influence, into an active instru-

ment for the production of temporal advan-

tages.

" It is easier,^^ says the dispassionate and dis*

cerning philosopher Abou Haschem, " to root

/' up and carry oflf a mountain on the point of

" a needle, than to tear away from the hearts of
** mankind the natural influence of the passions

" grown to maturity :" a common-sense truth,

which the conduct of all ages, and of all genera-

tions, testifies ; and which it is not probable any

time will ever contradict. We may find it no

less manifest, that, in pursuit of worldly immu-
nity, the clergy, as men (and 1 ddn^t yet per-

ceive how to change nature), were always in a

state of'discontented warfare, not with the laity

exclusively, but, if possible, more bitterly

amongst themselves, though, indiscriminately,

they might denominate the objects of contention

the consecrated immunities of the church, as their

justification. When the clergy studiously sys-

tematize
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tematize contention^ the laity ought to believe,

that it can only be in the character of pastors,

for general benefit, on the sublime doctrines of

rehgion, their exclusive profession, their imme-

diate dut}^; for, under this close construction it

is, that all the violences and irregularities of the

political administratioii of Rome are wow, most

artfully, and. conveniently for official politicians,

made to attach exclusively on the purity of the

apostolic calling, because the society of the

church of Italy, under that government, hap-

pened,to be Catholic: but history directs us to

believe, that these contests of the clergy, dis-

tinct from the apostolic character, as heretofore

delineated, v^ere wholly and exclusively of a

political and temporal nature, and wholly un-

authorised by and foreign to the professed tenets

of their religious society ; for power, right, and

privilege, exemption from civil jurisdiction,

and superiority over the civil magistracy : the

end, profit. The embodied clergy, indeed, offi-

cially professed religion ; but, individually, they

politically pursued property. So likewise with

Gur secular order of Me^e days, under Protestant-

ism. I do not perceive, I cannot discover, that

the natural influence of the human passions has

much altered since; or that the movements of

human nature are not the same movements of

human nature as before the Reformation, $o

fraught with purity and self- denial^ in despite

of the extensive assurances held out to the

g-aprng" world, ofthe vast beneficial changes which

K were
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we-re to result therefrom, for the great end of

salvation of soul. To elucidate more particu-

larly—The clerical politicians who, then para-

mount, led the public mind, at the periods to

which I refer, professed their attachment to re-

ligion, but they pursued property : the secular

politicians who, now paramount, direct the pub-

lic mind in these times, profess veneration for

the constitution (what ihe Decalogue of Moses

was to the Israelites), but they pursue power,

acquisition, title, patronage. And, thus, we find

the lai/-politicians of the 7i€w school in exact

unison with the church-politicians of the old

school : as they had one creed for the inside

of the church, and an opposite practice for the

outside ; so these have one doctrine for the outside

of office, and opposite sentiments for the inside.

At the early period which 1 designate, the laity,

though (as before 6bsei*ved on the Decalogue)

imitating the fashions and manners of their

spiritual guides, railed, nevertheless, at their

vices, and repined at their riches ; but they were

unequivocally stedfast in their belief of the in-

fallibility of the Pope, and unreservedly sub-

scribed to the truth of the doctrines of the ^o-

chty, 7is ordered by him. Thus, also, historical

observation conducts us to the deportment of

modern politicians : they bitterly criminate and

recriminate, and vehemently arraign each otlier,

for individual abuse, and occasional corruption ;

but they, alike, hold to the solid infallibility of

the powers of office, and of general patronage,

con-
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considered only as a polite and fashionable

species of honourable preponderance, as the best

prerogative of the state, while they possess the

privilege of distribution ; and alterations, which

they clamorously demand when out of office^ be-

come absurd, and wholly unnecessary, out of

season, and mischievous, loheii in office. In

war, they say, we must wait till peace ; in peace,

it is unnecessary, and, they say, we must wait for

war : so that all times is no time, and no time

is all times ; because, in office, being raised

higher^ they pretend, like Pope Pius 11., they

can see farther and better *. In short, however

craftily religion may be profanely obtruded as an

insurmountable obstacle to Catholic emancipa-

tion, and however insidiously the ignorant, the

unthinking, and careless part of society, may be

magically diverted with pretended distinctions

in the ceremonials of the Catholic and Protestant

societies, they will ultimately find, that the se-

cular politicians of the eighteenth century

talked and vapoured, and endeavoured to beguile,

about reform, and the danger of state and church,

just as much as they did in the sixteenth, and

* Pius II., while the leader of opposition in the conclave,

being asked how it happened that in all disputes between the

pope and the councils, so many sided with the former, so few

with the latter, answered, " Because the popes have good things

to give away, and the councils have none." Reminded of this doc-

trine after his promotion to the pontificate, and his former

pledges to befriend merit and talents, he answered (exactly in

the spirit of modern politicians), '^ All is right now: being

" raised higher^ I can s€Cfarther and better."

K 2 with
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with the same outrageously sincere^ and disin^

terested views^ anxious only for the uyiconta-

niinated puribj of divine worship.

There is, however, this cardinal deformity be-

tween the schemes and practices which I have

been contrasting. Moses, the royal prophet, an

able, wise, and disinterested politician, inces-

santly laboured, with all the benignant powers

of his enlightened mind, by prayer, by exhort-

ation, and by kindness, to invite, to allure all

ALIENS within the pale of his constitution, an-

xious to attach them by a sacred right and reaJ

interest therein, and to render them equal par-

takers of all its promised blessings : whereas,

our able, wise, and disinterested politicians, la-

bour incessantly, contrary to Christian principles,

with all their interested official prejudices, to

scheme new and envenomed devices for the ex-

press purpose of keeping natural-born subjects,

our Catholics, in the same state of domestic

slavery, as if still in a barbarous age, out of the

pale of our constitution, and of systematically

rendering them inimically alien to the state for
ever ; thereby subjecting domestic tranquillity to

convulsion, and creating the necessity of station-

ing an immense military strength on sentinel

duty over the whole mass of the affectionate and

attached population of Ireland, at a time when
every family in the United Kingdoms is ha-

rassed and distressed to find disposable forces

for defensive operations against the formidaL>le

dangers threatened by the foreign enemy, and

which
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which, from their own statements, none dread

so much as these official politicians themselves.

The Roman empire acquired their vast, for-

midable strength, and became invulnerable at

home, by extending felie rights of their constitu-

tion to the vanquished^ in all their conquests.

Their rivals, the Carthaginians, disdaining it,

fell an easy sacrifice to the first invasion.

Proceeding to further example amongst the

church-politicians of old times, to manifest that

the purity of religion teas their only pursuit^ we
read, that Archbishop Morton, a cardinal^

chancellor^ prime minister^ having vast power,

encroached on the privileges of his suflFragans

and their courts, and carried every thing into his

own court, to which he gave the new name of

the Prerogative Court. These innovations were

opposed by his suffragans, by none more hos-

tilely and keenly than Bishop Warham ; but

when Bishop Warham obtained the red hat,

and was advanced to the primacy, he changed

his mind completely, and carried the encroach-

ments infinitely farther, and more violently, than

his comparatively forbearing predecessor. Next,

in steps that virtuous monk. Cardinal Wolsey,
in virtue of his legantine power, his office of

chancellor, and his stiJl far greater office of high

favour with the king; thus, in fact, combining in

his own person all the powers of the church and
the state. This cardinal's official voracity soon

draws almost all the causes into his own courts,

and disposes of all preferments in church and

state.
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state, in so far that he nearly annihilated all

the powers, business, and emoliiments of the

Prerogative Court, disdaining the least attention

to the humble and respectful remonstrances of the

archbisliop, to which this haughty deputy vicar-

general would not condescend to pay any regard,

until served with a message from his sovereign,

of whom alone he stood in any kind o^ political

and corrupt awe. Perhaps, it is unnecessary to

ask here, how sincerely and disinterestedly ail

these nohle^ exalted^ and all-powerful church^

politicians held religion to h^i pure and sacred P

If religion, or the worship of God, be the off-

spring of Heaven, the interference of human

authority or influence, beyond the direct and

self-evident influence of the gospel itself, as laid

down by our Redeemer for the attainment of

salvation, becomes sacrilegious. There we
ought, and there only we shall find, the esta*

blished standard of truth, in dignified simplicity

and inseparable humility, by which mankind

may regulate their faith and practice. Church-

worship professes, by our rubrics, to be, is, and

ought to be, a " service ofperfect freedom ;^^ but

is wholly superseded, and the whole gospel is

rendered abortive, when states legiskte under

false interpretations, or studied contradictions,

hostile to common sense, and at war with human
feelings and common honesty. Under such un-

due influence, no mind is safe, no conscience

left free ; and religious liberty, which existed

before all civil liberty, is forced out of existence.

If
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If this fieedom of mind be annihilated, the reli-

gion of every country may be changed with

every reign, and the best-digested rubrics fall a

sacrifice to the personal corruptions of the great,

and the overwhelming distresses of the humbler

orders of the *peopIe. It is difficult to conceive

how tyranny and servility can possibly be car-

ried further. An individual may sacrifice and

relinquish property and country ; but, in the

sense of Abou Haschem, he cannot divest him^

self of his mind, his first impressions, and ma»
tured opinions : he cannot run ai&ay from him"

self. To think, to speak, or act, in public or in

private, in matters of conscience, and in private

devotion, as shall he ordained hy others, may
become the corrupt politician ; but the truly

religious character will revolt, as a gross viola-

tion of nature: and we are taught by the gospel,

that that which is forced cannot be acceptable

to our Creator. Adoration, to be pure and ac-

ceptable, must be spontaneous and sincere : force

is worse than subtile perversion ; in civil afi^airs,

it is violence and robbery ; in religious, the

coarsest description of blasphemy.

I will here say, with the venerable and re-

spectable Bishop Shipley, on the state of the

church and thirty-nine articles, to serve now in

political considerations, '' Those I am most afraid

*' of are the men who believe every thing, who
" subscribe to every thing, and who vote for

*' every thing. '^ The idea of establishing and

promoting religion by force, is directly contmry

to
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to the gospel they profess to reverence, and is

to be reprobated, as gross in its conception, mis-

chievous as uncertain in its effects, and ruinous

even in its most desired success. Yet the doc-

trines enforced after the establishment of what

was termed the neiv learning under Henry the

Eighth, called our Anglicana ecclesia, by far

more furious bigots than the practitioners of the

old^ with the additional incitement of their ac-.

quiring the property of which the old were to

be divested, threatened to render the kingdom

a scene of unexampled horror and bloodshed,

and drew the nearest resemblance of what

Mr. Blrke, in the American war, reprobated aa

an utter impossibility^ viz. that of drawing a bill,

of indictment against the whole people of the

empire ; insomuch that the public discipline of

the whole reign was burning heretics ; and up-

wards of five hundred persons, within a few

days, were criminally arraigned, and in danger

of that very mild state resentment (for it is a

contemptible farce longer to call it church) of

faggot and fire, for not putting away their wives.

The king himself, whose heart teas none of the

tenderest, and whose government of his passions

was so very exemplary , 2is continually to demand
neic wives, at length relenting^ interfered, and

put a stop to these sanguinary proceedings, and

released the prisoners.

The truth to be gathered from the history of

those times is, that the clergy of the old learning

zealously endeavoured to preserve the same con-

structive
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and availed themselves of their civil stations, in

which they were continued, as councillors of the

king, to apply their civil powers and authorities,

sacerdotally masked, to establish it ; and, with

this view, to persecute, and drive from power
and influence, all the reformed, preachers, and

others, who had the honesty and the courage to

avow, that they could, not renounce their reason,

and, disbelieve the united testimony of all their

senses. By this it appears, what history autho-

rises us to conclude was the fact, that, as the

mi/ids of men opened with respect to liberty of

conscience, the fury of official priests increased

;

and that now, uninterruptedly aided by the irre-

sistible arm of the civil power, in addition to the

dark terrors impressed by church-conduct, a

combination was formed to keep the former sub-

servient to the latter, and to establish a local

popedom fan artful terrific term, and nothing

more) in England, under the more manageable

system peculiar to a narrowed jurisdiction, which

would have to contend only with disheartened,

persecuted, terrified, and servile subjects.

LETTER



LETFER VII.

The ambitious arch-heretic Simon Magus, tli^ apostate, «wc-

cessfully harlequinades, unfurls the broad standard of Anti-

christ, whose personification so long -puzzled the ablest philo-

sophersy and, by various necromantic acts, converts religious

infallibility into political infallibility.

In the extended considei-ation which this sub-

ject requires, it will be well to contrast the po-

litical conduct of the church of /^a/y before,

and political conduct since the introduction of

the Anglicana ecclesia by Henry the Eighth.

I will hereafter endeavour to send some historic

details on these points, with a view to manifest

the comparative degree of assault which public

rights and public liberty have sustained (all that

concerns us) under each of these influences sepa-

rately, and how far society has benefited, and ge-

neral security been improved, beyond the refine^

ment of theory^ by the pretended reformation of

religion : but, in order to do this, I must submit

the political conduct, already stated, to be de-

liberately measured by the general practice of

modern times. This is necessary to the im-

portant Consideration, and forms the prominent

feature which must influence it, in order to

evince, " that the exceptions taken to the church
" of Italy, under her usurpation and misrule of

" temporal
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*' temporal power" (the only avowed reasons,

however irrelevant and inapplicable, now un*

justly suffered to prejudice the natural rights of

our fellow-subjects of the Catholic persuasion),

'' in spirit and in truth, still obtain, in other

*' shapes and forms, under the Protestant as-

" cendancy/^ It is not meant to insinuate, that

this power has been oppressively exercised by the

harmless Anglicana ecclesia: on the contrary,

she now shares so largely in the oppressive ca-

lamities which are the consequence, that poverty

and difficulty appear to he the most permanent of

her settled portions. Thus travelling, it must be

inquired, first, what powers the church of Italy

had, at the geras in question ; and where, how,

and under what distinct denomination, they have

since been exercised. It will be remembered,

that the church of Italy possessed the whole

])0wers of church and state ; and that the re-

formation transferred the entire solid efficiency

of those powers to our civil state only ; leaving

the church harmlessly destitute of temporal au-

thority, as evidently designed by her original in-

stitution. '

We have, then, simply and briefly to compare

the result of the political government of Rome,
as it influenced England before, with the result

of our political government since, the Reforma-

tion. By the change which the Reformation oc-

casioned in the station of power, we must feel,

that religious popery was completely superseded

by political popery, and the exercise of it trans-

L 2 ferred
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ferred from the political pope, the executive

officer of Rome, to the executive officer, the poli-

tical pope, of England ; that the strong arm of

power, formerly exercised by religious politicians,

v^hen all Christendom was Catholic, is now the

same strong arm of power exercised by civil

politicians under Protestantism ; that it was

not principle which so changed church-admi-

nistration from Catholic to Protestan t cere-

monies, any more than it is principle which now
induces occasional changes in political admi-

nistration, ybr a continuance of the same system

;

that the change in question was merely a trans-

fer of power and authority, property and patron-

age, from church to state ; that, as under the

exercise and sway of religious bigotry, the in*

creased furor of political bigotry keeps rapid

movement, as the affairs of state become em»

barrassed, perplexing and alarming, to the

hazard of power, and surrender of station ; and

that the same derivation of popish infallihility

in sources of corruption, has been manifested in

every part of r^onne^ Christendom, alike under

political popery, in alliance with persecutions

and gaols, as under religious popery, in alli-

ance with persecutions and the Inquisition. To
exemplify—^In domestic management, this in-

fallihility is felt, in outrageous assaults of pub-

lic liberty, the removal of the law, and the sus-

pension of the constitution, for ministerial and

party purposes ; in the inside of gaols, both in

England and Ireland, on the base pretence of

secrei
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dare 7iot be submitted to public examination ;

and by oppressive, arbitrary, persecuting, ex-

officio informations, founded on " heretical'' con-

struction. In foreign management, the world'

have lately witnessed a most atrocious instance

{never surpassed in all the frantic furor of the

most overwhelming times of the Popedom, when

monks served as generals^ pretendedly carrying

God in their hands, as Moses and the Israelites

pretendedly did in the ark of the covenant),

in the glorious^ heroic^ and ever-memorable

SECRET expedition against religious, pacijic,

recluse, and. unoffending Copenhagen. Both,

domestic and foreign, on the equally honourable

and liberal pretence (to use the scriptural

language of persecutors) of nox-conformity.
The conduct and combinations which gave

birth to this extravagant delusion of infallibility

(a technical term of inexorable persecution and

destruction, which so long fatally domineered over

all Christendom), shall be shown hereafter, as

also the accurate " practical interpretation''

promptly given to this formidable canon of the

conclave, by Mahomet, under the advice of his

Venetian co-adjutor, an itinerant refugee under

excommunication, as the most efficacious means
of creating and administering strength and per-

manency to his infant empire in the eastern

world. But, for the present, I must introduce

to you another more efficient, more active,

more vicious, subtle, and ^till more conspicuous

character,
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character, in our Scriptures, thefounder of cot"

ruption m the divine system of economy ; with in-

tent to draw your attention, not less to the bold

and daring attempt thus early made to prostitute

religion^ and to degrade human nature, than to

exact your most serious'reflections, for the love

ofour country, how far his flagitious example has

ho^^n practically improved, in the course of time,

and is now fashionably and systematically in

force amongst us, insomuch as, by its unchecked

exercise, now to be so interwoven in our whole

system of management, as alarmingly to threaten,

by the danger of its increasing domination, the

most fatal consequences to state and church ;

and, finally to demand, at the sacred shrine of

ih^t gospel we profess to revere, how muCh dig-

nity and integrity our nation has t6 regain, before

we ought to feel ourselves virtuously qualified to

require a total change of, or even to dictate re-

form and regulation in religion, to any other

branch of the empire.

Simon Magus, the ambitious arch-heretic,

who schemed the venal and iniquitous purchase

of the holy spirit, was of the secular order, and

a Jew ; avaricious, designing, and in modern

times might be regarded as a deep politician, be-

cause possessed of great property, great power,

and inscrupulous as to the means by which ac-

quired. Simon had long professed sorcery, such

heathen enchantments as were practised by

Balaam, the rejected apostate prophet, when lie

could not obtain divine revelations, denominated

by
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by Celsiis, Ireneus, Justin Martyr, and ether

writers, magical delusions '; I apprehend, no-

thing more than sitch tricks of lecrerdemain

with which, in these dc^ys, we are amused by

itinerantjugglers. Sacred writ informs us, that

Simon had " bewitched the people of Samaria

by his sorceries," and was become very opu-

lent by his professional acquisitions. With a

view to promote further gains, Simon had given

it out, that ^' himself teas some great one. But

the ignorant people of Samaria, blindly judging

only from Simon^s shuffling dexterity, believed,

that he was at least supernatural^ saying, " This

" man is the greatpower of God. " When Philip,

the deacon, went to Samaria to preach, it would

seem, that Simon^s art was detected and super-

seded. The people were converted, and believed

Philip. Simon also believed, and " continued
" with Philip, and wondered,'^ beholding the

miracles and signs which were done by him.

But, when Simon saw that " the Holi/ Ghost came
" on whomsoever Peter and John the apostles

" laid their hands," he conceived the base design

of purchasing the exclusive property of it. Simon
fancied it would promote his own art ofjugglery.

As a Jew, Simon had studied, and, seemingly,

was a skilful master of the various wiles of the

holy order of Melchisedech, the old pagan priest-

hood, of which the profligate king of Salem was
high-priest ;

" an order," (says the Chevalier

Hamsay, the favourite disciple of the amiable

Fenelon, archbishop of Gambray, in his most

invaluable
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invaluable treatise of natural and revealed re-

ligion, little known, I find, amongst our divines)}

" which favoured all idolatrous degradations, to

" gain money, enchain the people, and to en-

*' hance their own sacerdotal power and priest-

" craft/' Simon had been privy to these various

vices, impositions, and abominations (what is

now called behind the curtain) ; and had wit-

nessed how productive the associated craft of

the idolaters of the " great Diana of the Ephe-
" sians.'^ Simon had lived amongst them, traf-

ficked with them, juggled with them; and had

seen this holy brotherhood, like the holy brother-

hood of La Santa Hermandad, by '
' terror of

" countenance and austerity of depoftment^^^'-^

that species ofxcalking-tyranny assumed by religi-

ous fornicators of modern times (already un-

masked by the sarcastic denomination 0/ saints)

in order to obtain credit iciththe worlds—accumu-

late immense wealth, under the mask of religion

and her sanctified influence. With all this prac-

tical knowledge, Simon insidiously underwent the

cermony of baptism ; and, wholly intent on his

profitable mammon, adopted the profession of the

Christian faith, as an instrument of avarice and

ambition. He then proposed to the society, of

which he was become a sedulous member, a con-

tract for the monopoly of that exclusive influence,

which, towards the close of the fourth ceiitury^ by

monks, was denominated the Holy Ghost; not

merely as the evident and promising means o^

enlivening, promoting, and securing his own
exclusive
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exclusive profession of delusion, as a cover

against detection, and as a protection against

persecution ; but, especially, as the infallible

means of sharing largely in these holy mines of

wealth—these religious Mexicos, Perus, and Po-

tosis, which have since been industriously culti-

vated by the authority ofPeter^spretended vicege--

rency, Simon's jozoits offer (pious as all religious

impositions) was disdainfully rejected. Peter,

with great indignation, authoritatively rebuked

him, for daring to imagine, that the gift of God
could be purchased by money : and Simon was

laid under strong corrective denunciations, and

the dread of persecution and of starving, as in th©

case of the daring impiety of Nadab and Abihu,

the blasphemers ; not, however, on account of

the principle, for that was unequivocally Simon^s

own, but, because the exercise of it, under the

avowed protection and possessed influence of the

new religion, in the name of the Holy Ghost,

might have all the prolific quality of the

most extensive exaction, and unlimited con-

tribution, to the GREAT SCANDAL OF THIS NEW
SOCIETY, as actually verified during the very

dispassionate and mild reign of Henry the

Eighth. Apply Simon's art and practices to the

subsequent systems of jugglery in political ma-
nagement, from that period to the present times,

of far more extensive knowledge, rendering im-

position and delusion easier of detection. We
have read, as above, that Simon's offer of money
was indignantly scorned, attended by the severest

M interdictions



interdictions and denunciations. " Money could
*' not purchase the gift of God.'* Peter, who
is said to have been invested with the ke3^s of

Heaven, spoke with genuine righteousness and

tinaduIterated integrity, becoming the Holy

Spirit ; but we perhaps find, from historical de-

fails, that the whole of the hereditary vicege^

tency (never, in fact, presuming to be more than

Peter^s vicars^ though assuming far higher powers

than any with which Peter himself was ever be-

fore supposed or pretended to be invested) most

adroitly and profitably adopted Simon's honest

principle rn all the immoderate order of profit

Simon himself could have avariciously calcu-

feted : that it was the first, last, and only prin-

ciple which influenced corrupt individuals of the

political conclave, from its earliest usurpation,

as a connected society, in the sixth century ; and

was uniformly the' foundation and invariable end

of every imposition and persecution, under what-

ever denomination : and that, although Simon
had been denounced by the principal for the

impious suggestion, his successive deputies, under

the influence of delegation only, have (to use the

term of Simon himself) magically converted

Simon's depravity into all the prolific proper-

ties and virtuous resources of the widow's cruse,

far exceeding the utmost extent of Simon's

intemperate imagination; drawing therefrom

all the power, might, majesty, and dominion,

which, under the zenith of the Pope's usurpa-

tion, had laid all Christendom pi'ostrate at the

foot
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foot of a temporal throne, without any theory of

constitution, and without any regular laws ;

whose only supporters were imposition, igno-

rance, and terror, maintained by assumed spi-

ritual influence, more gross and insulting to com-

mon sense, in deception^ than the clumsiest parts

of Simon Magus^s jugglery, in ancient times,

or of the studied human contrivances^ vulgarly

practised, for promoting the fraudulent interests

of circumforancous quacks, at the tomb of the

Abbe Paris, in the church-yard of Saint Me-
dard, in modern times. These results are not

the effect of religious establishments. Catholic

or Protestant ; on the contrary, religion can have

no more to do with them than the conjurations

of Simon Magus, Under pretence of religion, it

is the stvindling practice of assuming what is not

religion, the religious fornicator's experimental

imposition before adverted to, as a species of
walking tyranny. But, in point of jugglery and
deception, ancient politicians and modern poli-

ticians may most safely join issue; seeing that,

if the deputies of the deputy Peter assumed

higher powers than were constitutionally be-

queathed by their divine principal, the multi-

plied deputies of deputies of subsequent combi-

nations have not been deficient in arrogating

superiority far exceeding the delegated powers

of their royal principal, and, tnost unlike him,

unconstitutionally playing the despot.

Thus, it seems, jugglery under religious po-

pery is still jugglery under political popery ; and

M 2 the
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the abuse of power is the same, though the

uniform of the rehgious order, in exclusive alli-

ance with the civil, has been nominall^j changed.

Simon Magus, '* a giant refreshed and invigo^

*' rated^ on his return to power^^^ again un-

masked, stalks with gigantic strides, displaying

the unfurled banners of Antichrist, proportioned

to the xcide stage, since erected, for the exhibi-

tion of all the consolidated faculties of both

orders. England, at no period of her annals,

of the most splendid monarchy ever erected at

the illustrious shrine of integrity and freedom,

more sensibly felt the danger of this deleterious

delusion, and with this degrading difference

—

that, in former periods, this poto*ca/50/>orf/i'c was

with trembling circumspect caution administered,
'' impenetrably clothed in obscure deception ;'*

but, NOW, apparently become the universal soU

vent, more fashionable, general, and infallible,

than ancient vaccination, this heretofore mys-

terious composition courteously defies the ana-

lysing spirit of vulgar scrutiny, and, however

crudely administered, is experimentally found

to prove the philosophical dogma of the celebrated

quack of Valladolid, that ^' it is fit for instant
*' trituration,^^ and extremely well calculated for

suppleness and humectation, magically dissolving

the most latentprinciples ofobstruction, vendenng

this fatal menstruum, to the parties themselves,

as to ALL THE WORLD, " a deceitful pleasure

^' and treacherous friend,^' Yet, it is avowedly

upheld forks inestimable proper ti/ of a gene;raIi

SPECIFIC,
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SPECIFIC, and a most necessary and indispensable

ingredient, in the system of our ministerial

DISPENSATORY, With which " to go to market
" for great talents^^^ as emphatically, and, I am
confident, most sincerely and honestly declared,

in the only place of sanctioned privilege, where

the doctrine and practice ought to be most op-

probriously reprobated, and on which it princi-

pally depends to rescue national virtue and na-

tional dignity from public opprobrium and scan-

dal, by insisting on the righteous appropriation

o^ the xohole powers and ordinances of the empire

to tht chaste meaning of the original institution,

" that the House of Commons shall be a control

" FOR THE PEOPLE over the ministers of the

^' cronmJ'

We have sorrowfully read of the great solace

of religion, the result of a sincere spiritual ado-

ration of the UNKNOWN God, confirmed and

sanctified by the presence and sacrifice of a Re-
di:emer, being perverted and destroyed by an

active methodical system of corruption under a

combination of religious popery. But we have,

within the short period of the last twenty years

only, lamentably ivitnessed greater, far greater,

mischiefs, in manifold succession, under a com-

bination of political popery, insidiously despis-

ing and sacrificing the integrity of the best di-

gested civil institutions, professedly supported by
the purity of religion, and the force and strength

of law, breathing and promising compassion and

Jiumanity, freedom and security, to an organized

system
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system of fraud on the public mind^ diflrus-

ing distrust, exaction, persecution, distress, and

misery. By the change, from church to secular

government, mankind sanguinely felt the ap-

proach of the promised millenium, and the utter

destruction of Antichrist, or general corruption.

The terrors of a religious Pope temporarily sub-

sided ; and, this Antichrist unthroned, Satan was

concluded to be immoveably chained down : but,

lo ! a real, and far more formidable Antichrist

(as the Pope has been ignorantly denominated

by the reformed preachers), it is felt, has been

engrafted on the old stock ; the seeds spread on

the earth have widely taken root, sprung up, and

flourished ; and a political Pope has completely

usurped the powers and station of the religious

Pope, under all the former baneful influence un^

diminished, replete with the fatal blight of the

fairest works of the Creator, fraught with inter-

minable misery to mankind, under the like order

of infallibility, now characteristically denomi-

nated the POLITICAL.

Thus we feel, that,, limited or unlimited, power
is still power, without profitable alteration in

practice ; and that we have only nominally

changed religious assumptions for political as-

sumptions, ecclesiastical practice for lay prac-

tice ; all, alike, sacrificing reason and wisdom,

fact and experience, at the feet of the great Ga-
maliel of corruption, and, according to the

&^s^ established (meaning the longest established)

doctrines gf religious professionals, only substi-

tuting
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tilting political heresy for religious heresy ; a

term of coarse opprobrium for every species of

passive difference^ no less in politics than in re-

ligion, gradually increased from the crafty impo-

sitions of remote antiquity to modern times of

icilling prostitution, reviving antiquated vulgar

revilings with as much malevolent acrimony as if

entirely new, and exclusively appropriate to the

present generation.

I will close this letter with two historical

tables, manifesting the progress of what is tech-

nically called schism and heresy, but what ought

to be called " attempts to abolish faith in

" Christ, and to place it exclusively on man.''

By these it would appear, that if heresy consist

in constructive deviation from the original gos-

pel, Christendom must 7iow be nearly overrun

with heresy, and there can be very little, if any,

remains of the primitive Apostolicum : and so

understanding this, there can be no merit in fol-

lowing our own inclinations, scornfully to reject

all these polemicalfabrications, disdaining "to
*' searchfor mystery lohere no mystery is, and to

'* obscure the beautiful simplicity of the Gospel;^*

and, repudiating all these learned interpretations,

affectionately and piously clinging to the un-

eontaminated original, however pretendedly de-

fective : but a most formidable paradox thence

presents itself, to be disposed of only by common
sense, as to the abusive appropriation of the epi-

thet of " heretic;^' if all be heretics, falling

under a constructive departure from the pure

Apostolicum^
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ApcstoIIciim, whose hieroglyphical nonsense best

warrants the use of opprobrium.

The tables of constructive heresy are these :

Ancient Denominations, for sixteen centuries.

1 Apostolicum

2 Gnosticum

3 Novatianum

4 Arianism

5 Nestorianism

6 Eutychianum

7 Monothelyticum

8 Eiconoclasticum

D Photianum

10 Obscurum

11 Hildebraudinum

12 Waldense

13 Scholasticum

14 Wicklevianuin

15 Synoddle

16 Reformatunv

The Modern Denominations,

1 Trinitarians 18 Necessitarians 35 Protestant Dissenters

2 Athanasians 19 Sublapsarians 36 Scots Presbyterians

3 Sabellians 20 SuperlapsariansS? EnglishPresbytcrianS

4 Arians 21 Greek Church 38 Seceders

5 Materialist? 22 Lutherans 39 Relief

6 Socinians 23 Hugonots 40 Fifth Monarchy Mea
7 Calvinists 24 Refugees 41 Baptists, general

8 Arminians 25 Episcopalians 42 Paedobaptists

9 Baxterians 26 Wickliflfites 43 Methodists

10 Antinomians 27 Nonjurors 44 New Methodists

11 Papists 28 Quakers 45 Universalists

12 Protestants 29 Moravians 46 Destructionists

13 Reformers 30 Sandemanians 4/ Hutchinsoniant

14 Jumpers 31 Independents 48 Muggletonians

15 Mystics 32 Brownists 49 Swedenborgians

16 Dunkers 33 Sabbatarians 50 Solifideoms

17 Shakers 34 Millenarians 51 New American Sect

Not to mention a great variety of modern sectarian societies,

such as Huntingdonians, Wesleyites, WhitJielditeSy &c. peculiar

to the present times, whose personal denominations are very

familiar to us.

LETTER



LETTER VIII.

Umon of King and Pope^ under the Supreme Head in Earth of

the " Anglicana Ecclesia/'

1 HE contest with the Roman pontiff is now so

far decided, that the legislature of England passes

an act, " that the king, his heirs and successors,

shall be taken and reputed the onli/ supreme head

in earth of the " Church of England :" and

thus the jurisdiction of the pontificate over Eng-

land was annihilated ; the interference of the

pontifex no longer to be pleaded ; and he is left,

full-robed in the chair of St. Peter, in the ut-

most display of his rage, to contaminate the air

with his virulent fulminations,—not to mourn for

the loss of a repentant convert, or for the abo-

minations of a polluted diocese, but, for the

stoppage of his religious depredations, the re-

venues and temporal advantages which the leaders

of the political hierarchy, in the progress of its in-

satiable rapacity, extorted from England, under

the profane colour of spiritual salvation. Bat, did

the great conflict cease, on this dissolution of

the pontifical league? and did property become

one particle more secure, now that it was shut

out, and apparently secured against the heretofore

irresistible grasp of this political brotherhood of

spiritual depredators ? On the contrary, the con-

flict raged with re-invigorated pestilence. The

N holy
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holy pontifex required, comparatively, occasional

contributions ow/y, from the wealth of his obe-

dient ecclesiastical dependencies : but, now^ un-

der the same sacred political council of infatu-

ated bigots, in exclusive possession of \\\q Angli-

carta ecclesia^ and the accommodating King

Henry, who submitted passively to every spe-

cies of insult from the monkish satellites of their

sovereign pontiff, to his face, in his own full

court assembled, and even with the open threat

of " dying the death of a villain within a

" month,'^ as a convenient and subservient pre-

tence of creating means for indemnity,—the en-

tire ecclesiastical property of the nation feels the

deadly weight ot this king pope's sacrilegious

and tyrannical avarice ; and the accumulated

wealth of many centuries is, in one general and

indiscriminating sweep, plundered under the un-

hallowed mask of reform in religion, 'lliis de-

vastator had determined, first, to disgrace, next,

to ruin the existing establishment, and, then, to

enrich the crown and the corrupt followers of his

court with their spoils. Thus was left, in a

most abject state of penury, the church of Eng-

land, and generally tcithout pastors. The lust

of the monarch gave rise to, and the avarice of

his advisers produced, what was falsely termed

a reformation; and they were suffered to wallow

in the enjoyment of that wealth which had been

intended for and employed in the support of

those who had fostered learning, who had fed

the poor, and protected, under their hospitable

roofs, the forsaken orphan and widow, now an-

nually
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niially commemorated by the payment of near

six millions sterling for poors' rates.

The inhabitants of the monasteries which they

had overthrown could never have been guilty of

tlie crimes imputed to them ; they, at least, were

out of the reach of imputation,—retired, en-

shrined, unoffending. It is almost incredible to

relate, and impossible to enumerate, how many
magnificent churches, cloisters, dormitories, li-

braries, and other buildings, erected at an en-

ormous expense of money and labour, were un-

roofed and laid level with the ground in the short

space of three or four years.

To this rash havoc and unprincipled confis-

cation may be truly traced that state in which

we see the inferior clergy of the present day to

be placed ; either living in indigent obscurity,

or struggling to gain their legitimate dues from

the hands of parishioners, who, either from ca-

pri<:e, malice, or ignorance, refuse to yield the

pittance to which they have so just a claim, and

who, if they had a power equal to their inclina-

tion, would tread in the footsteps of those glorious

reformers and turn the possessors out of the re-

mainder of that property, which (if prescription

can make titles goodJ has, from its antiquity, a

stronger right than any property in the United

I^ingdoms. Such were some of the happy ef-

fects of this pretended religious reform! Such the

religious principles displayed without disguise

by these pious reformers ! Such their inviolable

respect for the virtuous prejudices and affections

N 2 of
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of social community ! their honest end and ob-

ject of the reformation ! their dignijicd venera^

tion for religion ! Need it be asked, whether this

reformation ought not to have been denominated

revolution, the sole end and object of which was

PROPERTY.

This seizure, however, nearly closed the ma-^

rauding system of these political robbers, exe-

crably acting under the pretended reformation

of religion. First, because it was so general,

that it virtually left only a wreck behind, and

apparently removed all future temptation. Se-

condly, Martin Luther had raised a general

alarm on the score ofproperty, in the abominable

extortions under the deceitful cover of the sale

of indulgences, from whence is erroneously

dated the meritorious foundation of the Reformat

tion. A very celebrated author, speaking of it,

says, " Erasmus laid the eg^, but Luther
" hatched it.'* But if this be admitted, what

recognition do we then make of the transcendant

merits of that illustrious champion of truth, vir-

tue, and liberty, Wickliffe, who " awakened
*' science and true religion from a long slumber
•* of six barbarous ages," and, from the purest

motives and influence of conscience and divinity,

boldly attempted a reformation, in the fourteenth

century, courageously and disinterestedly op-

psing himself, singly, " to the insatiable ava-

*' rice, the insupportable tyranny, and the bare-

* faced extortions of the Pope,*' without other

protection than his own virtue and spiritual ad-

monitions;
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monitions ; his natural and political protector,

the king^ suffering his fire.-and-faggot hirelings

to sit in rigid condemnation of this invaluable

subject, and indifferently consigning all the con-

verts to his virtue, wisdom, and purity, the

Lollards, his own meritorious subjects, to un-

relenting persecution, and to the stake? And
this persecution had been unremittingly enforced

throughout several reigns, until Lollardy had

been completely extinguished, by fire, upwards

of a century before Luther was born. I will

make no comparison of these two characters, or

of the solid intrinsic merits of Wickliffe, who
spontaneous1

1/
gave the earliest check to overbear-

ing ignorance and superstition, in the fourteenth

century, and the fortuitous services of Luther

incidently excited by a solitary occurrence in the

sixteenth. Martin Luther, if we are to credit

some historians, and particularly of his own
times, and his own country, was certainly one of

those disappointed men, to whom the civilized

world are indebted for many of their best secu-

rities in state and church, in liberty and property.

Martin, it would seem, had been a candidate,

tendering proposals at the Vatican, for the lucra-

tive agency of the sale of indulgences, on behalf

of the pope and conclave ; but Tetzel, a Do-
minican, the benefice-broker of the conclave,

offered better terms, and Martin, an Augusti-

nian, was disappointed, under some personal

mortifications. Had Martin succeeded, like the

interested official politicians of these days, his

tongue
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tongue had been hermetically sealed, and, in

that case, it is not likely that he would either

have decried the virtue of indulgencics, or have

preached in depreciation of the sale of them. If

these premises be correct, it is then fair to con-

clude, that the first of these reformers mani-

fested the purest love for mankind, and their

spiritual salvation ; and that the last had ori-

ginally no design but to gratify his own avarice,

by multiplying and encouraging iniquities, and

of consigning the souls of mankind to everlasting

destruction. Yet, Wickliffe failed, and Lu-

ther succeeded : the first, because he only

assailed the intangible principle of spirituality ;

the last, because he assailed the tangible prin-

ciple of temporality. Even in these days, from

the bad examples of our politicians, we are

grown so very irreligious^ in this respect, as to

value our own property more than iho, prayers of

other men.

Under the act of the legislature before-men-

tioned, we find Henry VII I .,unshackled by Rome,
free of the influence of the popedom, exercising

the whole influence of the church, and in full

possession of the whole of her wealth, the accu-

mulation of ages upon ages ; and of all the

power, might, majesty, and dominion, com-

prised in the plenitude of the Pope^s assumed and

self-constituted vicegerency, as Christ's only

vicar upon earth, holding exclusively in his cus-

tody the pretended keys of the kingdom of hea-

ven. Henry not only placed his foot on this

head
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head of pontifical power, but betook possession

of it, and united the two offices of king and

pope. He did not, however, extinguish the ter-

rific order of popery, as, was sanguinel}^ expected

by Iiis terrified and impoverished subject's ; but,

trusting and confiding in its future utility, of

which he did not fail subsequently to take every

advantage, he quietly and deliberately consoli-

dated all these powers, real and pretended, with

his own undisputed prerogative. In tracing the

application and use Henry made of this immense

acquisition of power, in the unquestioned exer-

cise of it under his own Catholic council,

we cannot avoid being forcibly struck with

this fortuitous conversion from religious popery

to political popery : that, what was church and
state ^ now became state and church ; but that,

so far from relieving .the subject from mental

terror, and its concomitant, the unceasing

dread of extortion, which the change so plausibly

promised, we shall discover the assumed prin-

ciple of Simon Magus, however grossly repro-

bated in Simon himself, incessantly in action,

virulent in its influence, ruinous to the people,

and destructive of the best attributes of the

throne, by its all-devouring effects : and that,

whether the deception projected was clothed in

the dress of religious abuse, or political attain-

ment—whether the parole was creed or crown,

crosier or sword—the end was uniformly and

undeviatingly the same, depriving the sub-

ject of his right, and divesting him of his

property,
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property, to the vile scandal of religion, the

basest insult offered to morality, and the

coarsest indignity to the best tenets of the

empire.

But, at this, perhaps, we ought not to be sur-

prised, adverting to the condition of imperial des-

potism, which had grown out of Henry^s united

powers, the unlimited and uncontrolled sway of

which he continued to entrust to the forbearing

dispositions and mild administration of such in-

famous men as Gardiner, Bonner, and others,

who, preserving the deformed mask of religion,

of whicli they had forcibly divested the pope,

unkenneled the deluge of their thus lately ac-

quired political infallibiliti/, in the very heart

of the kingdom, at the impious shrine of which

no less than the lives of upwards of seventy

thousand good subjects were sacrificed, and the

whole property of the kingdom stood in tremu-

lous obedience, ready for submissive surrender.

All classes of subjects alike fell under the deadly

influence of this hurricane of inordinate power,

and the good and the bad were equally prone to

hurry into the lava, as the only possible means
of averting greater evils. Under these auspices,

the parliament of 1^40 assembled to introduce

an act for abolishing diversity of opinions con-

cerning the Christian religion. Henry, under

the influence of his pious council, believed his

power competent to fulfil an irrational and hope-

less project of compelling all his subjects, as the

Emperor Charles the Fifth had attempted, in his

still
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still more extensive dominions, indwidually^ to

entertain, exactly^ the same religious opinions,

and, collectively^ to change them and alter them,

as often as he changed and altered his watch ;

and, with this view, the act now passed', ex-

tended " to burn or hang all leho differed

" from the established system.^^ It was the con-

tinii-ed struggle of the old learning to preserve

church influence under the perversion of the scrip-

tures, with the additional influence of the civil

power, now united in the same council, and sup-

ported by an obsequious, corrupt, and depend^

entparliament. This was only a contest amongst

ministers for power: it involved no specific

precept of the gospel, no particular particle of

religion, except the outrageous insult it offered

to the whole system of revealed religion by its

resort to compulsion. No rational conversion,

the effect of reason, was even suggested ; nay,

such was the party madness, amongst these

sanctified ministers of the empire, that any sug-

gestion of reason would have been, promptly,

construed into a charge of high- treason. The
people were to be marshalled, dragooned into a

system of opinions, and such opinions only as

" the archbishop and bishops should determine,
*' and the king proclaim, were to be believed and
" obeyed :^^ and, to add to this system of hu-

manity, such men as formed this cabinet-council

before named, were to carry the act into execu-

tion, with fire and faggot in their hands, which
they did not fail instantly to use, with unreserved

o severity.
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seventy. This act was followed by another,

to prohibit the reading of the English bibles in

the churches ; and all the virtuous advocates of

religious reform were profligately denounced

traitors to the slate, as the advocates of political

reform are at this day. So that, although the

pope was dead^ the nation was still condemned

to have church doctrine and church laws, with-

out Bible, and compelled to understand and obey

them by sound of trumpet, as troops manoeuvre

by the word of command, and the navy direct

the course to be steered at the sight of a signal

tea large fleet, from the main-top. This, under

the neio learning, was deemed to be a glorious

exertion of political popery, under the white

mask of religious popery. As 1 have said before,

there was not a particle of gospel truth involved

n these proceedings. The whole gospel was set

aside, and kept out of sight; it was smothered

and done away, as much as if it did not exist,

in behalf of a system of faith, devoid of spirit

and of truth, to be promulgated for the obedi-

ence of the people, by the king's proclamations,

as military orders are now issued by the adjutant-

general. The New Testament was publicly burnt,

as a loicked book^ and, as they thought, anni-

hilated ; and, under the protection of a servile

and infamous parliament, hke the guns of a

fortress on an eminence protecting a desperate

party on the forlorn hope, the word of the

prostitute politiciaji^ like the word of the monk,

in former times, now became the law of the land.

As
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As twice before observed, whatever pretences

were held to the contrary, not a word, or sen-

tence, or passage of the gospel, or practice in

form of worship, was really in question. It no

more concerned the Christian than it did the

Brami^iical dispensation : it might, indeed, be-

come the Mahometan, where all is force without

doctrine; for there was nothing afloat but the

turgid power of the state, in restless commotion,

unlimited, uncontrolled. Nothing better than

the Mahometan ' power undefined,^^ supported

by the sword : the political infallihility of the

times; without any characteristic distinction,

whether Christian or Mahometan ; for, in this re-

spect, they do not differ. Nay, in the opinion

of these humane Christian ministers, though

they insultingly pretended otherwise, the politi-

cal engine they were thus outrageously employ-

ing, they must have conceived, on their own
principles, was contaminated by the mixture of

the mild, benignant, humble spirit of religion

;

while, on the contrary, the purity and dignity of

religion was indelibly stained by the co-operation

of this ferocious copartnership of the state. Re-

ligion bled, and mourned. The state, these mi-

nisters thought, triumphed, under the usurped

influence of religion's sacred banners ; and these

ministers rejoiced, and became rich. Religious

popery was completely ^extinguished ; not a

vestige was left in existence ; and political po-

pery reigned paramount, with all her strength,

invigorated in the hands and under the manage-

o 2 ment
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meat of unprincipled English bigots of the new

school, devoid of religion, destitute of honour,

incapable of humanity, and barren of all means

of action but enraged violence. They possessed

all the consolidated powers of the state, un-

bounded and unchecked ; and they unremit-

tingly exercised them subserviently to the base

passions of the tyrant king, and the low vices of

his ferocious and abandoned cabinet, and their

infamous coadjutors, to oppose or offend whom
was, on their own principles, a far greater crime

than, in the language of Scripture, sinning

against the Holy Ghost, inasmuch as liable to

the instant infliction of far severer penalties.

In this stormy situation, Henry left the king-

dom to his amiable infant son, Edward the Sixth

;

but, as the same virtuous board of state con-

tinued, with little variation, no material relax-,

ation intervened in the system of policy peculiar

to the late reign. Religion, it is true, was re-

ligion still ; but, it is no less ti'ue, that plunder

was still plunder. The thirst of pillage in-

creased, under an addition of strength, in eager-

ness, amongst the old courtiers of Henry. Even

the sanctijied Protector did not scruple largely to

benefit himself, his family, and dependents; and

, the seizure of the remaining church property was,

openly and avowedly, the object (to use the

appellation of the pious Latimer) of all the

jlibber-gibhers about the young king and his

court. The Latin of Catholic courts, and the

Latin of Protestant courts, and the creed of the

old
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eld learning, and the creed of the new learning,

are found to be exactly the same, translated into

money : but there was very little left. Ridley,

the bishop of London, was the first searching

itinerant from this political conclave. He was

deputed to plunder the university of Cambridge,

under the pretext of reforming abuses ; and,

failing, from a stout resistance by the master

and fellows, the bishop was ordered to renew

the siege, and was more harshl}/- censured by the

pious Protector, for this his mmma/ failure, than,

in point of delicacy and party dominion^ is cus'

tomary^ in these dark days, to treat general

officers for military failure against the common
enemies of the emjnre. This, however, was one

of the last holy expeditions in England. This

S3^stem of religious plunder was so well esta-

blished, and esteemed so fashionable^ and the

dread of this species of religious warfare became

so universal, that, having driven away the bishop,

the collegiates made rapid march with the ves-

tiges, thinking it but humble equity^ to secure

what little was left, for the benefit of the poor

incumbents.

This Abracadabra^ though not better under-

stood, was, however, more successful, under the

infatuated Mary, who, under the influence of the

old learning revived, thought only of retribu-

tion. Various and multiplied were the means
of persecution which tliey adopted for the ex-

tortion of property from the unhappy reformers.

Those whose integrity had kept pace with theirx

sincerity,
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sincerity, and, therefore, had nothing to give,

fell instant victims to fire and faggot : those who
had acquired property, bought their security by
yielding their lands to the minister's friends : nor

did these hungry courtiers think it beneath

them, when all other means were exhausted, to

pillage the university libraries, appreciating their

value by the bindings. As to Maxy herself,

*' thinking her soul was of more value than ten

croivns,^' like the senseless and besotted Ananias

of old, she hastened to sell all her possessions,

and to lay them down at the high pontiff's feet,

keeping hack a part \ for which sacrilege, being a

queen, she was only severely rebuked by the

holy pontiff, on submissively surrendering the

rest. Mary^s first acts were to relinquish the

supremacy, and to replace the whole empire {ex-

cept Ireland) under the jurisdiction of the pope ;

loading her servile parliament with all the atro-

cious guilt of the past horrible defection, on

their own abject confession and prayer of pardon,

pledging themselves

—

the ichole parliament—
both houses—on their knees, as an humble

atonement, *' forthwith' to repeal all laws en-
'* acted to the prejudice of the holy see.^' In

which state of /?ro5^ra^£ subjection, the empire

continued, until the accession of Elizabeth,

whoy in the inherent spirit of her native soil,

promptly resolved to be the only sovereign of
her own people, and to protect them against

all other jurisdiction ; and, in this spirit, she

again effected the severance from foreign

power
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power and interposition^ which has existed ever

since.

The summary issue of this long conflict, of

upwards of a thousand years, from the earliest

usurpation of the political popedom over civil

concerns, manifests, that the contest was for

potoer and property^ not for moral principle or

the salvation of the soul ; and that the usurpa-

tion was so notorious, and the pretences of re-

ligion, under which it was maintained, so

wholly inimical to its legitimate ends, and so

flagrantly at war with the repeated results, that

it required only decisive resolution and firm

perseverance to overthrow it, and to restore to

the civil state the faculties of which it had been

so long defrauded: that, whatever uniform

churchmen may have assumed, acting under the

shield of violated religion, as the best means of

conquest over pious minds, the contest was
wholly political, and politicians only and ex-

clusively engaged in it: that the Reformation^

as it has been strangely denominated, only

brought the contest to England, where it did not

in the least subside, either in activity or in viru-

lence, until the reign of Elizabeth: that, until

then, although during nearly two reigns the

pope had, in turn, been excommunicated, the

w^hole question under the high pontiff had only

changed the place of contest, narrowed by the

principal party interested in the issue being ex-

cluded, all the other political parties, and the

political objects of power, place, and emolu-

ment.
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ment, being now all in England,—the contest

abroad had ceased, the powerful interruption of

the popedom was removed, and the Catholic

political standard was now exclusively limited to

England, whose monarch had been created " De-
^^ fender of the Faith ^"^^

(viz. the Roman Ca-

tholic faith) as a divine reward^ for supporting

the court of Rome against Martin Luther's

expositions, by Pope Leo the Tenth ; from whose

sister, Catharine, Duchess of Massa and Car-

raria, married to Cardinal Francis Cibo, X\\t

natural son of Pope Innocent the Eighth, has

lineally descended the continental Goliath of

political popery alluded to in my last, armed

with " a weaver's beam, whose head weighs
*' six hundred shekels of iron,'^ the impe-

rial Simonmagicopolitico Thumpofumfumferado
Pope Buonaparte, who, by subsequent mar-

riages of the renowned family oi' Medici, is allied

to the house of Este, a branch of the illustrious

house of Brunswick,

LETTER
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The Pope born : the Pope dead : the Pope actively alite

again /

rtEsoLUTE to support the prompt and laudable

determination which Queen Elizabeth had made,

to be the only sovereign of her own people, and

to preclude the interference of all foreign in-

fluence and authority in England, the parliament

passed an act, " That any person who shall get

*' from the see of Rome, any bull, writing, or

" instrument, containing any thing, matter, or

** cause whatever, shall be subject to the pe-

'* nalties of high-treason.^^ This act finally

completed the queen's unqualified excommutii^

cation of the pope, and exclusively invested her

with the independent jurisdiction of all things

concerning the state and church in England. So

that, as observed in my last, there was no longer

any foreign contest : the powerful interruption

of the pope, the great political salamander of
the fieryfurnace, was separated and extinguished;

and the political contest between the old learning

and the new learning, as it always should be,

w4iere subjects of England only are concerned,

was brought to England, to be determined

amongst English subjects exclusively, and in

England only. Of course, rankling under the

p loss
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loss of power and dominion—but what distracted

him more, as of far greater value, the loss of his

Peter^s pe7ice^ the best and most profitable of his

usual means of exaction—the pope became fran-

tic, and, in the bitterness of his wrath and

maledictions against Elizabeth, not even sparing

his terrified dependent allies, as if subscribing

parties to her determination, immediately issued

special bulls, " commanding their united denun-
'* ciations, and active co-operation, against this

" atrocious and unparalleled example of derelict

" heresy.'^ In the early moments of his thus

infuriated paroxysm, this political potentate

held a court, purposely to thunder in the ears of

all the trembling ambassadors attendant on the

Vatican, his imperial and undisputed supremacy
;

his deified exaltation, though on earth ; and his

gracious condescension to employ emperors and

kings, as the servile menial slaves of his will

;

a condescension with which he would not here-

;ifter contaminate himself by continuing to

honour them, if they did not lay prostrate at

his feet "that usurper and vassal of iniquity,

" the queen of England, and all her impious
" heretical abettors, who had meretriciously in-

" curred the severest and irrevocable denun-
*' ciations of the apostolic see, of the just ven-

" geance of Almighty God, and of the eternal

" damnation of the Holy Ghost/^ Such was

the mortification of the tyrant mind of Pope

Pius the Fifth, the assumed protector of meek

Christianity ! .

1 remember
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I remember reading a petition from an injured

supplicant in the East, thus—" I, the great and
" powerful sovereign of Khamkahaun, at the

'' sight of whom, with infinitely more rapid

" celerity than before the most torrid sun, the

*' feeble mist hides itself in instant annihilation !

*' at the sight of whom, clouds dare not remain

" in the atmosphere ! at the sight of whom,
" my subjects fall prostrate, like rain into beds

" of hot sand, never to rise again !—I, their

*' anointed sovereign, have been forcibly dispos-

" sessed of a part of my garden, &c. and pray

" your interposition, to hav^e it restored.'^

Of this amusing^ harmless description of su-

periority over all human kind^ we have the two
specimens above : the first, from the high-exalted

throne of the self-created omnipotent sovereign

of meek Christianity ; the second, from one of

the obedient votaries of the terrijic Koraun, under

the full sway of his fanfaronade, praying redress

of grievances, and bending, humhly bending^ to

the shrhtie of human justice^ in courteous and

submissive pursuit of the exercise of her virtuous

attribute.

We should be more than astonished in these

days, how the hyperbolical assumptions under

the vicious apostacy of the Vatican could have

been so long admitted and respected, if we did

not now possess the means of exposition, and of

knowing, that, for upwards of a thousand years,

under the usurpation of the popes, the temporal

and spiritual, the political and ecclesiastical

p 2 powers



powers of their subject states, united, not by

any premeditated organization, but by influence,

habit, and dominion, oyer the minds of man-

kind, the popes became the sole lords of the

Christian world ; insomuch that princes and

kings became their abject vassals. The popes

intermeddled in every kingdom, and in every

event, every revolution, change of government

or constitution, either in order to gain obedience,

or because obedience had been acknowledged ;

in fine, they created themselves the only stan-

dard of right and wrong : and such was the ex-

tent of their system, that, on pretence of religion^

they stationed in every kingdom and province,

their legates, nuncios, vicars, and clergy, as the

laity now do their ambassadors and consuls^

ready to follow up tlieir instructions, to

bear down the secular authority, or to trample

on the rights of the people, as best humoured

their immediate requisitions,—supporting their

demands by anathemas, interdicts, civil wars,

and even by exciting rebellion. Hence the

infallibiliti^ of the popedom, by the perse-

cuting means of its infallible supporters of fire

and faggot : and, by these means, under all the

ingenuity of unprincipled instruments selected

out for cruelty and inhumanity (by no means

unimitated by politicians in times now passing),

well might it be said, according to their success,

that the popedom was filled by men of most ex-

traordinary talents, the ablest politicians, states-

men fit to govern the world, and equal to the

vast
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vast dominion they grasped at : a dominion over

the minds as well as the bodies and estates of

mankind ; a dominion not even bounded by the

earth, since these mighty vicegerents assumed

all power in heaven as well as in earth, over the

dead as well as over the living ; and all this tem-

poral dominion, which was their object, acquired

under spiritual influence, and by spiritual in-

fluence only ! Such was the strength under the

triple crown, formed by an union of the keys

and sword, of church and state, amongst the

pretended representatives of the meek and

humble Jesus !

Hence, as already stated, infallihilihj ; rio

very ingenious deduction from the derived au-

thorities which these politicians pretended to

possess, and the means they exercised, as the

vicar of Chrisfs vicar upon earthy as the su-

preme head of the church, and an infallible

guide to salvation!

This smothering force of infallibiliti/ ^ clan-

destinely inculcated, as the personal mamfesta-

tion of the Deity himself^ originated in the

seventh century, about the year A. D. 606,

nearly sixteen years before the derivative infalli'

hility^ or Al-Hakkat of Mahomet, the Periclyte^

to whom this Jacobinical principle had been

mysteriously revealed by a Venetian monk, an

itinerant refugee, under excommunication for

heresy. Presuming to be the predicted repre-

sentative of the seed of Abraham, protected by
jthe same angel of God who solaced the desolate

and
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and forlorn Egyptian handmaid, Hagar, and her

destitute famishing son Ishmael, in the wilder-

ness of Beer-sheba, in fulfilment of the pro-

phecies laid down . in our revered Scriptures,

Mahomet, as the promised Periclyte of the

Ishmaelites, greedily adopted the infallible^ for

the creation and support of his infant empire :

and if any.doubt still remain of the technical and

deadly meaning of infallibility^ the formidable,

powerful, and extensive success of Mahomet, in

establishing " the great nation, which should

" not be numbered for multitude,^' promised by

the angel of God, acting by the sword of their

religion, must afford the most satisfactory practi-

cal interpretation, seeing, thereby, that his well-

disciplined adherents exercised it, with as much
exemplary success in the East, as the ingenious

conclave of monkery had profitably done in the

West; and by means (it cannot escape, with

most poignant sorrow, to be remarked, by every

patriot who honours his sovereign-and reverences

his country) as justifiable, humane, honourable,

moral, and, religious, as those which charac-

terised our glorious expedition against retired,

unoffending Copenhagen. The Hakkat of the

Koraun so clearly interprets the sacred in-

fallibility, thus defined by the triumphant

result of repeated experiment, seems to be so

very little comprehended, even by our learned

divines, in their limited seclusion of know-
ledge and worldly intercourse, that 1 shall

here insert it : at least, it may not be

uninstructing
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iininstructing to the generality of unscienced

laymen.

" Koraun, Al-Hakkat, or ^/<c Infallible/^

" The infaUible ! what is the infallible ? and
*' what shall cause thee to understand what the
*' infallible is ? The tribes of Thamud and Ad^^

(two potent tribes of Arabs destroyed for . their

infidelity) " denied, as a falsehood, the day
" which shall strike men's hearts with terror !

" Thamud was destroyed by a terrible noise;

" and Ad^ by a roaring and terrible wind,
" which God caused to assail them for seven
*' nights and eight days successively. Thou
*' miglitest have seen people, during the same,
" lying prostrate as though they had been the

" roots of hollow palm-trees, and various cities

" overthrown, as disobedient to Mahomet the

'• Apostle, of their LordJ^ (See page 19, for

the letter of Pope Gregory Vll. to the Emperor
Henry IV. avowing the same principle). *

TW\s Jacobinical system of infallibility (so truly

in unison with the whole of that treasonable sys-

tem of violence and fraud imposed on the public

mind, and practised ever since the autumn of

the year 1792) commenced in the West with

Pope Boniface III., who, as bishop of Home,
fraudulently obtained a decided preference over

Cyriacus, the patriarch of Constantinople, thus

—

Phocas had infamously usurped the imperial

tlirone,
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throne, by the murder of his lawful Sovereign,

Mauritius, and his whole family, deliberately

butchering his queen and children in his pre-

sence. A most virulent, merciless, and disgrace-

ful contest then existed between the bishop of

Rome and the patriarch of Constantinople, for

precedency, as first amongst equals ; and the

decision was referred to Phocas. Phocas, at

the same time, sought, from these pious com-

forters, alternately, a justification of his own late

atrocious regicide. Cyriacus honestly expa-

tiated on the enormity of his crime, exhorting

the emperor to repentance, as the best means of

obtaining forgiveness, and piously proffered his

spiritual aid :—but the politic Boniface, pre-

ferring the lucrative means of making court to

inen in power ^ and, therefore^ studiously blind to

their sins, styled the execrable regicide Phocas,

" a most pious and religious prince,'^ ascribing

*' the event to a particular Providence^ of which
*' he was the righteous and select instrument^for
*' disposing of heretics,^^ The emperor, feeling

this superiority of argument, instantly decided in

favour of the craftxj Boniface. Such is the his-

torical foundation of the pope's supremacy, and

the infallibility built thereon ; which the bishops

of Rome, in regular succession, strengthened by
every possible means. Thirsting for power, they

now scorned and disowned the emperor's supe-

riority, as the jurisdiction from whence they

obtained tlieir pre-eminence : on the contrary,

they now considered him as a reprobate criminal

at
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Ui their disposal; and canonically established

the supremacy^ as inherent^ by divine rights in

their see, bequeathed by St, Peter, as chief of the

apostles, and head of the church. But it was

not the supremacy of the church which was thus

obtained ; it was the supremacy over the corrupt

state which they now acquired, thereby creating

what alone has for ages authorised the combi-

nation of church and state : and, thus created,

the able historian (a convert too !) details, that,

of one hundred and fourteen bishops of Rome,

between Boniface IlL who thus laid the founda-

tion of papal grandeur^ and Gregory VII. who
raised it to its zenith, forming a period of four

hundred and seventy-eight years, " not one
'^ ever lost an inch of ground his predecessor

*' had gained ; and thus, constantly acquiring,

*' and never parting with what they acquired,

" and each respectively tying the hands of their

" successors, by the irreversible entail of divine

*' right.^^ vSuch was their paramount influence,

extending over the intellectual faculties of all

Christendom, that the pope was vice-god, kingly

priest, and sacred legislator, dispensing life and

death, binding nations in bonds which he alone

could unloose ; a triple crown on his head, and

the keys of heaven in his han.d, with princes and
emperors at his feet, and the opinions and pos-

sessions of the whole civilized world dependent

on his pleasure !

Such was the political power of th^ court of

Rome, under the pope's supremacy, of which

Q not
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not a wreck now remains, to feed the pretended

alarms of our dispensers and possessors of
*' offices, places, pensions, and sinecures, ^^ on
tlie question of Catholic emancipation : yet, by
way of nationalfeugal, to grace a false move-
ment, they affect to tremble at this visionary

phantom, studiously conjured up by themselves,

on the idle idea that the nation shall childishly

fancy this dreadful Hurlothrumbo to be at their

bedside ; and while they pretend to dread a power

which does not exists and expect the people to

make every possible sacrifice, real, solid, and va-

luable, to this their delusive phantom^ they will

not subdue their^own weak prejudices, man-
fully to provide against that most formidable

power which does exists by the adoption of that

only masculine measure of state-policy which

common sense and common safety point out to

be more than necessary.

The political power which the court of Rome
had thus accumulated, if it may be so expressed,

was evidently the effect of absent causes—the

absence of all resistance^ and iht non-existence of
regular governments. As soon as regular go-

vernments were established, and defensive main-

tenance organized, by fixed principles and max-

ims of state, and, above all, the security of

property, all the usurpations of the popedom

fell, almost by a natural transition, under the

ravages of fate, far more rapidly than they had

grown, and imperceptibly almost as the ordinary

operations of nature. These are the ordinary

results

I
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results of human conduct, brought about by the

wants, the wishes, interests, and pursuits of

mankind. Religion and superstition may in-

fluence the minds of men ; but it is absurd in

the extreme to imagine, that the same results

would not have been realized, had the same

great actors in those ages been Mahometans,

Protestants, or any of the other fifty denomina-

tions of Christian societies, as we have seen to

have been the case, through the means of the

physical strength of the people well-directed, in

other parts of the globe, where the religion has

not been Christian, But, because the vast and

tremendous powers of the empire of Rome were

successfully managed by able chief magistrates

who happened to be called Pope (a corruption

of the patriarchal word " Papa," or Father),

and the people, his subjects^ were of the Catholic

persuasion,

—

now^ jn the poisonous heat of our
" party'Opinions ^^^ in the nineteenth century,

the enlightened and loyal Catholics, our fellow-

subjects, are to be denounced, and deprived of

all their natural rights of men and naturaUborn

subjects of a free state, on the base presumption,

that, as the government of Catholic subjects, many
hundred years ago, was repugnant to opinions pre-

tendedly entertained in these days, legislatively

corrected and regulated, all individual Catholics

must, therefore, be suspected of entertaining de-

signs inimical to the state, in defiance of our

whole code of jurisprudence, the fabric of the

accumulated wisdom and experience of ages^

Q 2 and
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and which, 'u\ fact, has grown out of the excep*

tions taken for the expVess purpose of preventing

tht possibility of their recurrence.

In all these desperate contests, too, there was

as much party-feud and animosity as in ours :

and if we have our parties of Whig and Tory,

of Pitt and Fox, of Protestant and Catholic,

they had their infinitely fiercer factions of the

Guelphs and Gibbelines, heretics and infidels, in

which, though otherwise pretended, there wasnb
more religion involved than there is in ours;

and religion is just as much implicated in our

Jparties as'it was in theirs. In those days, per^

haps, parties struggled and fought more fu-

riously, under a comparative scarcity of loaves

andfishes^ than our parties do in these; and it is

the pretence only which is changed, not the com-

parative object of contest. If the oflSce-men of

those days called every man an heretic whom
they disliked, and stirred heaven and earth in

resentment, if defensively opposed: so with the

office-men of nearer times ; every man who op-

posed the mischievous doctrines and measures

which, from the year 179?, have produced all

our national calamities, not sparing the most

able patriots and virtuous men, were indiscri-

minatefy and opprobriously called Jacobins^ and

means industriously sought to send them to

grapple with an inimical attorney-general, one

of their own prejudiced and predetermined ranl^

and file. The people of Catholic Rome were as

tenacious of their superiority obtained without

thq
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the Imc, as the people of the British empire are

proud of their independence gained bi/ the laiv;

and our most admired ministers (admired for

their corrupt influence) have, as often as they
DARED, seized the opportunity of imitating Ca-

tholic Rome, by suspending the constitution,

placing themselves above the law, and acting

" with vigour beyond the law ;^^ and, when the

pretence had evaporated, hastily voted their own
indemnity for their own no longer disguised

transgressions, in which, it was manifest, their

conduct had been as destitute of honour and

principle, and as direful and nefarious in mis-

chievous effect, as any of the darkest conse-

quences of administration ivithout the law under

the political government of Rome. And thus,

perhaps, it may be found, as in other ages, that,

if the Pope arbitrarily and corruptly exercised

his infallibilit}'^ in the West, and Mahomet arbi-

trarily and corruptly exercised his infallibility

in the East, both alike without laics; a political

minister, professing the Protestant persuasion,

has not disgraced the turpitude of either of

those two religious despots, neither in the Easf
nor in the West, by his confounded Tory devices,

under his own violent and corrupt removal of the

law, the empire^s best guardian, the monarch's

test strength, and the subject's best security,—

thereby prostituting all the benign attributes of

the crown, basely defaming the revered name
^nd all the exemplary virtues of a beloved

sovereign,
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sovereign, degrading the sacred standard of

royalty, the invaluable cement of the nation's

glory and happiness, and treasonably hazarding

the entire dissolution of the w^hole fabric of its

well-organized government. For all the humi-

liating consequences of which, sensibly to fee!

them, as a virtuous patriot ought to feel them,

no one need travel far, nor labour much. He
lias only briefly to compare the commanding

situation in which tve were in 1792 with the

calamitous situation in which we now are.

LETTEU



LETTER X.

The Pope is hissed; the Pope is kicked. The Pope is confounded;

and the King is confounded. The Pope is killed: the King

apes the Pope.

The length of my last prevented the finishing

of my observations on Queen Elizabeth^s reign,

establishing the revolution, which finally severed

England from the jurisdiction of the pope, with-

out confiscating property or shedding blood.

The act which the queen passed, rendering any

future corresponcience with the see of Rome high-^

treason, was decisive ; spoke more forcibly than a

thousand mxmts ; and freed her, as it would have

done any of her royal predecessors, had they been

virtuously disposed and seriously resolved on a
separation, from all further interference of this

political povver, except such as arose from occa-

sional secret intrigues, and the employment of

hireling emissaries, to create alarm and distur-

bance, from the purest motives of promoting

religion. The complete conquest which the

nation thus so easily acquired over the ponti-

ficate, which had so long held all Christendom

in abject submission, leaves us in wonder, and
induces the question, since it apparently only

required resolution, how it happened, that the

separation had not been accomplished before,

since
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since all Elizabeth^s predecessors had confessedly

suffered under its undue influence, and alike pre-

tended to dread the frowns of the papal indigna-

tion ? The evident truth is, that they did not

wish it; they found their interest in politic con-

nivance ; inasmuch as history manifests, that>

their humble imitations of the pope's extortians,

both before and subsequent to the separation,

occasionally replenished the coffers of the prince,

but most effectually promoted the private in-

terests of the ministers of the crown, and their

followers. In early days, the exercise of su-

preme authority by our kings of the patriarchal

order, was religiously regulated by the principles

of the Decalogue, as the only code extant, as is

eternally recorded, highly to their honour. They

protected what they felt to bje religion ; they de-

fended faith in the principles of Christianity,

and laid down their lives, and relinquished

thrones, in the encouragement and support of

true piety : but, as corruption crept in, piety

stole away. The bishop of Rome's influence

grew into power ; his power expanded into su-

premacy, which each successive pope exercised

with unceasing vigour and increasing acrimony,

to which, most ignominiously, our successive

kings as regularly submitted : some, because

they were insensible of their own dignity and

duty; some because they had bad titles, were

usurpers like the popes, and wished to keep their

thrones on any conditions ; others, because they

found it convenient to use the pope's authority

and
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and countenance for the promotion of sordid

views of their own ; others, again, because they

were weak and ignorant, and must be submifssive

;

and ALL, because they were alike slaves to the

papal usurpation, and dreaded its unexplored

impositions, which, gross and flagrant, insulting

to c«mnion sense as they Were, they had not the

courage to resist, or the integrity to question.

Even the ferocious Henry VIII., certainly the

terror of his own people, if not nearly all the rest

ofmankind, bowed reverence, attorned obedience,

and vowed eternal submission, for nearly twenty

years,—inhumanly surrendering his own loyal

subjects, the best supporters of his throne, who
gave strength to his political government, and
contributed taxes for his support and dignity,

to the wildest machinations of the pontificate.

Henry had a very high opinion of the papal au-

thority, and was very unwilling to set any bounds

to it ; and although he wrote against the pope's

power to dispense with the laws of God, neither

Henry nor Elizabeth failed to make most excel-

lent use of the conversion of this maxim, as most
convenient, and profitable in application, to the

secular laws of the state, in worldly affairs. In

this disposition, Henry and the pope long co-

quetted. Separation must be injurious to both ;

and fixed principles and tabled maxims their de-

struction. The pope struggled to maintain his

jurisdiction over Henry by consent, by a proxy,

or by a written instrument, forform-sake. Con-
sent and surrender are submissions, however un-

R willing
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willing the revolting party. Consent and ac-

knowledgment, however crookedly, yielded, tha

jurisdiction, though previously usurped and

vicious, becomes paramount. To the very last

moment, the pope would have most joyfully com-

promised. He trembled for hi& jurisdiction:

Henry for the establishment of his own will and

conduct. They were both disappointed ; and

dereliction of conduct amongst its greatest ene-

mies, brought about the great revolution, which

was to ensure freedom of opinion, as far as im-

plicated the assumed supremacy of Rome, and

taught this great and sacred lesson to mankind

—

that true religion is of God alone, and that the

best security of temporalities and social order is

only to be derived from domestic compact ; that

foreign jurisdiction and influence only impose

diseases in the state, as inhospitable climates and

their exotic food, engender diseases in the human
frame. Henry laboured to be reconciled to the

pope, for the gratijication of worldly ends; and

the pope was as unhappily anxious to be recon-

ciled to Henry, as an individual is desirous of

preserving a rich estate which he holds by con-

nivance and injustice, " If the pope will saper-
*' sede passing sentence against the king, the

'* king will supersede his plan to withdraw
'* from the holy see." The pope conditionally

accepted, that Henry aliould appear, by his agent,

by a fixed day. The elements prevented the

appearance of the agent for two days beyond

that fixed period; and the pope passed his

sentence.
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prostrate ; and an awful signal was here given to

mankind, by the critical interposition of an over-

ruling providence, to inculcate the sacred lec-

tures of the inspired writers, " to worship the

" unknown God, in spirit and in truth, un-
"** biassed and uncorrupted by human inter-

" vention/^

Various attempts were, subsequently, made to

reconcile these two lords of dominion ; or, in

other words, again to subjugate England to the

political jurisdiction of Rome: for, in all these

controversies, let it never be forgotten, that the

English enmity was to the politicalpoiver, not to

the rites of the church of Rome, which, after tlie

separation, for a great many years, underwent

little or no alteration in England. The king, iii

fact, became pope of England, and heresy was
still the gTeatest of all crimes, and sustained

the most cruel of all punishments : but the king

and parliament resolved to preserve the sove-

reignty they had now obtained.

It is astonishing, at least in these times, that

usurpation so flagrant, productive of such bare-

faced impositions, framed under such a system

of atrocity, and entailing such a complica-

tion of miseries on mankind, should not sof^ner

have roused resistance to its progress, either

amongst the royal rulers of Christendom, or their

people : the first, from a sense of duty ; the last,

from a sense of safety, and a principle of protec-

tion against general despotism, unqualified in-

R 2 jury,
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jury, and unmeasurable oppression, heaped on

them^ and them alone. It is manifested it wanted

only resolution to arrest its devouring career ;

and if the royal sovereigns, and their obsequious

parliameiits, were either incapable or unwilling,

it became the imperative duty of the physical

strength of the country, not disposed to em-
brace slavery and want. The only possible way
of accounting for it is, that the ruling authorities,

both popes and kings, though at variance them-

selves on particular points, were in general com-

bination against mankind, for the common object

and interest of both ; and that, whatever colour

was sacrilegiously given by the mixture and pre-

tences of religion, the real end and object was

the usual coarse depredation of property, the

first, last, and almost exclusive pursuit of every

unorganized and uncontrolled engine of state,

acting under the commission of public authority.

In a former letter, a short delineation is given

of the domestic contests, whidi marked deeply

in blood tlie internal events immediately follow-

ing the separation of the pope's jurisdiction, be-

tween the parties denominated the old learning

and the netc learning: a tolerable good specimen

of the conduct of a cabinet of political bigots,

under their miserable infatuation in the sway of

power, of the precious value of which they were

insensible and wholly ignorant, save of that most

exceptionable portion, or rather refuse, its severity/

in violence. They were incapable of dispassionate

reasoning, and, therefore, of all deliberate rational

regulation

;
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regulation; nor did they look to any, save that

which should perplex and bewilder men in appa-

rently utter darkness. Mankind had beenjoyfully

drawn on the ladder of happy expectation of relief

to the oppressed mind, under the exercise of reli-

gious liberty, by the courageous reformers : but

these ministerial bigots snatched the staff out of

their hands ; they seized it all to themselves,

under various false pretences, , and then " put
" the candle under a bushel, ^^ leaving mankind

in more painful suspense and difficulty than

before. These great ministers were, as evinced

by their conduct, savages by nature ; no civili-

zation could reform them : and they had a king,

for their appropriate instrument, who far out-

stript them in that ferocity which they studi-

ously fed and inflamed. Even the comparatively-

wild savage has some religion, and venerates it.

Amongst them, you may command everi/ thing

but their religion. Sacrifice to that (by which

is meant, only render that respect to their super-

stitious forms which avoids interruption), and

they, these savages, will share with you every

thing else. The poor, destitute, hunted, mise-

rable savages of Caffraria, by the inhuman traffic

of whose bodies and souFs England had most

unnaturally condescended to enrich herself for

upwards of a century, and would have still pro-

tected the inhuman practice, had not heavenly-

influence directed the soul of WiLBERFORCE COU-

rageously to execrate the nation^s ignominy^ and
boldly to proclaim aloud the nation^s abhorrence.

Even
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Even this portion of degraded and despised hii-

nianity never refused to share his codYse peculium

with his tyrant captors, either before or since his

slavery. Tliey, too, have their rehgion ; to them

as sincere and as pure a solace under affliction^

as to any mind under the improvement of scien-

tific instruction : and I have not heard that any

attempt has been contrived to rob them of it, or

to interrupt the best contemplations ofwhich their

untutored natures vi^ere capable, because it was

not accompanied by property. But the powerful

bigots of Henry's reign studiously insulted,

trampled on, and abrogated, as far as they

could, for the purpose of converting into a base

and sordid instrument of their worst vices, this

first, last, and chief delight of man's existence,

without the consolation of which, this " better

*' hope,'' that existence must be an onerous

burden, indeed, to every reflecting mind. A-s

before stated, under pretence of establishing reli-

gion, they trampled on it, insulted, degraded, and

did all they could to suppress it. Nay, one of

this virtuous class is reputed to have insolently

exclaimed, " Poor Jesus Christ ! he said. Be
*• of good cheer, I have overcome the world ;

" but the world will soon call out, Be of good
'' cheer, we have overcome Jesus Christ

!"

Yet these sacrilegious miscreants professed

the reformation of religion. They reform reli-.

gion ! Religion lodges only in the heart; it is

there, or no where : and these political wretches,

who deservedly forfeited the good opinion of all

mankind,

I
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mankind, and were execrated and abhorred, as de^^

cidedly as this sacred influence of the heart could

abhor them, could no more shape the Christian

principles to their vile political purposes, than

the abominable wretches of France could anni-

hilate Christianity, in the year 1793, for the pro-

motion of theirs. These political monsters, ne-

vertheless, exclusively possessed the powers of

the great council of the nation, and all its conso-

lidated faculties ; and as the parliament was ac-

tively servile, and the people passively submis-

sive, their pious chiefs the sovereign, increased in

peevishness and ferocity, as he was in corruption,

only strengthened the poison they administered

to his tyrant mind, and swallowed the vile nos-

trum as the most delicious nectar. They impli-

cated this icilling tyrant even in every point the

most minute, until they committed him in a stern

and rapid denunciation, that " none of his sub-

" jects should thiiik, speak, or act, in public or

** in private, in matters of religion, but as he di-

" rected thern^^ Nothing, in fact, was suffered

to escape him, however trivial, that could possi-

bly fall under a relative construction of religion,

however constrained. For instance, some kept

St. Mark's day as a fast, and others as 2, feast.

At this he was so grossly offended, that he pub-

lished a royal injunction to all his loving subjects,

'' to eat flesh on St. Mark's day."

Like the virtuous majority of the Directory in

France, who, in the year 1793, banished the

minority, this wise, disinterested, and dispas-

sionate
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sioiiate board of state in England, in the pleni-

tude of their political career, unresisted, and un-

interrupted, by the influence of fire and faggot,

had disposed of nearly all the non-conformists,

all the advocates of reason ; and had taken spe-

cial care and pains to destroy, as far as these

political fanatics could destroy, what they felt to

be the nucleus, and the never-failing talisman of

opposition to their will, the New Testament^

to which they first refused admittance at Cam-
bridge, and then publicly burnt in London, and,

nearly at the same time, various religious cha-

racters, who (privileged by property and con-

nexion, wtire allowed to possess and to use it)

had lent or distributed the Testament in English

amongst their neighbours. One honourable Ba-

ronet, a most worthy and excellent man, in par-

ticular, who was arraigned on the charge " of

•* propagating heretical opinions, and dispers-

*' ing heretical books, '^ defended himself on the

sacred ground of " the book he had lent being
*' the Nero Testament :^^ but the doughty bishop,

his only accuser and judge, answered, *' Away
*' with both Old and Neto Testament ! Thank
" God! I know nothing of either ; for if I had

^

*' / had never been made a BISHOPS
The greatest mischiefs done to the Christian

religion, says an able author, " have arisen from
'* religious orders^ as they are erroneously called,

*' converting illiterate and needy monks into

" arbitrary petty monarchs, by which the monk
*' is extinguished, with his poverty, and the

" monarch
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the monarch grows rich by the abuses of

his power, seeing that, in the absence of all

established restraint, the will of this illiterate

needy monk became the only law, and the only

standard of religion and morality.^'

We hardly need mention the imperial despotism

which Henry VIII. had obtained, when we have

stated the foregoing as the practical part of his

religious administration : suffice it to add, that the

parliament not only granted him all the wealth,

and all the immense property of the Catholic mo-

nasteries, colleges, hospitals, &c. thi'oughout th©

kingdom, which were distributed for the esta-

blishment of his political po/wer, but passed an

act, " giving the same force* and authority to his

*' proclamations as to acts of parliament,^^

—

•

thereby rendering him arbitrary, prostituting

])arhament, and perfidiously abandoning the dje-

legated trust of the people.

Accordingly we find, that not one of the hbuse

of Tudor neglected to avail themselves of this

acknowledged tyranny. Bills of attainder were

introduced, and silently passed in parliament, at

the hinges desire; and the parties, thus con-

demned, were hurried to execution, without in-

formation, witness, or trial. The whole was a

struggle for property, between the priestly and
secular orders : yet, under the cover and pretence

of non-conformity in religion^ the best and purest

characters were hurried into eternity, as the

readiest means of investing some prostitute cour-

tier icith property or place. Even in the reign

s of
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of Elizabeth there was no great variation from the

conduct of the court of Henry VIII., save a com-
plete separation from the court of Rome. The
government was still very unsettled, and almost

every instant violated, by the queen's proclama-

tions dispensing with the laws, in exact conti-

nuation of the high pontiff^s system. The go*

vernment was now, jnetendedly ^ ecclesiastical

and military, like the pope^s ; and all now derived

from the crown, as heretofore derived from the

popedom. As before observed, Henry had be-

come king atid pope, and heresy was still heresy ;

and thus it continued under Elizabeth. And
now, as under the popedom, it might truly be

said, " money is h^ard every where," as every

office, and the courts of justice, were no better

than open markets ; and there were, then, as

many complaints of the abuses of placemen and

peculators on a small scale, as there are in the

present times, on a very extensive scale. Magis-

trates the most profligate and corrupt were com-

missioned to point out " those worthy to be

" executed by martial laie,^' and the parties were

seized and executed accordingly. Men whom
this council wished out of the way were ordered

on foreign errands, against their will; and privy-

councillors, and secretaries, had the power of

exercising unlimited despotism, and of granting

exemptions, as the Catholics under the popedom

used to do, from secular jurisdiction. But, above

all, to manifest disinterested views, to encourage

piety and true religion, and to testify to poste-

rity
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rity that property had no influence in all these

proceedings, purely incidental to a change of re^

ligion, the queen and her ministers raised vast

sums of money by the sale of indulgences and
forbearances, as the pope used to do (though he

would not entrust the distribution and collection

of the money to Martin Luther), by exempting

Catholics from their attendance at what were

called Protestant places of worship, at a time,

when men of every description, of the secular

order, were allowed to preach, and whatever

doctrines they pleased^ because they could not

engage a sufficient number of priests in all Eng-

land, and consequently when no compact what-

ever existed between state and church. This, to

be sure, was all pure religion, and, nothing but

pure religion—all the abominations of the per-

secuted Catholics, whose lives were not safe

while they dared to retain property.

In my next, I shall endeavour to exhibit the

extreme difference between the sacred foundation,

and the interpretation substituted by the politi-

cians of the church of Italy, for a jubilee.

s 2 LETTER
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The Jubilee^ a spinhial Mexico, (he papal svpplies of the year 1 500.

One Spanish whisper^ in England, worth millions of money.

Immediately after the temptation, exemplify-

ing the com])letest triumph of virtue, on his re-

turn from the solitary regions of the wilderness^

Jesus, under the guidance of the Holy Spirit,

entered on his public ministry, preaching the

gospel, and conlirming it by miracles, went to

Nazareth, where he had been brought up ; and,

as his custom was, he went into the Jewish syna-

gogue, on the sabbath day, and proffered himself

to read, as was the practice amongst the Jews.

Let it be recollected, that in those days, fourteen

hundred years before the discovery of printing,

the synagogues were not furnished with regular

books, as in our churches ; that the compositions

of the prophets were all MSS. in the Hebrew
tongue, in scrolls, rolled up like our MS. bills

in parliament ; and that these scrolls were, indis-

criminately laid in a heap, on the lodgment-

place in the synagogue, as our MS. bills in the

house of commons are laid on the table, previous

to their being ordered to be carried to the house

of lords for their concurrence. " And there was
** delivered unto him the book of the Prophet
'* Jsaiah, arfd he opened the book where it was

" wTirten,
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'* written, The spirit of tKe Lord is upon me,
" because he hath anointed me to preach the

*' gospel to the poor ; he hath sent me to heal the

*' broken hearted ; to preach deliverance to the

*' captives, and recovering of sight to the blind ;

" to set at liberty them that are bruised ; to

'• preach the acceptable year of the Lord.

" And he closed the book, and gave it again to

^' the minister, and sat down ; and the eyes of

" all that were in the synagogue were fastened

*' upon him : and,^^ as was usual for those who
proffered to read, " he began to say unto them,
" This day is the scripture fulfilled in your ears ;^^

and proceeded to explain, how the predictions of

the prophets, describing the office of Christ,

penned some hundred years before^ were fulfilled,

and the divine benedictions manifested to them,

at that immense distance of time, in realizing

to mankind the promised benefits of the ju-

bilee.

If mankind entertained doubts of the exist-

ence and active spirit of an over-ruling Provi-

dence, the manifestation here divinely displayed

ought to remove them. Jesus accidentally

appearing at Nazareth, immediately on his re-

lease from the forty days^ temptation, and his

unexpected offer of reading to the congrega-

tion ;—the Jewish minister, officiating in the

synagogue, accidentally taking and delivering

the scroll of the Prophet Isaiah, from amongst
ail the works of the Old Testament, and of

the various prophets, who had lived and exer-

cised
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cised the prophetic office, for thei express pur-

pose of illustrating the general persuasion, con-

fidence, and hopes of mankind, of the coming

of the Messiah, for a period exceeding two thou-

sand years, until the captivity, and the recovery

of the lost works, during the turbulent, unsettled,

and distressing period of the wars and strug-

gles for liberty, by the family of the Maccabees,

with the Persian monarchs;—the accidentally

opening that scroll, and reading the onli/ passage

in it in ivhich, and in none other ^ is predicted

the general benefits of the jubilee under J^sz^s

himself;—and, above all, that that should be the

year, and the day of the full accomplishment of

the jubilee :•—these incidental combinations form

a strength of authority which precludes the pos-

sibility of preconcerted plan, between the priest-

hood of the Jews and Jesus, whom they hated,

threatened, and violently drove out of the syna-

gogue, before he had concluded his instructions

of the day. The truth is, that no such doubt of

an over-ruling Pi'ovidence does exist in the most

illiterate known nations of the world : amongst

them, their whole reliance is on the bounties and

will of Providence, and on the benign protection

and disposal of their Omnipotent Father. They

are devoutedly religious, however erroneously

and ignorantly incorrect, or comparatively im-

moral in worldly affairs. It is only in what

is haughtily considered the most enlightened

part of the globe, where literature has aided to

strengthen the mind, that this unhallowed and

unworthv
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unworthy doubt has been raised. The original

uncontaminated impression of nature, or inspira-

tion in the first class, has remained undisturbed

and unshaken, in all its original purit i/ : but, in

the more advanced state or progress of contem-

plation (and pure religion can never be more than

sublime contemplation), public discussion, pub-

lic strife amongst presuming churchmen, and

private speculations, under the scanty insight

of weak and indolent nature into all things not

worldlf/, have tended rather to weaken and to

alienate our dependence on divine aid, than other-

wise : I have read it, often, in the works of the

dead ; I hear it, much oftener, from the lips of

the living.

In the following transcript from an able and

very valuable historian, we have a very good

specimen of that profitable perversion of the

Scriptures peculiar to the age of political priest-

hood so often mentioned, and which, in point of

interest, avarice, and corruption, even the whole

system of the sensual code of Mahomet, the pre-

tended Periclyte, presents no example or instance

more alarming and delusive—nothing which can

be less founded in the divine precepts—nothing

which could produce greater testimony of the

gross depravity of the deceived votaries of

Christianity, as then deceitfully administered—-

nothing that ever presented itself to exposition

so wretched, so gross, ignorant, and debased,

amongst the most degraded of the unlettered dis-

ciples of the Koraun : and we, therefore, must not

be
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be surprised to find, that when such prodigious

multitudes of criminals flocked to the standard

ofpurchased pardon so easily obtained, morality

was at very low ebb, and plunder a profession,

the successful practice of which was the happiest

and readiest mode \.o preferment and station ; and

that kings and sovereigns shared in and protected

the trade ^ as shown in my fifth letter.

Jubilee^ Rome^ 1500.—" Prodigious multi-

'* tudes," states the learned historian, ** crowded
*' to Rome, from all Christian countries, to par-

*' take of the pardons and indulgences then dis-

" pensed in great profusion. But, as many
** good Catholics, who lived in distant countries,

'* wished to share in those benefits, but were
'* not able to bear so long a journey, the Pope
" Alexander the Fifth, professedly to accommo-
'* date them, but, in truth, to dispose of the

** spiritual treasures of the church, which are

*' inexhaustible, sent agents throughout Chris-

" tendom, furnished, most amply, with these

" sacred commodities for sale, accompanied by
'' his bull. The money raised was prodigious.

" By way of avoiding the scandal, the pope
** gave it out, that the money thus raised was
'* to bear the expense of an expedition against

" the Turks^ those cruel enemies of the ChristiaJh

'.' faith., who mercilessly plundered the Chris-
'

' tians^' (of their money)., '
' and destroyed theniy

" if they prayed to the only God who could

" strengthen^ eficourage, and direct them to

" provide more,''

The
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The amount which the pope realized oh this-

occasion was immense : this spiritual cash is

stated to have amounted, in Venice only^ to

7y0 lbs. weight of gold : and it was humorously-

said by this pope, that *' it was only cheating

" purgatory, for that no purchaser would ever

" return to warn posterity of the fraud. ^^

Let us not, for one moment, lose sight of the

period when these atrocious scenes were passing

—when mankind were ignorant ; the Scriptures

locked up in mysterious thraldom ; and no reli-

gious votary, however well inclined, knew from,

what sources his relief was issued, nor how it

was possible to inform himself, in order to be

undeceived^ if imposed on, by examining the

original spring, at that time, though in the pos-

session of mankind, as closely wrapt up in un-

searchable mystery and sanctimonious exclusion,

as th6 mystical doctrines of Menu and the sacred

Lotos are at this hour, to all mankind not of the

elect ordained of the Braminical order, supposed

to be introduced inherently in the soul of man,

impenetrable to human conception, and, there-

fore, rendering conversion impossible, and reco-

very from fall utterly unattainable.

The meek and humble Jesus came for our re^

demption, as the innocent sacrifice, or penalty, as

it may be fairly called, for unfolding to man the

designs of providence, pperating by progressive

and imperceptible degrees, rendering that which

was deliberate the morq valuable and mature, in

administering seasonable aliment to the soul by the

T same
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gradually administered to the body. His mission

was exclusively for the redemption of mankind
from all the penalties of sin and error, aided by

instruments the most humble and unsuspected, as

the most appropriate to influence the dispositions

of men, operating on their feelings, their senses,

and the still more sensitive nature—the virtue

originally implanted hy nature in their hearts

:

and, in the spirit of the prophecies, as already

stated, he then entered on the duties of his office,

in which the Jews, as the gospel states, almost

instantly obstructed him, and then put it out of

his power to pursue, by forcibly driving him out

of the synagogue, the only place of public resort

where he could most extensively diffuse his hea-

venly doctrines, for general benefit. Satisfied of

his sacred functions, and possessed of his hea-

venly intentions, as explicitly contained in his

own annunciation—" This day is the scripture

fulfilled in your ears,^^ manifesting it by his own

personal appearance, to fulfil the duties of the

office of Christy foretold so many ages before,

—

since Jesus was not suffered to testify it then, we
are, naturally, driven to examine events, the pro-

minent results of his divine mission, arising out

of his recorded intentions, and the Spirit sent

forth for ultimate operation. Because, Jesus was

interrupted, obstructed in his duties, and driven

out of the Temple, in order to smother his divine

interposition about to be manifested, it could not

follow, either that the prophecies were not to be

fulfilled,
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fulfilled, or that mankind were to be diverted of

the divine benevolence, by the base interference

of a race of men, whose consciences admonished

them that their designs were to be arraigned,

their mal-practices were to be arrested, and their

sins exposed. The will of the Creator is not to

be counteracted by the profligacy of his crea-

tures ; and it is the peculiar essence of infinite

wisdom, in its emanating progress, to manifest

jts designs by remote agency, and in places and

at times the most distant, when expectation is

absent, opposition prostrate, and operation si-

lent, rapid, effectual, and decisive. Thus appre-

ciated, Jesus left the heavenly mandate, revived

from the prophecies, amongst mankind, to its own
fulfilment, under that free agency gifted in man
by the Creator, which the Jews denied to him

;

and left it to time to realize it, for general be-

nefit, as intended by his Father.

Let us now advert to the prophecy as read by
Jesus, now however confined to the record, and

the specific benefits to be realized at the jubilee,

which he would have fully explained, had not

the Jews raised a clamour to prevent his being

longer heard. The pretended representatives of
the apostles^ under Peter's vicegerency, seize

the record ; but, devoid of the divine Spirit,

they endeavoured to deceive mankind wjth their

own profane and usurious assumptions. They
attempt to define without the Spirit what Jesus

was not allowed to do, with the '* Spirit of
" the Lord upon him ;^^ and, as might be exw

T 2 pected.
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pected, their views were as wholly interestecj

and worldly, as the designs of Jesus were di-

vine, pure, and spiritital only. But, however

crooked and corrupt tlieir ends, let us examine

whether the Spirit did not equally lead to the

ultimate fulfilment of the benevolent will of

Providence towards mankind, as spontaneously

growing out of the abuse and perversion, so pecu-

liar to the gross misinterpetrations and fraudulent

impiety of man, sporting with the wisest designs,

and destroying the best works of his Creator.

We now know, that if the political conclave

of Rome did not secretly, and perhaps exclu-

sively, possess the prophecy in the Old, and the

record of the New Testament left by Jesus, they

certainly did control the promulgation, of which

we have manifold avowed proofs : and no less

so, that they implicitly subscribed to the Divine

Spirit with which it had been dictated, by their

attempt at perversion ; and, as far as depended

on them, they determine that, by perversion,

as they imagined, ignorant of the consequences

of divine influence, they proclaim the sacred be-

nefits of the jubilee, under their own false cloth-

ing, by their accustomed misinterpretation, that

*' the riches which Christ came to procure for

** his faithful followers were not of a temporal,

" but of a spiritual nature—the riches not of
** this world, but of the next."

The objects of Jesus were virtue, wisdom,

charity : of the conclave, corruption, imposition,

avarice. His design, to diffuse general benedic-

tions,
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tions, to illumine the soul of man, to the end

of eternal salvation : theirs, to obtain temporal

gratification, by occasional frauds on the unen-

lightened mind, under studied preversion, and

the assumed sanctity of his divine authority.

Accordingly, they fraudulently expose the divine

benevolences at public market, in the exact spirit

of Simon Magus^s project, had he purchased the

exclusive property of the Holy Ghost, in the

professed distribution of pardons and indul-

gences, or pecuniary purchases of the pretended

remission of sins; by w^hich the exactions from

the people were so barefaced and oppressive, as

to excite clamour, create discontent, and rouse

resistance, to such a degree as to afford popular

grounds for Martin Luther, Erasmus, and others,

manifestly in the secret of the craft, first to de-

cry the virtue of these pardons and indulgences,

and tlien to preach against, with design to op-

pose and depreciate, the sale of them. This, of

course, led to a critical and controversial exami-

nation of indulgences, how authorised by the

hidden Scriptures, and thence to a translation of

the New Testament ; and, by the rancorous com-

motion [rancorous in the severest construction)
j

the attention of all Christendom became inter-

ested, and their curiosity so excited, in the

sacred pursuit, that, at length, the whole system

of the Scriptures was unfolded to the free exa-

mination and use of all Christendom. And (»od

said, " Let there be light ;'^ ard the light burst

forth, and " brought forth the blind that have

" eye»»
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" eyes, and the deaf that have ears/* as it wcrc^

by miraculous explosion, and illumined the whole

northern hemisphere, from the extreme of utter

darkness, with the liveliest and most refulgent

rays. From which period, it is fair to conclude,

in the divine spirit of. Jesus, that the heavenly

prediction has been fulfilled, in a most singular,

unexpected, exemplary, and miraculous manner^

by the opening and deliverance of the concealed

Scriptures, to the use, study, and observance of

mankind ; which produced the revolution of the

sixteenth century, and from which has ema-

nated, amongst other benevolences, that inesti-

mable code of fixed laws, our system of British

jurisprudence, replete with relief against everi/

species of oppression^ to which the spirit and

meaning of the prophecy so emphatically points,

which, as it were, has been miraculously erected,

under the divine interposition, out of their hea-

venly influence.

The jubilee seems to have figured the universal

restoration of all beings, and was celebrated by

the Jews with great solemnity, " when all debts
*' were remitted, all slaves set free, and every

" man returned to his first possession ;" which

seems to account for the origin of the characte-

ristic economy, and of that coarse maxim vul-

garly applied to the Jews, of *' shaving close^'' or

prudently winding up all dealings against this

appointed day of general exoneration. The ju-

bilee was a time of universal joy, liberty, and

happiness,—a figure of something truly divine,

and
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and far superior to any paltry events peculiar to

the Jewish nation alone. It continued to be

celebrated every hundredth year under the Chris-

tian dispensation, until Peter Roger, a priest of
the monastery of Chese Dieu, in Auvergne,

elected pope, and assuming the appellation of

Clement VJ., in the year 1349, *' impatient of a
^^ pecuniary harvest^^^ issued the celebrated con*

Stitution beginning with the words " Unigenitus
*' Dei Jilius,^' ordering the jubilee to be cele-

brated every fiftieth ye?ir ; and, having fixed the

next jubilee to be in the year 1350 by proclama-

tion, " commanded the angels of heaven to in-

*' troduce into the glories of Paradise, quite free

*' from purgatory, the souls of all who, in the

" year of the jubilee, shall die in their way to

" Rome/^ The jubilee was next ordered by
Pope Paul II., in 1471, to be celebrated every

twenty- five years, so important was the re^

venue /

The advocates of Christianity will not doubt,

that the principles of the jubilee were manifestly

intended for the general gratuitous diffusion of

benevolence amongst mankind,—for relief under

oppression, distress of mind, loss of liberty,-—

and information from ignorance, in the recovery

of sight to the blind, as figuratively expressed

in the gospel. But, as was the case in those

times, no less in England than in Rome, the in-

terested parties managing the public machinery,

in conformity to their accustomed habits, con-

verted the religious, as they now do the iiidus*

trious
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iriOus dispositions of the people, into fertile'

sources of contribution : and it will be seen, that

churchmen then literally made a traffic of reli^

gion, as laymen now do ofpolitics^ in the fullest

spirit of the celebrated juggler Simon Magus,

insomuch that the maxim of the Jews, and of

the city of London in these days, of " Nothing
" for nothing, ^^ was, in those, so uniformly

adopted, in church and state, that it was said,

as in fact was true, that " money was the only
*' party heard any where.''

The popes, in all ages, like lay-rulers, aggran-

dized their families, enriched their relatives, and

served their friends and supporters, at the ex-^

pense of the church, as laymen now do at the

expense of the state, I know not of any instance

of direct perversion to which ignorant and super-

stitious people were so likely to become conform-

ing parties, more prominent than this of the ju-

bilee ; and the profitable use to which-this part

of the gospel was perverted, affords no bad spe-

cimen of the ingenuity of the political conclave

of Rome in 1500, and of the general spirit of

corruption, and system of imposition, which

pervaded all Christendom, under the best and

indeed only government and administration it

possessed, when the disappointed and mortified

Luther opefied his remonstrances

,

The doctrine of Jesus, already cited, exhibits

the pure spirit of the Divine benevolence. The
practice and dispensation of the then rulers of

Christendom, pretcndedly exercising authority

under
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under the sanctity of that doctrine, and, ill

truth, its only official interpreters, exhibits their

corrant perversion. As this prominent instance

will serve generally for others, which might

easily be enumerated, let us here inspect that

Sacred instrument with which these learned and

skilful pastors insulted men, and sported with

the Holy Spirit and the Scriptures ; remarking

only, that when these indulgences were first

issued, no divine worship was publicly known
in the west of Europe but what the church

of Rome prescribed. The instrument runs

thus

—

*' May our Lord Jesus Christ have mercy on
** thee, and absolve thee by the merits of his

*' most holy passion ; and I, by his authority^

" that of his blessed apostles Peter and Paul,
*' and of the most holy Pope, granted and com-
" mitted to me in these parts, do absolve thee,

*' first, from all ecclesiastical censures, in whatever
*' manner they have been incurred ; then, from
** all thy sins, transgressions, and excesses, how
*' enormous soever they may be, even from such
" as are reserved for the cognizance of the holy
" see, and as far as the keys of the holy church
*' extend. I remit to you all punishment which
•* you deserve in purgatory on their account;
" and I restore you to the holy sacraments of the
** church, to the unity of the faithful, and to

" that innocence and purity which you possessed
•' at baptism ; so that when you die, the gates of
•' punishment shall be shut, and the gates of the

' V •* paradise
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'' shall not die at present, this grace shall remain,

" in full force, when you are at the point of

*' death. In the name of the Father, and of the

'' Son, and of the Holy Ghost/'

With an inexhaustible store of these sacred

commodities, " itinerant agents were most am-
" ply furnished, for the supply of all Christen-

*' dom ;" and well they might be : they cost

nothing but the brown paper—no, not even a

paltry j^tamp-duty. They were multiplied at will,

flew, about like the late coinage of French as-

signats ; like them exploded, and, like them,

furnished retired corners*. These indulgences,

and the commutations of penances for not getting

prayers and psalms by heart, or paying money as

a commutation by those who could- not read, were

called spiritual cash, as appropriate to religious

speculations, and answered the same purposes,

* Tetzel, the Vatican broker, having collected a vast sum

of money by retailing indulgences at I.eipsic, a gentleman of

that city, who had no great veneration for this traffic, asked

Tetzel, if he could accommodate him with an absolution before-

handf for a crime which he intended to commit y but coitld not then

specify. Oh, yes, said Tetzel, /or any crime^ provided they

could agree on the price. A bargain was struck, the price

paid, and the deed delivered. When Tetzel quitted Leipsic,

this gentleman not only robbed him of his inmiense gains, but

severely cudgelled him, telling him at parting, that this was

the crime for the absolution of which he had paid an extra-

ordinary price. Of this Tetzel made bitter complaint, and

the gentleman was in dreadful terror for Lhe consequences;

but the courts informed of the whole story, laughed heartily,,

and dismissed it as a fair transaction.

vernments-
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under the governments of those clays, as money

—

gold and silver ^-appropriately occupy in -the

course of commercial speculations, in these days.

The prices of these pardons vvere various, ac-

cording to the colour of the sin to be remitted
;

from twenty-pence for small sins, to eleven

pounds for enormous sins. So lately as the

year 1709, some of our privateers captured a

Spanish galleon, in which they found five hun-

dred bales of these bulls, of sixteen reams each

bale, calculating the whole number, in tale,

3,840,000 ; v^'hich, sailor-like, intent on nothing

but the absurd refinements of religion, the

crews usefully applied to the pitch-kettle for ca-

reening their ships.

But these exactions, so founded, were not ex-

clusively practised by the high pontiff. The
sovereigns of England, equally disposed to share

the tributary benefits, adopted almost every

principle,—couTitenanced, connived, and shared

in every other lucrative imposition and vagary

of the conclave, as transcendant discoveries of

great state-secrets,—and proudly seized on them

as brilliant models for imitation. It was the

prevalent system of finance and exaction, pecu-

liar to the state of, civilization, the absence of

letters, and the darkness of the times.

Henry VII. conditionally compromised largely

for his connivance even in this instance of gross

insult to the Christian dispensation, this farce and

mockery of the sacred benevolence of a jubilee.

This pope, Alexander V., during Henry VII. 's

u 2 reign,
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reign, had been very frequent and trouble-

some, in sending bis bags and panniers to be

filled in England, infinitely more so than, at first,

quite humoured Henry's avarice. But Henry,

like many of his predecessors, soon discovered,

that it was very convenient to subscribe to the

high pontiff's power and practices, in the most

extensive jurisdiction, and allowed his full in-

fluence over the whole of his subjects* posses-

sions and property, for the ostensible purpose,

indeed, of the popes's pious benevolences, but,

under a treacherous dissemblance, took special

care to appropriate a tythe of the exacted pro-

duce to his own gratification. These ^frequent

stoppages not only occasioned frequent repeti-

tions of these exactional bulls ; but Henry, in

order to avert the frowns of this his acknowledged

sovereign^ for these his repeated acts of perfidy,

thus by the pope's briefs spiritually denounced,

and to bar restitution, had more than once

pledged himself *' not to obstruct the pope^s

^' MOST AMPLE INDEMNITY OU the OCCasioU of
•' the approaching jubilee,'^ When, therefore,

Alexander's voracious hull arrived, Henry re-

turned a very civil, but evasive answer. But the

pope's nuncio, Jasper Pons, a high-minded,

enterprising Spaniard, better tutored, it would

seem, than ordinary legates, knowing the avari-

cious disposition of Henry, and naturally sus-

pecting therefrom the usual impediments, first

{sold his bales in his icay to courts and then^ from

the great force of some secret whisper to Henry,

was
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was allowed, on this occasion, to carry away his

vast treasures to Rome, without the usual draw-

back ; from which time the expedition projected

against the cruel Turks, because they mercilessly

plundered the Christians^ as asserted in his bull,

was no more heard of than the sacred shrine of

Thomas Becket of Canterbury, by the mercan^

tile brotherhood of those days, after it had lost

all influence on the senses, and ceased to be pro-

ductive of money. But, an indulgence and dis^

pensatiori' office made its appearance in England,

under the vigilant superintendance of two un-

feeling lawyers, Empson and Dudley (whom
Henry Vlll., to appease the clamours of the

people, afterwards hanged), with most rapid and

almost unbounded success, by " rigidly winding
" up the laws of the king^s prerogative,^' for the

remission of alleged trespasses, omissions in

office, defaults under obsolete laws, constructive

tenures, and other pretences, vile, fraudulent,

and flagitious as any to which the sacred con-

clave had ever descended, insomuch that they

WTre attentive even to the smallest gains ; which

produced most of that immense wealth of which

Henry died possessed, of value, in these times,

not less than twelve millions sterling, the prolific

usufruct of the secret ivhisper of the counselling

Jasper Pons.

As before observed, even Queen Elizabeth con-

tinued the vicious doctrine of raising money by

the sale of indulgences to the Catholics, after the

revolution called the Keformation ; and some

strong
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Strong vestiges of the spirit of this religioies^

practice remain in England even to this day.

All this, to be sure, is nothing but the abomi-

nable Catholic religion, although exclusively/

practised by persecuting Protestants, in the exer-

cise of all the combined powers of the state and

church, against the Catholics themselves.

However wide the difference between a spiri-

tual and a temporal jubilee,—between religion

and politics,—between the popedom under reli-

gious influence, and kingdom under secular influ-

ence,—the ends of both appear to have uniformly

been the same, in all times, in all countries, in

all climates— immunity, acquisition, property.

When religion is profanely and profligately

made the professed instrument of oppression, in

depriving any class of subjects, whether of civil

rights, or other worldly property, our rubrics,

and our ablest divines, sanction this unqualified

condemnation—that it is a base and de^radino:

imitation of the sacrilegious conduct of the Jews,

who invaded and divested their neighbours, for

the sake of their possessions, professedly on he-

half and in the name of God, specially secluding

Ood^s portion of the accursed thing (" all the

" silver and gold, and vessels of brass and iron"),

as the rightof the priesthood, instituted by Moses,

vested in the tribe of Levi, as the Lord God. of
Israel icas their inheritance ; thus making God
the author of all their craftiness, wars, murders,

oppressions and abominations.

LETTER



LETTER XII.

** Have patience with mCf and I xcill pay thee all!*

It is now time, my dear friend, to release your

attention from this desultory correspondence j

and, therefore, I will only briefly amuse you
with a recapitulation of the principal points.

1

.

That, whatever may have been the power of

the popedom, it is extinct, and its whole jurist-

diction absorbed by the civil state, together with

all its ?neans of corruption and abuse ^ the sa-

tellites ofpower ^ and causes of all human miseri/;

and the high pontiff, its chief magistrate, raised

to splendour, power, and pre-eminence, in wild,

barbarous, and depraved ages, when the " zealots

" inflamed the bigots, and madmen led the
*' blind, ^^ has no vestige of influence left, but

what is the effect of a nominal, harmless, and

passive species of prescriptive predilection in the

consciences of a religious order of men, which

has rapidly diminished as knowledge lias in-

creased, and is now, irrecoverably, approached

eternal oblivion.

2. That the usurpation of the pontificate was

effected and maintained by the arbitrary exercise

of " power undefined,^' in the absence of all

opposition by any other jurisdiction, when alt

Christendom was Catholic, by a fraternity of

interested
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interested politicians, exclusively pretending a

knowledge of the Scriptures ; whose doctrines,

like the doctrines of Mahomet, were adopted by

their followers, without examination ; whose

numerous retained partisans virtually formed the

physical strength of armies, and to whom any

resistance (such was the ignorance of the times)

was tremblingly felt, as resistance to the will of

God: when the leaders of this powerful frater-

nity possessed all the great offices of the civil

state, as well as the pretended exclusive influ-

ence of Heaven ; and their followers and sup-

porters, manifested prompt credence, and active

obedience, as in the present political times^ in ex'

pectation of sharing in the general advantages :

every contest, even in civil aflFairs between the

kings of England and France, artfully mixed

with superstitious delusion, as under the conse-

crated banners of the Maids of Orleans and Kent,

was awfully felt as warring agaltist God himself:

and when the poiver of reasoning was all the

reasoning, contumeliously offered, to the igno-

rance and credulity of the times ; from whence

sprung that imposing infallibility^ which so long

grievously oppressed and miserably impoverished

the major part of Christendom.

3. That, as by the possession and exercise of
'' power undefined'^ almost exclusively, under

the usurpation of the popes, as a right, it was,

as before-mentioned, " Church and State:'* so,

by the recovery of the civil jurisdiction, as the

whole ^'poiver defined*' is now vested in the

secular
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' secular prept)nderancy, as a trusty it is ** Sidte
'* and Church.^* And, thus, the church, divested

of her usurpations and assumptions, is noW left,

most harmlessly, devoid of h^f pretended infal-

libility, and as destitute of tempol-al power and

dominion, as evidently designed by the dispenscl-

tion of God, and emphatically revealed to man-
kind by the mission of his Son.

I tntreat you, again, always to mark the witJe

distinction between4'eligion and churchy-^ecctesid,

church, or congregation^ (which the great John
Selden^ ih the house of commons, in 1645, de-

nominated court of laid,) as expressing the consent

of the people, and forming a society of men. This

society, at the periods in question, comprising the

great majority of the population of all Europe,

laid down their own rules, as thet/ had a right to

do, supported by their own physical strength,

and presuming, in imitation of the Jews, to

derive their authority from the divine law,

denounced all alien interference, as daring, he-

retical, and sacrilegious. Their bold assumptions

Soon created power and influence, and their suc-

cess multiplied their followers and supporters,

till, from the immensity of their intellectual sys-

tem, all Christendom wholly fell under the

iextensive jurisdiction of the high pontifPs orii-

hipotence; and well might it be expected (ex-

emplified by the political scenes daily passing

before us in the nineteenth century), when
spiritual imposition alone commanded all the

temporalities of the whole earth, and the whole

X distribution
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distribution of office and appointment, to pro-

cure and dispense these accumulated riches,

entirely rested with the religious orders through-

out the Christian world, seemingly renouncing

all other means of management, as incompetent

to the government and civilization of mankind,

than the principle and practice of that consum-

mate politician, Simon Magus, the apostate Jew,

the founder of corruption in the system of the

divine economy, who desired power, crude
POWER, 07ilt/ to cany it to public mart^ for tem-

poral purposes: from which time forward, we
evidently trace the especial engraftment of the

acquisition of property, and all the subsequent

abuses in church and state.

Every society has a right to form its own rules

and regulations, not interfering with the laws of

the empire. This very powerful Catholic church

society did so ; and they might do so, with great

safety, since their empire did not possess any
secular laws to be contravened. In fact, in the

then infant state of civilization, and the total

absence of any other discipline, there were no

laws but their own ; and their knowledge and

possession of the Scriptures taken for their guide,

so far their own exclusive right and properti/, as

knowledge is of every man (a most matehial
POINT TO BE CONSTANTLY KEPT IN VIEw), WerC

the universally reverenced tenure of their insti-

tution, the sanctified system of human conduct,

peculiar to the times, legitimately approved,

adopted, and protected, by all the rulers and
princes
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princes of Christendom, and in support of which

our own insular sovereigns^ in particular, uni-

formly granted them charters, to which they

themselves set the greatest examples of obediencey

which " forbade all judges and magistrates to
*' take cognizance of their crimes, and com-
** pletely exempted them from all personal pro^
*' cess^ and civil jurisdiction, systematically aid-

" ing them with all the powers of the crown,
*' and the unreserved support of parliament ;''

WITHOUT WHICH AIDS, all the formidable fa7igs

of popery, then as now, were blunt, harmless,

and fulminatory only.

As to the concealment, or exclusive use, of

the Scriptures, the exclusive property of the

clergy, for promoting and preserving temporal

advantages, it may not be unopportune, here,

cursorily to examine the management and prac-

tices of our own reformed system, to be sa-

tisfied, while we denounce them, that this

religious conclave of ancient times has been

exceptionably singular in such abusive ma-

nagement, and is in no respect imitated by our

political conclave of modern times, sedulously

combined, under the jealous influence o^ party

feeling, or the still greater influence of criminal

default, systematically to conceal the mysteries

of oflBce, which is only a temporary trust, and

not an exclusive property. Does this afford a

parallel position or not? Moreover, transitorily

passing " the scriptural moment of a thousand
*' years,'^ from Catholic to Protestant example,

X 2 it
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it was not until the year 1731, by the 4th of

Geo. II. chap. 26, that our law-proceedings in

the public courts of justice (of no inconsiderable

import, seeing that, far more than the passively

concealed Scriptures, they activelf/ involved evcrif

thing sacred, spiritual, a^nd temporal) were legis-

latively RELEASED, by the spontaneous grpce,

and paternal humanity of the king—one of those

benign acts of royal benevolence for which the

nation is bound'in eternal gratitude to the illus-'

tfious house of Brunswick—from the austere and

callous thraldom of '* an unknown language, and
" a character not legible to any but persons prac-

*' tising the law.^^ But—what must instruct us

incalculably to appreciate the value of that be-

nevolent act of royal grace—under the incessant

importunities of ministers for two successive

years, so much of it was subsequently repealed

in 173:3, by the 6th of the same king, chap. 6.

that to this day, it does " not extend to the

" court of the receipt of his majesty's exche-

*' quer, but that their officers shall carry on the

*' business according to the usual forms anc^

" practice,'' still involved in mystery and ob-

scurity, and fraught with terror and dismay to

the subject.

Again, it was not till the year 1780^ when
by the 20th Geo. HI. chap. 54, (another r-oyal

act of the king's benevolence towards his peo-

ple), commissioners were appointed for the first

time, *' to examine accounts, and report balances

" in the hands of accountants," that the official

books
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l^ooks of money supplies and expenditure of the

nation were legislatively declared to be the pro-

perty of the public ; until which time, it would

seem, all the monies voted by parliament (not-

withstanding the act of settlement with the

crown) had been at the entire disposal of office-^

holders, who, noii^ called to account for their

trusty daringly set up a claim to their official

books, ^s private property, not to be inspected or

produced.

And, again, notwithstanding these public call^

fQX responsibility, it was only in 'the year 1797

that the public.had, for thefirst time, any regular

annual account of their immense money supplies

and expenditure, entrusted to official ministers

under (I must say, because I feel it) religious

consecration, to be honestly, faithfully, and ex-

clusively appropriated to the public services of

the state, regulated by the same laudable maxims
and virtuous principles in management as, necessi-

tously, govern the coricerns of domestic economy,

But, is this annual account (never submitted to

parliament before the year 1797), even in this

distant period of th^ nineteenth century, sueh a

satisfactory exposition as the professed refdrma-

tion of religion and. morality promised, " to set

'* at liberty them that are braised, and to heal

'' the broken-hearted ;^^ all, however distressed,

most willing to sacrifice every the best temporal

comfort of human existence to the honourable,

splendid, and dignified support of his beloved

country, and its august sovereign ?

The
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The mirror of the Emperor Akbar, who
reigned A. D. 1556, the Ayeen Akbary, the

universal exemplar and standard of general eco*

nomy^ was professedly prepared and calculated,

by distribution in every town, in every village

and hamlet, so '* to reflect its light^'* that every

subject of his extensive empire (of which Eng-

land, comparatively, would have been but a

small province) , in the remotest extreme, should

be enabled to assist him in checking imposition,

and in detecting fraud and exaction upon his

people. And the late most grossly injured,

calumniated, gallant chief of Mysore, Tjppoo

SuLTAUN, most worthy to be, what hfe was, the

revered sovereign of a faithful, attached people,

whose humane code of jurisprudence has fallen

into our hands, had but one solitary article which

imposed the infliction of corporal punishment,

and that against his own ministers treasonably

daring to abuse their sovereign's authority and

invariable rule—" not to exact from or impose
" on his people a larger sum, in the name of the

*' state, than the state, in the rigid severity of its

" economical exigencies, identically and necessi'

*' tously required in tale, and specifically laid

" down as its recognised right, according to tlie

" scale of the royal archives,'' of which a tran-

script was lodged in every subordinate court of

the empire.

The annual account laid before parliament,

never (let it be repeated) before the year 1797)

may just as well be witWield altogether: it

regularly
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regularly comes too late, though according to

act of parliament, to be scrutinized, with hopeful

effect, during the sitting of parliament, for which

it was specially ordered ; and when it comes, it

comes so deformed, in shape, form, and explana-

tion, and, in fact, to be so far unintelligible, as

not to furnish the general utility required. It

precludes the possibility of any man, however

intelligent and vigilant, detecting either imposi-

tion, exaction, or fraud; and, above all, as if

most carefully intended, it does not manifest,

on the part of iyidividuals implicated, the least

anxiety to court—as honest and honourable men,

deserving of official trust, ought to court— that

solemn discharge from constitutional responsi-

bility, becoming, and naturally expected from

men of proud character for honour and integrity,

laid down by the legislature {o\ all office-holders.

In the house of commons, aided by the superior

abilities of Sir Thomas Turtox, one of the

honourable members for Southwark, as truly re-

spectable, honourable, and independent a mem-
ber as any of the representatives of the people in

parliament, we attempted ei first advance to a

correction of this prevailing mischief ; but were

over-ruled. Our endeavour was to correct the

point of time, on which all the rest much de-

pends. The great advantage which we hoped

to derive on the part of the public—and I confi-

dently calculated that ministers, icielding the

deadly weight of political infallibility, would

have been obliged to lis—was to compel subor-

dinate accountants in England and Scotland, as

in
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is done in Ireland, to make up and send in theif'

subsidiary accounts, perfect or imperfect, to

bead-quarters, as the promising means of leaving

ministers without excuse for not making their

Englisli annual return, at least as early as the

Irish annual return, to parliament, for the use of

the public.

I shall not detain you with searching for more

of the ancient practices under our reformed

system^ at this time. What, then, it must ob-

viously be asked, can be criminally charged,

possibly t(» warrant interdiction and persecution

towards an invaluable class of subjects, on the

score of religion^ because the alleged human
errors of men of the same religions persuasion,

in the fifth, sixth, and seventh centuries, appear

to be SUCCESSFULLY IMITATED in the nineteenth

century, by our proudly reformed Protestant

selves P However forcible the argument, I will

not now draw a comparison of the degree of

criminal ity of the defaulters of turbulent periods

and the defaulters of tranquilperiods^ or between

civilization and barbarism. But be it again, and

everlastingly^ remembered, as most necessary to

the argument, that this Catholic society, so con-

stituted, and so supported^ by rulers and princes

in general, and by kings, lords, and commons of
England in particular, exercised power undefined

as a right; and that it was not a trusty like ours,

under the since meliorated constitution of Engf-

land ; that it had no responsibility, and, conse-

quently, cannot be charged with abuse, as under

ours, however oa reflection we may now think

that
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that its power was misused^ because we have

lamentably witnessed modern politicians treache-

rously practising greater offences, underheavy re-

sponsibility, but despising it under the protection

and countenance of a system of corruption better

orgmiized and more notoriously established. This

Catholic combination of men, likewise, clung to

their poiver, like other combinations in these

days, but (let it be repeated, and it cannot be

repeated too often) with this extreme difference—*

that they had no rule to consult but their own

will, their charter^ legislatively ratified by kings^

lords, and commons, who supported them with

all the temporal powers of the empii'e, aided by

religious tyranny,—no laws but of their own
making, founded on the mysterious authority of

the Scriptures, which they only interpreted and

possessed, exclusively, ^s a property ; insomuch'

that, when the Scriptures were unfolded, and the

knowledge of them diffused, and civil power

withdrawn, this ancient society fell, and the ex-

ercise of secular authority, and the introduction

of secular laws, which were the consequence of

the translation, completely annihilated them.

When the Scriptures were translated, the mys-

tery vanished, and the people found nothing

terrific: they joyfully embraced that which be-

fore they had been taught to hold in abject fear

and trembling: the unthroned clergy vented their

rage ; but their deceived followers, amongst the

people, were silent and submissive. In truth,

it was a political change of administration in

modem times,

Y Whik
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^ While Europe was ruled only by this assumed

church-government, exercising *' power unde-

'* Jined,^^ we read of nothing, internally, but

distrust, confusion, and violence : since this re-

volution, establishing secular authority, under

" power defined^^^ for na beneficial particle of

which have we to thank the disinterested and

benevolent actors in those disgraceful scenes, wc

have assiduously struggled to obtain internal

tranquillity, fixed understanding, and indivi-

dual confidence ; and the dread of positive

punishment, from positive secular laws, juri-

dically administered by the unsullied integrity

of English judges, has contributed more to the

maintenance of individual security, and the

general righteousness of the land, than all the

dreadful denunciations of a future state, under

the ingenious corruptions and detected devices

of pretended religious orders.

Thus, the tide and station of power and na-

tional strength have been wholly changed. There

has been, politically, a womma/ change of ^^ power
^^ undefined^' for ^^ poiver defined;'^ ^^ political

^^ popert/" has devoured " religious popery ;^^

** political infallibilitI/' ' has annihilated ^^ popish

*' infallibiti/;'^ and priestcraft has been converted

into statecraft. But " that fatal menstruum ^^^

CORRUPTION, " to all the icorld, a deceitful

" pleasure^ and treacherous friend^^^ the baneful

satellite of power, is still corruption ; and

ABUS£ is still ABUSE. Thomists and Scotists,

who superseded Jews and Gentiles, have, in

turn, been superseded by Jesuits and Jansenists

;

and
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and they, in like manner, by Whig and Tory :

and so wide is the difference between Whig^ the

advocate of principle, and Tory\ the supporter

of passive obedience under undefined power

since the change, that, under the new learnings

unbelievers, or heretics in politics^ are as much
hated and abhorred by political bigots restrained

by secular law, as, under the old learnings un-

believers, or heretics in religion^ were hated and

abhorred by religious bigots, unrestrained by any

other law than the daring word of the presuming

monk.

St. Paul complained, in the days of the

apostles, of the mystery of iniquity^ and says,

•' that SOME began lo preach Christ out of envy
" and strife^ and some to pervert the gospel, by
'' preaching things which they ought not, for

'' the sake o^ filthy lucre ; and general history

uniformly proves, that corruptions subsisted

amongst Christians, even from the earliest ages

of church society : but, they were the corrup-

tions of individual Christians, not of the Chris-

tian church. The corruptions did not proceed

from the authority of church doctrines, to be-

lieve and to do things for which the Scripture did

not afford any authority. The Roman church,

therefore^ as well as her churchmen^ have been

called corrupt. Is the case different in the con-

duct of the />o//^?*<?a/ society of England, now ex-

ercising greater powers? Our constitution is of

itself, like the gospd, pure : and if the ministers

of the public trust, under the constitution, like

Y 2 the
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the ministers under tlie gospel, were always pure

in their conduct, the constitution and the gospel

would be preserved in purity, and the people could

never be discontented. But political men, in pub-

lic trusts, take the constitution, as churchmen

did the gospel, as authority fol* base and rfc-,

joraycc? conduct, and repugnant measures ; and,

then, it is said to be the authority of the consti-

tiition, of the state, and of the gospel, though

only the abusive practices of individuals. Thus

proceed political and state corruptioji^ on the

authority of the constitution and state, as did

thurch corruption on the authority of the church
;

and the errors and crimes of individuals acting

on the pretended faith and practice of both.

Perhaps, it will be better understood, if these

points be concisely stated in the way of abstract

position : thus

—

Church power, and corruption.

State power, and corruption.

General power of both^ and system incorrupt.

Individual abuse and depravity.

While, in both, we find—what contributes to

the mischief—that churchmen interpret Scrip-

ture, and office-men interpret the constitution,

all to their own convenient purposes, in which

almost all disagree : and, thus, all alike, pro-

duce what is called heresy. But the abuses of

churchmen did not vitiate either the principle or

spirit of the Scriptures and of Christianity :

neither do the abuses of political offices and po-

litical men vitiate the principle and spirit of the

constitution.

I
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constitution. The falling of churches from their

original purity did not excite prejudice against

Christianity itself; nor do the abuses in our se-

cular departments excite prejudice against the

constitution : but the manifest effect of these

abuses has been, that the corruptions of church-

men defeated the progress of Christianity, and
the abuses of political men have defeated the

principal ends and objects of the constitution.

The first occasions what churchmen, sacrilegi-

ously, denominate rebellion against God ; the

second, what office-men, arbitrarily, denominate

rebellion against the state^ although it is only the

depravity of individual ofjice-nien and of indivi"

dual churchmen ichich is arraigned.

Another cause of corruption in the church,

and, as church, worse than any other, is, " the
^' introduction of persons into .9«c^r<fo^a/ stations

" who had no religion at all,'^ after it had be-

come profitable by its abuses, for the sake o^

''\filthy lucre^^^ under a compliant clergy, am-
bitious of supernumerary inventions, for the sake

of promoting venality. So, likewise, in the of**

fices of state ; the introduction of men into effi-

cient stations, who had neither abilities nor in-

tegrity.

Thus, abuses increasing in the church, under

men without religion, seeking only worldly acqui-

sition, so nearly overwhelmed Christianity, as to

render it a dilapidated system of superstition and

imposition : and abuses in secular affairs, under

men devoid of abilities, and destitute of integrity,

searching
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searching only personal advantages, have so

nearly overwhelmed the constitution as to reduce

it to a dilapidated system of patronage and dis-

tribution. And, as might be expected, both in

state and church, the conduct of individuals has

perfectly corresponded with the standards under

which they were enrolled, which, false in opinion

and corrupt in practice, preserve but the shadow

of the system of the original profession, until the

Christian religion is nearly buried in the practices

of Mahometan delusion, and the proud, envied

constitution of England, virtually rendered sub-

servient to office^ its oxen creature^ has nearly

merged under official intrigue and corruption of

office ; both of which institutions of state and

church, alike sacredly require, as far as oaths can

influence their professors, in the exercise of

their trust, " not only to aim at right ends, but

*' to pursue them by right means, in simplicity

'* and sincerity of hearty as the people have a
*' right to demand,^'

Under the change from ecclesiastical to secu-

lar government, and an alteration ojily in the

colour of the power of the empire (as from its

practices and imitations it may be fairly called,

seeing that the alleged mal-practices of the papal

conduct have been prolifically and unsparingly

engrafted on the political, and have only shifted

hands and changed time), all subjects of the

Catholic persuasion, by the continuance of an

obsolete system of oppression, invented in and

calculated only for barbarous, stormy, and igno-

rant
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raat ages, are left out of the pale of the constitU"

tion, because their ancestors were Catholics^ and

educated them in the persuasion of the church

of the country in which they happened to be

born ; and at a period of difficulty, danger, and

peril, when we ought only to look to the extent

of our population, and unremittingly encourage

and form congenial alliances with physical

strength ;—at a period when each and every

Christian society, no matter lohat their diffe-

rences^ should feel itself only as a faithful and

affectionate part of the general standard of Chris-

tianity, and studiously respect each other as

members of the same fraternity, from whom
human weaknesses may naturally be expected, in

order to form a common defence and protection

against the destructive and unmanageable cala-

mities of a convulsed world ;—when, on the same

principle of common sense, even the Grand

Seignor (whom we, with inveterate prejudices,

continue polite It/ to call infidel and heretic), like,

many of his heathen predecessors, and particu-

larly heathen Koine, who confidently employed

Christians in stations of the first eminence, has

indiscriminately opened all the offices, trusts, and

distinctions of the Turkish empire, save the two

offices of vizier and chief mufti, to all classes of
religionists

;

—when it is more extraordinary to

find a subject of our dominions who cannot read

and write, than in former times it was difficult to

find one who could do either ;—when the Scrip-

tures, designed for the universal benefit of man-r

kind
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kind at large, are become public property, fic&

to open, rigid scrutiny, general study, collective

judgment, and individual use, largely and con-

fidently assisted by all the inestimable advan-

tages of revelation ;—when the devout, pure, and

exclusive worship of the unknown God, com-

prising the tehole essence of the theory, and
changefrom idolatry, which Jesus, in his scheme

of Christianity, originally laid down and incul-

cated, and, after his departure, the Apostles,

invested with the influence of the Holy Spirit,

taught, is, by the strength, influence, and soli-

dity of these Scriptures, ^rm/y established in the

heart of man ;—and, at an advanced period of

Christianity, so improved by all these gratuitous

gifts and singular advantages, when, as stated in

my eighth letter, from the bad example of our

politicians, we are grown so very irreligious, as

" to value our own property more than the

" prayers of other men ;'^ and, so convinced, I do

not feel, that our present preachers, like the

Pythagoreans, under all their exemplary self-

denial of temporal advantages, would now pre-

vail on OUR British dames, as the Pythago-

reans did on the Sicilian dames, " to strip off

" their more splendid ornaments, and make an
" offering of them to a local Deity, ^'—we are,

childishly and sottishly, alarmed at subordinate

forms and useful ceremonies of harmless religi-

ous orders, derived from ^^ the ceremonial laio of
Moses,'' and creating visionary, idle, and con-

temptible fancies, that these orders, almost des-

titute
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titute of the ordinary means of existence^ are

inimicalbj formidable^ and may, by some iinpa-

ralleled conjuration or other, subvert the (may it

not, therefore^ be called corrupt?) secular autho-

rity , comji^ri^mg- a// the consolidatedpowers ofstate

and churchy now holding them in, comparatively,

worse than Egyptian bondage, and ready to

hurl destruction upon them ;—and in an age,

liberal and enlightened, when it is unanimously

confessed, by all our divines (I cannot except

one of their learned and venerated body), that

" unless civil poicer support religious society the

'' maintaining it is utterly iinpracticable,^'

Retrospective penalties are equally unnatural

and disgraceful to past, to present, and to future

generations : and all attempts of the political ad-

ministration of England, in the 19th century, to

visit the alleged sins of the political administration

of Catholic Rome, or any other government, in

the seventh century, upon their own or any sub~

jects, whether of the Catholic religion or not,

are unnatural, inhuman, and execrable. Can
it be necessary to an individual subject, in

any age, and—what is of infinitely more moment
to the national character of England—can tlie

enlightened constitution of England make it ne-

cessary, for any one of her individual subjects to

arraign and protest against any doctrine that

shall, impiously and diabolically, hold the g-o-

verned, no matter what their religious persuasion,

in any age, responsible for the arbitrary con-

duct of the government of their country, and

z liable
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liable to all the penalties and disgraces of its

vices, corruptions, and malversations ?

1 liave uniformly opposed the present success*

ful war, vv^hicli has implicated the country in

calamity, and the world in convulsion, blood,

and misery; and, soon or late, deserved oppro-

brium and execration may ignominiously over-

take the authors of it. Are my posterity, there-

fore, a thousand J/ears hence, to be implicated in

that disgrace, visited with vengeance, and per-

secuted for the miseries which the war has pro-

duced, because their ancestor happened to live

under the governmentfor the time being P How-
ever preposterous and extravagant this -may be^

a.sjustli/, honourahlif, scasonabli/, and conscieU"

tiously, may the Catholics of the nineteenth cen-

tury be persecuted for the alleged vices of the

political conclave of Italy in tht seventh century :

as well may the posterity of the present Pro-

t£stant generation, be visited with vengeance and

persecution in the thirtieth or fiftieth century,

for the alleged vices of the political conclave of

England, in the nineteenth. Governments may
be responsible for the vices of the governed : but

the governed cannot be held responsible for the

vices of governments, religious or political. ,

The Academicks of Louvain complained to

Margaret, the emperor^s sister, and aunt to

Charles V., intrusted with the government of

the Netherlands, " that Luther, by his writings,

was subverting Christianity,'* " Who is this

'Luther?'^ said the governess; they replied,

*' H«
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*' He is an illiterate monk/^ " Is he so ?** said

she :
" then you^ who are very learned and very

** numerous^ write against this iihterate monk;
" for, surely, the world will pay more regard to

*' many scholars than to one blockhead, ^^ Thus,

with the persecuted Catholics of Ireland. So

many laws, so many wise men, so many pre-

judices, so much power, and such strong in-

clination to use it,-^what is to occasion such

terrible alarm in the 19th, more than in the

l6th century, for the safety of Christi-

anity ? Supposing these descendants by nature^

these inheritors of their forefathers^ rehgion, these

persecuted Catholics of the 19th century, to pos-

sess it, the church power of the ichole empire

united is now reduced to its original doctrinal

institution, destitute of all shadow of temporal

power; the sanctity of their order as a church

society, and the purity of their ministers^ their

best protection; the devout exercise of their

ministerial functions, for the contemplation of a

future state, and the adoption and practice of

- good morals in this, their best support,^ -mde-

pendent of the general law, And, to bring this

tremendous event, so idly apprehen^led, or rather

pretendedly apprehended, within possibility^

withm any thing short of supernatural interpo-

sition, all our best conceptions of the divinity, of

revelation, and of heavenly things, the under-

standing itself, the whole powers of our vast po-

K litical machine, of the king, lords, and commons,

and all the subordinate departments of our state

z 2 and
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and church, must ha first vitiated^ suborned^ and

subverted ; all the laws and rubrics, creeds and

canons of the empire,—all our intellectual facul-

ties, protecting forms, pious habits, and devo-

tional functions,'—our venerated traditions, mo-

ral predilections, virtuous prejudices, and those

invaluable customs which form the proudest por-

tion (the unwritten law) of our whole jurispru-

dence,—ALL must be first deliberately repealed,

displaced, and abrogated ; and the Scriptures,

with all the acquired knowledge of nriankind, -

even human intellect itself, must be extin-

guished, and re-buried in ignorance and dark-

ness ten thousand times more profound than the

pre-existent state from which they originallf/

emerged, and which the remotest oblivion can

never approximate.

The complete restoration of the Jews to their

beloved land in Palestine, which our divines and

common sense teach us to be impossible, is as

near, and, in point of danger, as much to be ap-

prehended ! ! !

To persist in this unnatural system of oppres-

sion against any class of subjects, on the score

of prayer and divine worship, is the extreme of

persecution with a vengeance, very consistent with

the liberal professions of the enthusiastic reformers

—of property, and our jealousy of the principles

and purity of the Christian system, inculcating

forbearance and love for one another ; to rescue

which from degradation^ we have undertaken so ^

many wild croisades, have fought so many un-

natural
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natural battles, and made so many invaluable

sacrifices!!! And this systematic oppression,

too, founded, or mther. pretendedIt/ founded, on

nothing better than the exploded, degrading, and

contemptible squabbles of the councils of Nice,

Constance, Basil, &c. in fiery and ignorant ages;

not for principles and precepts of the Gospel,

but the convenient forms and ceremonies of re-

ligious order, according to the ancient law

—

those minute observances which every society

has a risfht to establish for its own useful con-

venience and accommodation.

We ought to ask, if it be possible that there

can be any class of our society, who, for a mo-
ment, will tolerate so great an insult to the moral

laws and chaste constitution of the empire ? Yet,

it is so; and why? Not longer sacrilegi-

ously TO INSULT CALUMNIATED RELIGION, AS

THE FALSE PRETENCE, it mUSt be COufcSSCd,

when " rU hearts are open, and no secret hid,^^

that it proceeds from clandestine motives, at war

with all the dignified principles and rules of en-

lightened management, more base, degrading, and

insulting to public integrity, ^nd the character

of England, than any of the extravagant devices

of corruption which disgraced the church of

Italy, in tiie wildest display of political vice, im-

position, and fraud, and more alarmingly dan-

gerous to the general security of society and of pro-

perty, and to the general safety of the state itself,

than the most execrable desions of the jiisrsriine:

founder; feeling, as I do, that the cordial addition of

this
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this union of the physical strength and common
harmony of the whole people of Ireland is indis-

pensable to the independence of our empire, and

to the security of our throne, and our altars ; all

which the ruinous corruptions of party contests,

and the acrimonious virulence of party animosity,

threaten to put to hazard, as the last effort of

preserving the personal advantages of office and

emolument ; thus treasonably closing a long

series of visionary schemes, and ignominious

measures, which, by repeated dismemberment

and criminal dissipation of our vast national

strength and resources, have dilapidated tlie hap-

piest, most powerful, and splendid monarchy,

—

ever competent, no less by the illustrious dignity

of its character, than the jiiniversal renown of its

established ability, to afford general protection

to the, moral world, to preserve it against con-

vulsion, and to shield it against violence, op-

pression, and misery.

Let me here again bring forward the natiorial^

and mos<7?fl^i^ra/ question, asked in my third let-

ter-^
—" Whether a Catholic can commit any crime,

" or be guilty of any trespass, either against the

'* state, or, against any individual, for which the

" laws have not provided a remedy and punish-
*' ment, any more than a Protestant subject ?"

Until furnished with some authority to my mind

superseding the great and venerable authorTty

of the late Lord Chief Justice.Kenyon, my po-

sitit)n stands on a rock, unshaken, respected,

venerated ; and it will, therefore, suffice, finally,

to
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to observe, that if the laws already in force are

not an ample security against all possible assault^

the Dissenters^ the schismatics and heretics of

England, as they have been ignominiously and
scandalously denominated by insulting politic

cians, might, if disposed^ by their numbers,

Jiave had preponderant sway in the empire.

The truth is, w^hat affords far greater security

than the laws themselves, that religious contests

and church animosities are, insensibly, worn out

of fashion, and have most laudably subsided, as

preposterous, unprofitable, useless, and unavail-

ing ; and the whole subject of this senseless,

afflicting controversy amongst Christians, which

heretofore produced civil wars, is now reduced

to a simple question of right and property^ on

which our laws and constitution alike hold ex-

actly the same influence, dispassionately regard-

less of the religion of the litigating parties, be-

- yond the oath of a Christian, the administration

of which now appertains to the office of the civil

magistrate, independent of the church society.

Now^, what has the learned and pious War-
burton, by his uncontroverted opinions, shown

to be the end and object, the directing principle,

of compact between state and church ^

—

TcivH

utility^ by influencing obedience to the civil ma^

gistrdte ; \n one word, loyalty : and, if I do not

mistake, even the late Mr. Pitt, who, I think,

(without using harsher terms) dissemblingiy

cozened the Catholics into the Union, declared

independency of religion to be '* the best test

"of
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*' of loyalty, and the best proof of ^ good
" subject.'^ Certainly, no class of subjects,

in this or any country, are more loyal than

Catholics. Loyalty, and obedience to the civil

magistracy, the end of church-establishment, is

a prominent part of their rubrics, from which

the pious Warburton derived practical autho-

rity for the inestimable doctrine he has be-

queathed to mankind. Every age and every

country, both ancient and modern times, bear

uniform testimony of it, even when most se-

verely persecuted. In the late revolution in

France, when the infallible party, denominated

the Mountain^ was in outrageous display, in the

zenith of its turbulence and violence, and vene-

rated royalty reduced to the extreme of distress

and despair, under degradation, pollution, and

insult,—the powerful and reflecting Catholics,

fearless of danger, and at the hazard of life, and

the sacrifice of all their temporalities, rallied to

the unqualified support of their unhappy, op-

pressed monarch ; insomuch that the blood-thirsty

revolutionists, then despairing of the overthrow

of the monarchy, sent Mirabeau into the na-

tional assembly to raise the cry of '-'- II fant
" decatholiser la France:" and, even then, they

found the subversion so very hopeless, that the

Robespierrian party were driven to the desperate

resolution of " abolishing the Christian religion

" altogether," as the only means of effectually

depriving the throne of the combined support of

the loyal and faithful Catholics.

But
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But let it, at tlie least once^ be asked—for I

declare 1 have never yet heard this very natural

question asked

—

Who are these persecuted Ca-
tholics.^ Are they not our fellow-subjects, the

natural-born, free, and faithful subjects of the

Jrame august sovereign, of the same empire,

swearing allegiance to and supporting the same
throne, alike reverencing revered altars exclu-

sively SACRED TO THE UNKNOWN GoD AND TO

Christiaisity ! I ! Are they not united to us

by all the charities and benevolences of human
nature, by consanguinity, by affinity, and by

mutual intermarriages, willingly fighting our

battles, spontaneously sharing our dangers and

difficulties, and all our burdens, in addition to

their oicnP Like us, they support the throne

and the state, and contribute, largelj/, to our

church-estabJishments, as well as for the entire

support of their own ; of the burdens of which,

though Christian, unlike them, we refuse to bear

any part. And, whatever vicious politicians

may, delusively and perfidiously, pretend to the

contrary, such is now our critical situation, that

we must stedfastly hold our Catholic brethren

inseparable from ourselves : that we cannot main-

tain our common empire without them, any more

than they can maintain it without us: and that

no powers of the state, or magical delusions of

ministers, be whom they may, can change any

people at will.

King James the First, in his first speech to

the English parliament, laid down and publicly

inculcated this universal state principle, " That

A a " he
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*' he knew full well, that a king could not do
*' without a people, but that a people could do
" without a king ; and therefore desired, most
'' earnestly, to be on good terms with his

' people,'^

Again, '* A righteous king,'* said Lord Ba-

con, " must know himself to be ordained for his

" people, and not his people for him. For,

" although a king and people be relata^ yet

*' he can be no king, if he want people
-' AND SUBJECTS.

Compare these solid and efficient maxims of

state wisdom with the depraved and impotent poli-

tical system now officially pursued. But, attend

to the vicious import of what these office-politi-

cians demand—that our Catholic brethren shall

hdiScXy apostatize: and they deny to them their

natural rights in the constitution, for which the

measure of the Union (divesting Ireland of its own
legislature, more ancient than ours) expressly con-

ditioned, on any other terms than the aljjuration

of their religion^ as the most laudable uleans of

inspiring them with confidence^ of securing their

affections^ and o^employing their physical strength

with the greatest benefit to the general community

,

This condition of sacrilegious abjuration is the

very ground on which the Jews created general

aversion and hostility in all the Heathen tribes,

after their return irom captivity; and the "Chris-

tians, by open turbulence, provoked the humane

Emperor Trajan, and the Antonines, into that

necessary and just interference, which convicted

them of " hate to all mankind^^^ which the

Cl:iristians
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Christians, subsequently, called persecution*

because it arrested the progress of their intole-

rant preclusion of all other modes of religious

worship, I hope and trust the Catholics will

proudly persevere in honourably and firmly

claiming, and will honourably succeed in ob-

taining, in the fullest and most unreserved ex-

tent, all their rights in the privileges and bene-

fits of THAT CONSTITUTION, FOR THE
ORIGIN AND ENTIRE FOUNDATION OF
WHICH, LET IT BE ETERNALLY RE-
MEMBERED, BRITONS ARE WHOLLY
AND EXCLUSIVELY INDEBTED TO THE
CATFIOLICS ! ! ! But, I am confident, and as a

Christian feel, they will never conditionally bar-

gain for it at the expense of the nefarious and un-

principled subornation thus attempted to be ex-

torted ; as I should then believe, that, as they

corruptly abandoned and forsook their God,

they would, more scornfully, abandon and for

^

sake man^ in all the manifold reciprocal duties

of society and humanity, for w4iich alone society

was instituted ; and that ,they ought, ignomi-

niously, to be eternally excluded, as i7idehbly con-

taminating British character and British con-

nexion. The individual who respects himself will

not be found intentionally disrespectful to any-

body : and he who corruptly disgraces himself

will never be backward to diso^race all mankind*

This is of t\\Q> essence of religiori ; and, even irf,

politics^ is so far practically acted on, though

from a very different influence o^i the mind,

A A ;^ that
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,

that if a single individual, of cither party, crosses

the house (technical for deserting and abjuring his

political principles), he is scouted, and marked

for a rat. But, as to the Catholics of Ireland,

—

ia whole nation^ populous and powerful,—in the

true spirit of one of the most beautiful apologues

of antiquity, characteristically exemplified in the

appropriate portrait drawn of Abimelech, the

fratricide kingof Shechem, o^ contemptihle weak-

ness thrusting itself into pre-emmeiit power and

station^—" the bramble requires the stately
" cedars of LEBA^ON to take shade under her
*' branches, and to trust in her shadow ;^^

and, accordingly, it is conscientiously demanded,

that they, who (according to our Bible, and

Thirty-nine Articles, which wq profess to revere

as our religious guide), " as Christians, are the

" redeemed of the Lord, and of the true house

" of God^^^ shall shape their religious adoration

to the exclusive support of the individual poli-

tical minister of the day—no matter who— as the

execrated Herodians, amongst the Jews^ did

theirs in adulation of IJerod,—as the Milkites of

Chalcedony slavishly surrendered their religion to

the will of their master^—and as irreligiously

required of our clergy^ by their political bishops,

(bishops of the reformed religion) in the

reign of King Charles the First, as the indispen-

sable condition of ordination ; and that the

whole people of Ireland shall, in like manner,

corruptly abandon their souls as well as bodies,

as the reprobate condition of being Jilthili/ and

infamously
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infamously exonerated of aibitrary temporal

penalties, attaching only to crimes which they

cannot even be reproached with having been

born at the time they are alleged to have been

committed : a base measure of iniquity^ which it

is not even pretended, unless by vile political

corruption, can extend to the unoffending pro-

geny of notorious ciiminals.

Now, it seems, this question of religion, about

which there ought not to be any difficulty, is

the only question where, under similar circum-

stances, difficulty would be found. If the diffir

culty related to any of our ordinary manufac^

tures, impeded by obsolete regulations, as in the

case of the woollens three years ago, they would

be rapidly swept away, without loss of time, and

the obstructions and penalties abrogated, because

it promoted the pecuniary interest of the state:

so, indeed, on the same principle, ought the

obstructions, and all the penal statutes, to be

obliterated, which prevent—what is of incalcu-

lable import and magnitude to our very existence

as an independent nation—the Catholics apply-

ing their inexhaustible sources of wealth, their

physical strength, and, above all, the invaluable

powers of their mental faculties, to the support

and preservation of the state ; to which, confes-

sedly and declaredly, there is no impediment,

provided, as before stated, the Catholics will

violently force their consciences, and profligately

forswear the " God of their fathers ! ! V'

The professed end of the philosopher is the

discovery
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discovert/ of truth ; that of tlie legislator, the

promotion of utility : and of both, the benefit

of the state. In the age of the Antonines, says

Gibbon, " the various modes of worship which
" prevailed in the Roman world were all consi-

*' dered, by the people, as equally true; by the

" philosopher, as equally false ; and by the ma-
'* gistrate, as equally useful. And, thus, toleration

" produced not only mutual indulgence, but even

" religious concord, ^^ Hence it is manifest, what

ouorht to be no less wisdom now, that wise states

calculate on the strength and benefit of their pO'

pulation, and sacrifice no utility to the idle

intolerance of those harmless, inoffensive forms

and ceremonies of religious societies, which,

from the mischievous influence of party-interest,

now distract, divide, and weaken our empire, at

a crisis when, as tlie Noble f.ord Grenville

has so very happily and emphatically delineated,

" it is only by union, close and intimate union,

" that Great Britain can, in this dreadful con-
*' vulsion of the world, defend her soil, protect

" her people, and maintain her independence/'

Adverting to the axioms laid down by Bishop

Wauburtox and other pious divines, if my
opinion was asked, what religious system is best

calculated to realize the great end and object of

a national church, that is, to influence and to

keep the people in obedience to the civil magis»

trateP I should answer, 1. The Braminical
;

2. The Catholic : 3. The Mahometan; 4. The

Protestant.

The
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The Braminical is a system of natural reli-

gion, holdinglts numerous flocks in enthugiastic

obedience, by the refinement of its sanctity,

under the sacred mysteries enjoined by the

*' POWER OF THE UNKNOWN GoD : accordingly,

their tribes, the Hindoos, are a truly religious

people, obedient and submissive, but compara-

tively immoral, as to the concerns of the world.

Here, in this very ancient system of religion, we^

liave an irrefragable testimony of the general doc-

trine of the ancient philosophers, Zeleucus, Cha-^

rondas, Plato, &c.— *' that the greater the

•' MYSTERY in all religious establishments, the

' greater the veneration of the people.'^ The
Eleusinian rites were studiously celebrated in

MYSTERY,—under the most religious seal of se-

crecy, to excite curiosity,—and, in the night,

to impress veneration and religious horror, cal-

culated, by hopes and fears, to keep up the awe
and reverence due to gods,

Mahometanism acknowledges the mission

of Jesus Christ, and is a mixed corruption of

Christianity and Judaism. Mahometanism has

no morality: the Mahometans have. Thus, it

may clearly be concluded, that the disciples of

the Koraun are a moral people, comparatively

devoid of religion.* The Mahometans form an

immense powerful society,' cemented by com-

mon prejudice^ and gewcvvA faith in the imknoien

doctrines of the Korauu^ enforced by the political

influence o^ power undefined; and have taken

^special care to prevent schism^ the certain mode
of
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of averting those evils, which fanciful interpre-

tation and polemical definitioii amongst the nu-

merous professors of Christianity have multi-

plied, and which now weakens our empire.

When the philosopher Abulfauagi us prayed

the calif Omar to spare the Alexandrian li-

brary, that politic ohief answered, " Either the

" contents of the books agree with what is

,
" written in the holy Koraun, or do not agree.

" If they do agree, then the Koraun is sufficient,

*' and those books are useless: if they do not

" agree, they are pernicious, and must be de-

" stroyed.'^ The principle of Mahometan go-

vernment is of the patriarchal order, to wield a

STRONG ARM OVER THEIR OWN OFFICERS OF

STATE, as the certain means of protecting their

peoplefrom oppression, by the infallible medinm

of property, that sensitive touch-stone of commu-
tation, so peculiarly common to all the states of

the world, which, generally speaking, is the

severest punishment that can be inflicted on

man.

The Catholic church is the best calcu-

lated to tame men to humanity ; and to make
them disguise, at l^ast, if they cannot be taught

to lay aside, savage manners ; to civilize rude,

barbarous, ignorant tribes, by the laudable pains

which their ministers take in its discipline, by

the austerities, attractions, pageantry, and allur-

ing ceremonies of their society, conducted with a

magnificence calculated to strike the eye, warm
the imagination, and to raise pious affections,

instrumentally t
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instrumentally ^ inciting to sul3mission, order,

and obedience. The masculine superiority of

Christendom, powerful and irresistible as it is,

over all the rest of the world, is entirely the effect

of Catholic energy and Catholic discipline. It is

icholly and exclusively to the Catholics ^ to Ca-

tholic energy and Catholic perseverance, it can-

not be too often repeated, that Britons are in^

dehted for the Sriiish constitution itself; and

all the most valuable principles, maxims, canons,

archives, and edifices, of which England is most

proud, are the inestimable result derived from

Catholic faculty ; insomuch that, as the Jewish

dispensation was, hy God, ordained for a prepa-

ratory school for church discipline and instruc-

tion for Christianity in general, the Catholic

discipline, 7iot so ordained, has proved a most

efficient, real, and excellent school of invaluable

Instruction and beneficial discipline for Protest

iant institutions both in state and church. And
had the sacred tenure of property, and indi-

vidual right, been better regulated and secured

by the political government of the church of

Italy, when Catholicism only obtained, and,

more especially, by the mos>t pious reformers, by
the old teaming, and still more by the nei9

learning, as they have been contradistinguished,

it is most probable, all Christendom had con-

tinued Catholic to this day.

The Protestant church, secluded in dig-

nified resignation and retirement, to the sublime

contemplation of the Creator;—-by prayer, for

» B the
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the continual return of thoughts and desires o$

the soul towards God ;—by mortification, or the

continual turning away from all irregular love

of the creature ;-^self-deniaI, or the renouncing

all the refined spiritual desires and inclinations

and passions of self-love ;—the divine virtues,

faith, hope, and charity, meaning those habits

of soul which teach us to think as God thinks,

desire to see him as he is, and to love as he

loves ;*—internal tranquillity, or that noble li-

berty of soul left undisturbed in the pure exer-

cise of its intellectual power* ;—and by all the

divine graces—The Protestant church, as a

national system^ is peculiarly suited to the pas^

sive etishrinement of devotees in cloysters, for

such devotional study, aiid excfusively calcu-

lated for regular governments like the English,

where fixed principles and settled laws form an

efficient Control over the moral conduct of their

subjects; where the influence of organized re-

ligious discipline is no longer necessary, as an

engine of state, for the purpose of exacting obe^

dience to the civil magistratCy and devotion fs

left uninterrupted, as a *' service of perfect

" freedom."

Apply these several systems, alternately, to

opposite states. Send the fierce Koraun, and

its unknown doctrines, into passive tranquil

Hindostaun, the effects will be conflagration,

OflFer the beneficent Shaster, and the chaste,

innocent, and humane doctrines of the bene-

volent Menu to the high-spirited Mahometan
states,
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states, who, however, thoughtlessly, reviled by

the Christians, pride themselves on the autho-

riti/ of our Scriptures, that, '* thei/ are the seed

" of Abraham, and the great nation promised
" bt/ the angel of God, on his miraculous in^

** terposition for the preservation of Ishmael,

^' lehom God blessed and promised to make
^' fruitful, to multiply him exceedingly, td

*' make him thefather of twelve princes, and a
*' great nation,' '^-^it will excite the most insolent

derision and contempt. Introduce the Catholic

mode of worship into a Protestant country,

from the influence of the same prejudice, it will

be contemned and resisted. Present the Pro^

testant service to a Catholic people, equally

obnoxious, it fails, is opposed, and repudiated,

as the experience of nearly three hundred years

has, decisively, manifested in Ireland.

Will Great Britain, openly, adopt what, in

truth, is the practical doctrine of her Tories,

Xhe Koraun, and, its inseparable companion an<l

support, power undefined; and relinquish the

constitution she has made so many invaluable

sacrifices to acquire ? As readily, and as deli-'

herately, would the Mahoipetans embrace our

Whig principles of limitation, our Bible with

power defined. The disorganization and ruin

of bx?th states would alike be th^ certain effect :

and it would be the same the world throughout,

imless, by some miraculous interposition of Pro-

vidence, the constitution of human nature was

first changed. Yet, with respect to Ireland, the

B B 2 acjyoc^tes
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advocates of official bigotry, supporting a system

of political vice, who must know better^ appar

rently dead to the difficulty of altering and

^hanging the accustomed habits of Ufe^ even in

the minor concerns of society^ would gladly co-

erce the loyal though unprepared people, collect

tively as a nation, promptly to adopt a system

pf national perjury ,-r-and drive them to embrace

principles and precepts, without the intervention

of early dipcipline, habits, and education,—and

forcibly drag them from that only system, the

system of their forefathers and of their country,

to which they haye been accustomed, and have

shaped and disciplined all the feelings and habits

pf their lives. The apostles themselves were not

taught all the truth of the gospel at once, Jesus

led them on, step by step, as " they were able to
** bear it ;'^ and, after the ascension, themselves,

in like manner, taught gradually, deliberately,

by slow degrees, and " incessant labour, sowing
•' sparingly, to the true end of reaping boun-
*' tifully, for with the hkart man believeth

•^ unto righteousness.^^

Jleligion

—

a sublime contemplq>tion, the Crea-

tor the subject—retires into its its own spiritual

nature, to adore, in sjlence. Him that surpasses

all conception, and all expression, and can only

be understood by the most pure intellectual

powers of the soul—-is to prepare and fit human
nature for the enjoyment of supreme good, and

to lay down rules of life, under a sanction from

fleavcn, to insure their adoption and observance.

To
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To annihilate the religion of any country, so in-

stituted, is to force on the people an entire new
order of things, a new government: but, to hope

success, the people should, first, be endowed

with new hearts and new natures, and, in short,

accommodated with a new world. Rulers may,

indeed, compose laws, in all things, opposite to

the bent and genius of a people, and their laws

jnay be obeyed ; but, they will never be re^

spected. Even Moses, an inspired law-giver,

assuming the influence of Heaven, with the

divine law in his hand, himself endowed w^ith

all the learning of Egypt, the school of legis-

lation for all mankind, prompt to exercise his

superior wisdom for the conversion of a turbu-

lent nation from fundamental maxims of religion,

at variance with all the principles of the Egyp-

tian schools, failed " to subdue and conquer the

^' ferocity of a stiff-necked people," and to sub-

stitute in their minds his novel foreign Penta-

teuch for their venerated ancient domestic Mer-

cury. Hence, the luminous manifestation in the

journey to Damascus, " the light from heaven

" above the brightness of the sun,^^ so imme-

diately after the crucifixion and ascension, and

the tremendous pause from that to the day Of

Pentecost, for the miraculous conversion of Saul

^

who, '' having fathomed the mysterious depths
*' of divine wisdom, in both the Mosaic and
** Christian dispensations," his learning now
became indispensably necessary to continue the

sacred functions for the benefit of rnankind, in

fulfilment
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fulfilment of the ancient prophecies of the divin«

scheme of redemption.

Religion must lose its influence on the minds

of those who sltg forced into the profession of it,

Ainless by inspiration : hence, the blindness of

those politicians who expect to benefit the state,

by compelling conformity^ which, only creating

atheists and hypocrites, destroys the only means

the church has, by its institution, of serving the

state, while, by the display of a tyrannical

humour, or superstitious predilection for their

own scheme of worship, they also destroy that

" religions liberty universal,^' which existed

before all associated community, and is coeval

with time itself. Thus, nations and people may
have one faith in their mouths, and another in

their hearts : and, thus, we may compel, by

restraint and violence, " to believe what they
*' believe not, to love what they love not, and to

*' understand what they understand not.^' The

conduct of Christians, in all times, and in all

places, should be such as shall create congeni-j

ality of mind ; not by authority, which over*

powers without conviction ; but by soft persua-

sio7i, which gains the heart. This, at least, I

feel, to be the spirit of the gospel which Jesus

taught, and his disciples continued, after his

departure. Time and truth put folly and perse-

cution to flight. To be accused of infidelity and

heresy by official politicians and interested hypp^

crites is only formidable, as it may be accompa-

nied, by the abuse of power and the corrupt

iniquities
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iniquities of guilty persecutlofi. If the consent

of the people of every Country creates the

church, can our Catholic brethren of Ireland be

blamed, that each steadily adheres to the religion

of his father and his country, as enjoined by all

the learned and pious of our Protestant divines^

Yetj for this natural^ this inherent affection^

they are held in a state of treasonable crimi-

nality ; and, infamous as is the doctrine^ every

Catholic has been called a traitor^ because a Ca*
tholic. Had I been horn a Catholic, it is most

likely I should die a Catholic ; I hope, with

humble submission to the benevolent heart who
has sd imperiously laid down the above doctrine,

in the fulness of the Christian spirit, without

being— a traitor.

Wise rulers never chatige established religion

:

they prudently strive to apply the religion they

find to national benefit. Our illustrious proto-

type did so. Jesus left the laid unaltered^ with

this only addition ^ " Love cine another^ as 1 have
" loved you. Dion Cassius states the conquests

of the Romans to have extended over six hundred

nations^ each of whom they suffered to keep its

own religion, and, as free citizens, to share their

constitution. When Lord Bacon, as lord-keeper^

gavehis final credentials to Sir William Joxes^.

appointed lord chief justice of Ireland, in \6\7r
he thus instructed him. " Ireland is the last of

the sons of Europe, which has, in many parts^

" been reclaimed from desolation and a desert to

^ population and plantation, and from savagQ,

•' and
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** and barbarous customs lo humanity and ci-

*' vility. My last direction, though Jirst in

*' weight, is, that you do all good endeavours
** to proceed resolutely and constantly, and yet
** with due temperance and equality, in matters
*' of religion^ lest Ireland civil become mor6
" dangerous to us than Ireland savage,*'

It would not be very difficult to manifest uni-'

form adherence, to this ancient niaxim, to be held

so sacred, even in all conquests and treaties

amongst the most inveterate enemies^ as to de-

monstrate, by the result, that Ireland is the
ONLY VIOLATION OF AN UNIVERSAL RULE.

" It is not an open enemy that hath done me
** this dishonour^ for then I could have home it:

*' neither was it mine adversary that did mag-
" nify himself against me^ for then^ peradven-
'• ture, I would have hid myself from him,
** But it was even thou, fny companion, my
'* guide, and mine oxen familiar friend. We
" took sweet counsel together, and walked to the

" hou^e of God as friends. The words of his

•* inouth were softer than butter, having war in

*' his heart : his words were smoother than oil,

'* and yet they be very swords f/T^

By the law of nations, says Montesquieu,
** victory leaves these great advantages to the

" conquered—life, liberty, laws, wealth, and
*' always religion, when the conqueror is not
** blind to his oicn interest.^'

Now, as to the abstract point of emancipation^

involving the aggregate of a nation's rights-^The

general
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nents of these rights, in my opinion, convey not

a shadow of solid objection founded in state-

wisdom : and the only ostensible grounds of

objection, apparently, are, the pretended alarm

of prejudiced politicians, and the alleged impe-

diment of the mto^ or the domestic nomination

to vacant sees.

As to these politiqians-^After the preceding

obsei*vations, there seems to be only one fur-

ther and last question to be asked. Manifold,

extensive, and alarming, as are the dilapida-

tions of our so lately commanding empire—

which fact, truth, md the history of our political

conduct from the year 17D2j warrant me to de-

nominate, as 1 have repeatedly done, in myp\sLC&

in the House, the result of " a system of fraud

** on the public mind,^^ artfully invented and

practised by ambitious subjects, corruptly exer^

cising the executive authority, public trust, and

official patronage—are these politicians prepared,

wnnwturaily^ to put to imminent hazard our last

stake, the independence, stability, and exists

ence of the empire itself, while solid and effi-

cient means are within their natural reach to

avert it ?

With respect to the veto^ in truth and fact the

only point virtuously attaching to the argument—
The election of bishops seems to have fluctuated

with the times, with the progress of church-

establishmenty and as spirituality became asso-

c c crated
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ciated with temporality. Anciently, when *' alf

'* was cross, poverty, persecution, and martyr-
" dom : when none entered into the church,
*' with intent to remain in it, but those who
" were resolved to imitate Jesus crucified, to be
" buried with him in baptism, and to die to the

" world :^^ when the poverty of the Christian

church required pastors to live on the free bounty

of the people^ even before it became an apostolic

injunction, " having food and raiment^ to he

" therewith content:^' when all who believed

were living together, and had all things in com-

mon,—the election of bishops seems to have

been, indisputably, vested in the clergy and peo-

ple resident within the province or diocese, who
" named laymen baptized, and even rnen tinbap-

*^ tized, who, thus appointed to the episcopal dig-

" nity, were ordained bishops at once, without

" any other previous ordination *.^^

When

* On the death of Pope Paul, A. D.767, the 92d bishop of

Rome, his brother Constantine, a layman, was, by the clergy,

and people, elected Pope: it was not, thought necessary, ac-

cording to the Ordo Romaiius, that a man should be ordained

priest, in order to be made a bishop. The election being con-

tested, a conclave of the fathers (unixersi sacerdotes) laid

great stress on Constantine being, in defiance of the laws of

the church, of a layman ordained bishop, calling it a new

crime, and unheard of attempt. He modestly replied, that of

such ordinations many instances occurred in the annals of the

church; and, waving more ancient precedents, he stated that

Scrgiiis Qniaxcnna, and Stephen o( Naples, both metropolitans*

and.
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When emperors became Christians, and con-

verted kings and princes rewarded, liberally, the

pastors of souls for their labours, the influence

of Christianity increased, bishoprics were en-

dowed with vast revenues, churchmen became

rich, and lived in outward splendour. The pas-

toral charge, then become highly desirable for

property and appanage, was coveted and con-

tested : men unmortified, and not possessed with

the spirit of religion, aspired to rich benefices:

great men and nobles entered into sacred orders,

without vocation, not for cure of souls, but to

enjoy opulent fortunes. In these times, and

under these changes and inducements, elections

became so tumultuous and troublesome, that the

council of Laodicca made a canon expressly

against popular elections; and, in time, princes,

magistrates, and patriarchs, claimed the right of

election, as a privilege inseparable from their

pecuniary grants. So that, in elections to small

and then both living in their sees, had been so ordained in the

late pontificate of his brother Paul. It appears, also, that St.

Ambrose was not only a layman, but still a catechumen, and

not yet baptized, when the people of Milan chose him for their

bishop : that St. Cyprian was but a Neophite, or newly bap-

tized, when he was chosen and consecrated bishop : and that

Nectarius was also a Neophite, when he was named by the

second general council to succeed Gregory Nazianzen in the see

of Constantinople: that Eucherius was only a layman, when

chosen and ordained bishop of Lyons: and that Philogonins

of Antioch, as our revered St. Chrysostom states, was carried

from the court ofjudicature to the bishop's throne

c c 5 sees.
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sees, the emperors required, that the bishopsf'

should be confirmed by the metropolitans; and,

in elections to large sees, the emperors reserved

the right of confirmation to themselves. These

principles seem to have obtained to the period of

the reign of Charlemagne, which invested the

great sees with royau jurisdiction and privi--

leges. In consequence, prelates and church-

men, as might be expected, soon kept courts,

extended their dominions, became great poli-

ticians, appeared at the head of armies, and

united, in the same person, spiritual and tem-

poral power, which soon augmented into para-

mount superiority. Then, it would seem, that

acceptable and fashiofiable guest ^ Simon Magus,
in the character of an Ubiquitarian, clandestinely

crept in, and Simony actively generated and mul-

tiplied in rapid and successful exorbitance : and,

next, almost immediately followed—what in those

days, it appears, was the best interest of Simonif

to promote—a system of free election, subject

only to the confirmation of the holy see apostolic.

And thus, for any thing I find to the contrary,

it continued, in regular contests between popes

and princes, between secular and ecclesiastical

orders, each and all alike struggling for power,

property, and pre-eminence, until the early pe-

riod of that revolution in the state of property

called the Reformation, which separated Eng-

land as an ecclesiastical dependency of the pope-

dom. The election of bishops, then, it may be

seen.
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ficen, took another course. Until now, emperors

and popes had interested themselves as much,

^f not more, in the election of ^Te^/is/i bishops,

than they had done in the choice of local bishops

in their own respective principahties. At the

period of the revolution in question, when
Henry Vlll. possessed himself of all the mo-
nasteries, and their immense revenues and pro*

perty, and had the temporalities of all the new
and all the old bishoprics at his own disposal, he

thought it better to make the election himself.

At this, both popes and clergy clamorously re-

monstrating, Henry, very adroitly, resorted to

official process, in imitation of the pope, in other

times, in the official routine peculiar to the

pope's institution of his ecclesiastical datary^ an

official establishment, similar to our archiepis^

copal courts, for the distribution of benefices,

livings, dignitaries, and ecclesiastical immuni-

ties. Henry nox<o laid down his rule of exercising

his prerogative : that, when a see became vacant,

there should issue, out of the court of chancery,

a writ of custodia temporalitatis^ for the seques-

tration of all the temporalities of the vacant see.

The bisliop whom he wished to fill the vacancy

was then recommended, and permitted to suppli*

cate the pope's bull of investiture of the spiritu"

ality. So invested and consecrated, the bishop

personalis/ appeared before the king, surrendered

the pope's bull, and solemnly renounced every

clause in it, which, by possible ponstruction,

might
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might be deemed prejudicial to the king's prero-

gative, or interpreted to be at variance with some

Jaw of the land ; and took the oath of allegiance

to the king. This done, and satisfied, in all

regular form and order, there issued, out of the

court of chancery, the king's second writ of

restitutio ter.iporalitatis ; and, thereupon, all the

sequestered temporalities were restored, and in-

vested in the bishop elect. And, the congS

d'elire to a chapter, for the election of a

bishop, I understand, now rests on this foun-

dation.

Hence, I conceive, that the principal point

here to be examined is. How the Catholic

bishops and clergy are under the influence of,

or dependent on, any official investiture of the

temporalities of the empire.^

Bishop Warburton, the powerful advocate of,

and my admired author for all church concerns,

considers such patronage, viz. nomination to va-

cant sees and the distribution of clerical bene-

fices, as " a compensation made by the church to

*' the state ^ in returnfor its protection in the use

" of compidsive force, ^^ Thus, it is, again, to

be examined, what compulsive force does the
CIVIL STATE GRANT FOR THE PROTECTION OF

THE ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH SOCIETY ?

Other divines, and writers in ecclesiastical

history, contend, that the making ecclesiastical

ordinations or trusts, to have any dependence on

temporal power, in the way of patronage, or

otherwise.
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otherwise, is* directly contrary to the nature and

institution of Christ's spiritual kingdom.

These cursory details j)resent several questions

for deliberate discussion and decision, as the situ-

ation of the Catholic clergy may be affected by
the grant of property from the state, and the laws

of the empire. I most cordially wish I may, by
possibility orby any happy chance, have suggested

the means of perfect accordance, of a middle

course, or the removal of any one difficulty, tend-

ing to unite the avhole population of the

BRITISH EMPIRE ENTIRE in ouc commou energy

and vigour, to fortify it against the assaults

of the common enemy. But, however this

point of the veto may be decided—and I wish,

from my soul, I were the referee to decide

—

there can be no difficulty in arranging provi-

sional regulations amongst the Catholic societies

themselves, establishing fixed forms of proceeding

in elections, to be recognised by the legislature as

the public law, in the same manner as in all acts

regulating elections in every other corporation of

the empire ; and still less difficulty in the legisla-

ture rapidly sweeping away, into the bottom-

less SINK OF ETERNAL OBLIVION, cvery Other

pretended obnoxious impediment to a complete,

perfect, and irreversible union between the Chris-

tians of England and the Christians of Ireland^

both alike devoutly and. sincerely adoring the same
UNKNOWN God, by passing an act, extending

the local acts of Henry ViU, and Elizabeth, in

force
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force aniy in England, to Ireland and Scotland,

to prohibit illicit and clandestine correspondence

with all foreign potentates,—what ought to have

been done at the Reformation, had religion ar

church-worship sincerely been the object of the

disgraceful scenes of that memorable period.

This is the general law of the empire, forming

an indispensable part of the constitution ; and a

little, very little^ varying doctrinal terms, places

all subjects '* under the bondage of the law,

** in order to enjoy the liberty of the consti*

'* tution.''

Sir William Blackstone, in his able Com-
mentaries, on the penalties against Catholics,

states, that, " If a time shall ever arrive, and
" perhaps it is not very distant, when all fears

*' of a Pretender shall have vanished, and the

** POWER AND influence OF THE PoPE shall

*' become feeble, ridiculous, and despicable,.

•' not only in England, but in every kingdom
** of Europe, it probably would not be amiss to

" review and soften these rigorous edicts, at

'' least till the civil principles of the Roman
*' {Catholics called again upon the legis-

*' lature to renew them ; for it ought not
** to be left in the breast of every merciless

" bigot to draw down the vengeance of these

*' occasional laws, rather to be accounted for,

*' from the urgency of the times which pro-
*' duced them, than to be approved, upon a cool

" review, as a standing system of law, upon the

'* inoffensive
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** inofFetisive though mistaken subjects, in op-

*' position to the lenient inclinations of the civil

*' magistrate, and to the destruction of every

** principle of toleration and religious liberty/^

Thus, the Catholics will be restored to their

rights in the full enjoyment of the constitution,

with perfect security to the state, by means

appeasing all the pretended qualms of the preju-

diced politician, and without imposing any vio-

lation of their religious prejudices : and, thus,

the nation will, at length, acquire that vast in-

calculable reinforcement of mental faculty and

physical strength, of which it stands in such

deplorable need ; and of the advantages of which,

in my opinion, nothing but political corruption

has so long divested the empire,—one of the

principal causes of its general dilapidations, and

unfortunate dismembiances.

It cannot, for a moment, be imagined by any

loyal subject, that our state ought to tolerate

any dependence on, or any correspondence with,

any foreign potentate, no matter what the title ;

seeing that, if the nominal popedom was vacant,

it might be filled by the servile dependent of

the present emperor of France, or any other no

less hostile to our nation.

Had the acts of Flenry and Elizabeth extended

to Ireland at the sera of the Reformation, as the

common routine of operation instructs us they

ought to have done, the probability is, that the

odious distinctions ever since sp viciously sus-

D D tained
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tained had not now existed. It is high time

they should he forgotten^ and for ever lost in

oblivion. England, Scotland, and Ireland, thus

united^ we are yet, with all our political decre-

pitude and belligerent wounds, a great, a pow-

erful, and invincible nation, fully competent

speedily to regain our wonted imperial pre^

eminence over both the moral and physical

world : and this union established, honesty

sincere, and affectionate as it must be, and

all odious distinctions abolished,—believing, as

a religious people, which 1 feel we are, " that in

.^* every nation, every one that fears God, and

," worketh righteousness, is acceptable to Him,^^

—we should soon behold, in the domesticity of

Ireland in particular, the salutary, benign, and

irresistible influence of an union of mind in sen-

timent and in action, in full operation; the in-

tegrity of the laws preserved inviolate ; and the

magistracy of Ireland exercising their sacred do-

minion over the minds and conduct of men,

governed wiiolly by legal principle and general

probity, untainted and uninfluenced by the spirit

of party, which so prominently exemplifies and

honourably distinguishes the characteristic dig-

nity and unsullied probity of the judicial deport-

ment of the magistracy of England ; and the

whole empire reinforced, invigorated, cemented,

and consolidated, under the indissoluble union

of one beloved king, one inviolable allegiance^

and one immutable general late.

Then,
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Then, indeed, we might say, with the great

apostle of the Gentiles, *' We are now the

children of God, through faith in Christ : bap-

tism is the bond of this union: distinctions are

abohshed : all are become one in Christ, in

whom you, as well as the Jews, are the seed of

Abraham, and the heirs of the promise. You
all form one body ; are directed by the same

Spirit ; have one hope, one Saviour, one bap-

tism, and one God, the common Father of all,

from whom, by whom, and to whom, are all

things, whose all-watchful providence and uni-

versal grace overlooks none of the sons of
Adam,

F J N I S.
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